Finding a Provider is Quick and Easy

To view the most up-to-date listing visit wellfirstbenefits.com. Follow the simple steps below to search for a provider or hospital and look up contact information.

1. Go to wellfirstbenefits.com/doctors
2. Under WellFirst Health Products Type, select EPO (Individual and Family Coverage)
3. Search by specialty, name, location, gender and/or language
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SECTION 1 – INTRODUCTION

About This Provider Directory

This directory is current as of 12/28/2019. The provider directory lists in-network plan providers by county, according to the location where WellFirst Health has approved them to provide services. Other types of plans may offer different provider options. See your member certificate if you are not sure which plan you have.

There are symbols that appear next to names listed in this provider directory. These symbols provide important information you will need when choosing a provider. Each page displays a key to explain what the symbols mean.

Go Online To Find a Provider

Although this provider directory was accurate at the time it was printed the provider network may have changed. You should confirm our network providers before you seek care. You can do this by viewing our online provider directory at wellfirstbenefits.com/doctors. You can search by name, specialty, location and more.

Your Primary Care Provider (PCP)

When you enroll as a Member you may be required to choose a PCP to manage your health care. Your PCP evaluates your total healthcare needs and provides personal medical care in one or more medical fields. PCPs are listed within this provider directory or you can visit wellfirstbenefits.com/newmember.

Changing Your PCP

If you are required to choose a PCP, you are free to switch to a different PCP at any time by contacting the WellFirst Health Customer Care Center.

Areas of Practice

PCPs generally focus on certain medical areas of practice and each area has its own benefits:

- Family medicine focuses on health care for the entire family. Some family medicine providers include obstetrics, which is the care of women during pregnancy and childbirth.

- Internal medicine focuses on adult medicine and the aging process (ages 18 and older). Some internal medicine providers have a particular focus on complex or multiple ongoing health conditions.

- Pediatrics focuses on childhood medicine and health care (up to age 17).

Prior Authorization

You must get prior authorization from us before you receive certain services or procedures. If you fail to get Prior Authorization for any covered service which requires an authorization, you, the Member, will be responsible for paying up to 100% of the total cost. Review the Member Guide on wellfirstbenefits.com/members to learn more about the prior authorization process.

You can also call our Customer Care Center at (866) 514-4194 for more information including benefit limitations and coverage details. Refer to your member certificate and benefit summary for benefit limitations and coverage details.

Get the Right Care

When you need care, we encourage to first call your PCP or primary care clinic for an available appointment.

If the need is more immediate, urgent or emergency care may be appropriate. Urgent care is meant to treat medical problems sooner than a scheduled office visit. An authorization is not required to receive urgent care services in an Urgent Care, which is generally open evenings and weekends.

Emergency care is for illness or injuries that are life-threatening. In the case of an emergency, call 911 or go to the nearest emergency room.

Urgent care and emergency room copays are generally higher than office visit copays.

Visit wellfirstbenefits.com/right-care for more details about getting the right care.

Pharmacy

Our pharmacy page provides information about which medications are covered and what programs are available. Visit wellfirstbenefits.com/pharmacy to learn more and to search for a pharmacy near you.
We're Here To Help

Need help selecting a PCP or have other questions about your plan? Call our Customer Care Center at (866) 514-4194. (TTY: 711).

When scheduling appointments or elective procedures, you are strongly encouraged to contact us to verify whether your providers are in our network. This includes for example, your anesthesiologist, radiologist, pathologist, facility, clinic or laboratory. If your provider is out-of-network you will pay more for your care, such as higher copay, deductible and/or coinsurance amounts.

The information contained in this directory may change throughout the year. If you have questions about the providers in our network, please contact our Customer Care Center at (866) 514-4194. They can help you find a network provider or explain the financial implications of seeking care outside of our network.

Visit wellfirstbenefits.com to find more information about your health care coverage. You can even submit questions online to our Customer Care Center. For complete details about what’s covered under you plan, please see your member certificate.

How we choose physicians, providers, and hospitals for our networks:

Quality of care

Before providers join our networks, we check to see that they have the appropriate education, licensure, and training to provide quality care.

While WellFirst Health does not utilize specific quality, member satisfaction, cost-related or patient safety measures for selecting providers and hospitals to participate in our networks, we require that all providers meet our stringent credentialing standards, which include the verification of licensure, education, training, and malpractice and sanction history prior to joining our network. Ongoing quality monitoring of physicians and providers is accomplished by checking for licensure and other sanctions, and investigating, tracking, and trending member complaints about quality of care.

Location

Easy and prompt access to the care you need from wherever you are is important. That’s why we work hard to include network providers in the areas we serve so that you can get the care you need from local doctors, hospitals and other health care professionals.

To help ensure that you can find the care you need, we consider the following:

- How far you have to travel to see a provider
- The number of available providers in your area
- The number of primary care physicians in your area accepting new patients
- The languages the providers speak
- How long it takes to make an appointment and see a provider
- How easily you can access routine, urgent and emergency care

We strive to ensure that all members have access to a physician or other health care professional within 30 minutes driving time or 30 miles from your home. If we are unable to achieve that we will work with you to find the nearest network provider to meet your needs.

Types of providers

To best meet your health care needs, our networks include a wide range of health care providers. They include, but not limited to:

- Primary care physicians, including family medicine, internal medicine, and pediatricians
- Specialists such as general surgeons, dermatologists and cardiologists
- Skilled nursing facilities and rehabilitation hospitals
- Acute care hospitals
- Behavioral health providers, including psychiatrists and therapists
- Diagnostic imaging centers

If you have questions about our networks, please call WellFirst Health Customer Care Center at (866) 514-4194.

How do I know whether to go to the Emergency Room or an Urgent Care Center?

EMERGENCY CARE is care a Member needs due to the onset of a medical condition that, if the Member does not seek immediate medical attention, could result in serious injury or death. Some examples of conditions that may require emergency care are heart attacks, strokes, severe shortness of breath, and significant blood loss. Emergency care is Medically Necessary care, that is needed because the Member’s condition manifests acute symptoms of sufficient severity that a prudent layperson, who possesses average knowledge of health and medicine, could reasonably expect the absence of medical attention to result in serious jeopardy to the Member’s health, or with respect to a pregnant woman, serious jeopardy to the health of the woman or unborn child.

URGENT CARE is care that you need sooner than a regular physician’s visit. Some examples of conditions that may require urgent care are broken bones, sprains, minor cuts and burns drug reactions, and non-severe bleeding. If you are outside the service area, go to the nearest appropriate medical facility, unless you can safely return to the service area to receive care from a Plan Provider.
SECTION 2 – LIST OF NETWORK PROVIDERS

Primary Care Providers

Number of contracted primary care providers: 490

ILLINOIS

MADISON COUNTY

COLLINSVILLE

PEDiatric MEDICINE

KRISTIN V STAHL

101 UNITED DR
COLLINSVILLE, IL 62234
1-618-855-9041
Handicap Access: Y

LAI, LILING, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

STAHL, KRISTIN V, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GLEN CARBON

PEDiatric MEDICINE

STACI R YOUNG

4804 S STATE ROUTE 159
GLEN CARBON, IL 62034
1-618-288-9305
Handicap Access: Y

YOUNG, STACI R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GRANITE CITY

PEDiatric MEDICINE

AHMAD & RANA PEDIATRIC

3165 MYRTLE AVE STE 2
GRANITE CITY, IL 62040
1-618-876-7500
Handicap Access: Y

AHMAD, SHAHNAZ, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MARYVILLE

PEDiatric MEDICINE

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP

6828 STATE ROUTE 162
MARYVILLE, IL 62062
1-618-288-5084
Handicap Access: Y

FAHEY-VORNBERG, MORGAN, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KRICK, JENNIFER D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MONROE COUNTY

COLUMBIA

PEDiatric MEDICINE

ILLINI PEDIATRICS

1550 N MAIN ST STE E
COLUMBIA, IL 62236
1-855-964-3325
Handicap Access: Y

CANGAS, JOSEPH E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WATERLOO

PEDiatric MEDICINE

ILLINI PEDIATRICS

224 BRADFORD LN STE A
WATERLOO, IL 62298
1-855-964-3325
Handicap Access: Y

CANGAS, JOSEPH E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SAINT CLAIR COUNTY

BELLEVILLE

PEDiatric MEDICINE

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP

604 PIERCE BLVD STE 150
O FALLON, IL 62269
1-618-222-9244
Handicap Access: Y

KELLER, SCOTT R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KOPSKY, SHANNON D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SANTOS, MELODY L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SILHAVY, JOSEPH A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

O FALLON

PEDiatric MEDICINE

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP

4600 MEMORIAL DR STE 280
BELLEVILLE, IL 62226
1-618-257-2800
Handicap Access: Y

KRUMHOLZ, LINDSEY M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LAFF, STACIE S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PRICE, SARAH J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SWANSEA

PEDiatric MEDICINE

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP

4212 N ILLINOIS ST
SWANSEA, IL 62226
1-618-233-6685
Handicap Access: Y

KOPSKY, SHANNON D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MISSOURI

BUTLER COUNTY

POPLAR BLUFF

PEDiatric MEDICINE

HEARTLAND WOMENS HEALTHCARE

2340 KATY LN
POPLAR BLUFF, MO 63901
1-618-997-5266
Handicap Access: Y

FERNANDO, JOSEPH P, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FRANKLIN COUNTY

WASHINGTON

SHILOH

PEDiatric MEDICINE

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP

1191 FORTUNE BLVD STE 1
SHILOH, IL 62269
1-618-206-6106
Handicap Access: Y

KELLER, SCOTT R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

May choose as a primary care provider

Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Practice</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
<th>Languages Spoken</th>
<th>Accessibility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>INTERNAL MEDICINE AT WINGHAVEN</strong></td>
<td>5551 WINGHAVEN BLVD STE 290</td>
<td>1-636-695-2575</td>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O FALLON, MO 63368</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WEIKART HEALTHCARE GROUP</strong></td>
<td>1002 PERUQUE CROSSING CT STE 102</td>
<td>1-636-624-5757</td>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O FALLON, MO 63366</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ESSE HEALTH</strong></td>
<td>9979 WINGHAVEN BLVD STE 206</td>
<td>1-636-561-5291</td>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O FALLON, MO 63368</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WESTBURY PEDIATRICS</strong></td>
<td>2954 HIGHWAY K</td>
<td>1-636-978-1772</td>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O FALLON, MO 63368</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INTELLIGENT MEDICINE</strong></td>
<td>1475 KISKER RD STE 200</td>
<td>1-636-496-5810</td>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAINT CHARLES, MO 63043</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SMM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP</strong></td>
<td>1821 SHERMAN DR</td>
<td>1-636-949-8026</td>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAINT CHARLES, MO 63303</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BEV FINGERHOOD</strong></td>
<td>2127 BLUESTONE DR STE 203</td>
<td>1-636-516-5575</td>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAINT CHARLES, MO 63303</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ESSE HEALTH</strong></td>
<td>1551 WALL ST STE 400</td>
<td>1-636-669-7006</td>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAINT CHARLES, MO 63303</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ESSE HEALTH</strong></td>
<td>1475 KISKER RD STE 230</td>
<td>1-636-916-5575</td>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAINT CHARLES, MO 63303</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INTERNATIONAL MEDICINE</strong></td>
<td>132</td>
<td>1-636-629-4295</td>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O FALLON, MO 63368</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INTERNATIONAL MEDICINE</strong></td>
<td>1551 WALL ST STE 400</td>
<td>1-636-669-7006</td>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAINT CHARLES, MO 63303</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INTERNATIONAL MEDICINE</strong></td>
<td>1475 KISKER RD STE 230</td>
<td>1-636-916-5575</td>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAINT CHARLES, MO 63303</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INTERNATIONAL MEDICINE</strong></td>
<td>132</td>
<td>1-636-629-4295</td>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O FALLON, MO 63368</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INTERNATIONAL MEDICINE</strong></td>
<td>1551 WALL ST STE 400</td>
<td>1-636-669-7006</td>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAINT CHARLES, MO 63303</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INTERNATIONAL MEDICINE</strong></td>
<td>1475 KISKER RD STE 230</td>
<td>1-636-916-5575</td>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAINT CHARLES, MO 63303</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
1475 KISKER RD
SAINT CHARLES, MO 63304
1-636-498-5970
Handicap Access: Y
- MELVIN, REBECCA E, DO
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
1475 KISKER RD STE 200
SAINT CHARLES, MO 63304
1-636-498-5830
Handicap Access: Y
- HOLSHouser, Alan W, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
711 VETERANS MEMORIAL PKWY
SAINT CHARLES, MO 63303
1-636-869-2443
Handicap Access: Y
- WOLFE, JOANNE M, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
711 VETERANS MEMORIAL PKWY STE 200
SAINT CHARLES, MO 63303
1-636-869-2443
Handicap Access: Y
- MOLL, KEITH J, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ESSE HEALTH
1475 KISKER RD
SAINT PETERS, MO 63376
1-636-397-3231
Handicap Access: Y
- MIRANDA, DION G, DO
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ESSE HEALTH
4800 MEXICO RD
SAINT PETERS, MO 63376
1-636-441-0067
Handicap Access: Y
- KNAPP, W. STEPHEN, DO
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- SCHACHTER, MICHAEL P, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ESSE HEALTH
6994 MEXICO RD
SAINT PETERS, MO 63376
1-636-397-3231
Handicap Access: Y
- HINGST, MARK D, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- KIRK, MICHAEL N, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- UNDERHILL, JESSICA L, DO
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WELDON SPRING
FAMILY MEDICINE
ESSE HEALTH
4800 MEXICO RD STE 102
SAINT PETERS, MO 63376
1-636-441-0067
Handicap Access: Y
- KREmer, Theodore R, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WELDON SPRING
FAMILY MEDICINE
TRI-COUNTY FAMILY PRACTICE
600 BREEZE PARK DR
WELDON SPRING, MO 63304
1-636-695-2510
Handicap Access: Y
- BRAINTgAM, KAREN E, FNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- USRY, NELSON G, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- KREmer, Theodore R, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS COUNTY

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
## Ballwin

**Family Medicine**

**Tri-County Family Practice**

- 1 Meramec Blfs
  - Ballwin, Mo 63021
  - 1-363-923-2334
  - Handicap Access: Y
- Brautigam, Karen E, FNP
  - Languages Spoken: English
- Sanders, Jenna A, APRN
  - Languages Spoken: English
- Usry, Nelson G, MD
  - Languages Spoken: English

## Bridgeton

**Family Medicine**

**SSM Health DePaul Hospital - St Louis**

- 12303 DePaul Dr
  - Bridgeton, Mo 63044
  - 1-314-344-6000
  - Handicap Access: Y
- Meyer, Jessica L, FNP
  - Languages Spoken: English

**SSM Health Medical Group**

- 12255 De Paul Dr Ste 200
  - Bridgeton, Mo 63044
  - 1-314-209-5100
  - Handicap Access: Y
- Thompson, Joseph W, DO
  - Languages Spoken: English

**SSM Health Medical Group**

- 12255 De Paul Dr Ste 600
  - Bridgeton, Mo 63044
  - 1-314-209-5100
  - Handicap Access: Y
- Belihu, Mihret M, MD
  - Languages Spoken: English, Amharic

## West Florissant Internist

- 3165 McKelvey Rd Ste 100
  - Bridgeton, Mo 63044
  - 1-314-739-1333
  - Handicap Access: Y
- Espana, Christopher B, MD
  - Languages Spoken: English

## Internal Medicine

**Berwald Surgical Medical**

- 3478 Bridgeland Dr Ste 2
  - Bridgeton, Mo 63044
  - 1-314-739-8200
  - Handicap Access: Y
- Berwald, Bruce J, MD
  - Languages Spoken: English

## SSM Health Medical Group

- 12255 De Paul Dr Ste 700
  - Bridgeton, Mo 63044
  - 1-314-739-4166
  - Handicap Access: Y
- Bashir, Aneela, MD
  - Languages Spoken: English
- Byrne, Robert M, MD
  - Languages Spoken: English
- Launch, Leslie A, MD
  - Languages Spoken: English

## Esse Health

- 12255 De Paul Dr Ste 700
  - Bridgeton, Mo 63044
  - 1-314-739-1333
  - Handicap Access: Y
- Caddei, Kelley S, MD
  - Languages Spoken: English
- Gleen, John F, MD
  - Languages Spoken: English

## SSM Health Cardinal Glennon Pediatrics

- 12255 De Paul Dr Ste 300
  - Bridgeton, Mo 63044
  - 1-314-344-6021
  - Handicap Access: Y
- Phillips, Michelle L, MD
  - Languages Spoken: English
- Schnellbacher, Charlotte A, DO
  - Languages Spoken: English
- Schupp, Angela H, MD
  - Languages Spoken: English

## SSM Health Cardinal Glennon Pediatrics

- 3440 De Paul Ln Ste 210
  - Bridgeton, Mo 63044
  - 1-314-291-7766
  - Handicap Access: Y
- Muenster, Joseph E, MD
  - Languages Spoken: English
- Mukherjee, Sucharita, MD
  - Languages Spoken: English, Bengali

## Chesterfield

**Family Medicine**

**Esse Health**

- 1585 Woodlake Dr Ste 100
  - Chesterfield, Mo 63017
  - 1-314-434-4278
  - Handicap Access: Y
- Ganninger, Paul R, MD
  - Languages Spoken: English

May choose as a primary care provider

Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
INTERNAL MEDICINE OF ST LUKES
121 SAINT LUKES CENTER DR STE 504 CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017 1-314-205-6399 Handicap Access: Y
\(^\wedge\) JACKSON, SARAH R, APRN Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

TRI-COUNTY FAMILY PRACTICE
17417 CHESTERFIELD AIRPORT RD CHESTERFIELD, MO 63005 1-636-685-7724 Handicap Access: Y
\(^\wedge\) BRANCO, JULIA E, FNP Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\(^\wedge\) HENNINGSSEN, MEGHAN M, DO Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\(^\wedge\) HUHN-USRY, KATHERINE, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\(^\wedge\) NICHAOLDS, MEGAN, FNP Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\(^\wedge\) QUIST, HEATHER M, FNP Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

VEIN CONCEPTS
6 MCBRIDE & SON CENTER DR STE 201 CHESTERFIELD, MO 63005 1-636-536-0241 Handicap Access: N
\(^\wedge\) GOLDSTEIN, WILLIAM S, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WOODS MILL MEDICAL ASSOCIATES
15201 OLIVE BLVD CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017 1-636-898-8531 Handicap Access: Y
\(^\wedge\) BRAUTIGAM, KAREN E, FNP Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

INTERNAL MEDICINE
CARDIO-PULMONARY AFFILIATES
222 S WOODS MILL RD STE 310N CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017 1-314-682-3630 Handicap Access: Y
\(^\wedge\) MEYERS, DAVID G, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CHESTERFIELD INTERNAL MEDICINE & RHEUMATOLOGY
226 S WOODS MILL RD STE 43W CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017 1-314-205-6444 Handicap Access: Y
\(^\wedge\) BECK, KELLY L, NP Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\(^\wedge\) HASKELL, DARREN R, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\(^\wedge\) KIM, VERONICA D, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\(^\wedge\) KOZENY, RICHARD J, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\(^\wedge\) THOUVENOT, SCOTT M, FNP Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CLINIC OF INTERNAL MEDICINE
121 SAINT LUKES CENTER DR STE 506 CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017 1-314-576-8102 Handicap Access: Y
\(^\wedge\) AHMED, MOHAMMAD M, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\(^\wedge\) GALLI, DAVID A, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\(^\wedge\) SAWAF-HAJJI, RANDA, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CONWAY INTERNISTS
121 SAINT LUKES CENTER DR STE 402 CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017 1-314-205-6160 Handicap Access: Y
\(^\wedge\) BARAKE, ABRAHAM J, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HOWARD, ELIZABETH A, PA-C Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\(^\wedge\) MARION, DANIEL M, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DR GENOVA
224 S WOODS MILL RD STE 450 CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017 1-636-695-2520 Handicap Access: Y
\(^\wedge\) GENOVA, GREGORY P, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DRS MERA BOESCH & KUMAR
222 S WOODS MILL RD STE 630N CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017 1-314-547-4141 Handicap Access: Y
\(^\wedge\) BOESCH, JEFFREY L, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\(^\wedge\) KUMAR, SHANTI, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ESSE HEALTH
1585 WOODLAKE DR STE 100 CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017 1-314-434-4278 Handicap Access: Y
\(^\wedge\) HASTINGS, THOMAS F, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

INTERNAL MEDICINE OF CHESTERFIELD
222 S WOODS MILL RD STE 650N CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017 1-314-682-3625 Handicap Access: Y
\(^\wedge\) AJANEE, NADYA, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\(^\wedge\) BEREZ, CHANTAL G, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\(^\wedge\) KHAN, KANWAL M, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

INTERNAL MEDICINE OF WEST COUNTY
16216 BAXTER RD STE 320 CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017 1-636-391-1706 Handicap Access: Y
\(^\wedge\) PAWLIKOWSKI, MARIA P, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MEDICAL ASSOCIATES OF CHESTERFIELD
224 S WOODS MILL RD STE 370S CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017 1-314-547-2460 Handicap Access: Y
\(^\wedge\) WU, SHARON (XIAOLING), MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MEDICAL SPECIALISTS OF ST LUKES
222 S WOODS MILL RD STE 750N CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017 1-314-205-6600 Handicap Access: Y
\(^\wedge\) BALIS, FRED J, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

\(^\bullet\) May choose as a primary care provider
\(^\wedge\) Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.
\(^\wedge\) This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
WEST COUNTY ADULT MEDICINE
224 S WOODS MILL RD STE 510S
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-205-6605
Handicap Access: Y

WARREN, CORINNA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WOODS MILL MEDICAL ASSOCIATES
15201 OLIVE BLVD
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-636-898-8531
Handicap Access: Y
SHERFY, CATHERINE R, APRN
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WOODS MILL MEDICAL ASSOCIATES
224 S WOODS MILL RD STE 435S
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-576-2394
Handicap Access: Y
CHANG, KAE P, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
FLAMM, AMANDA L, FNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NOVACK, MARK A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SETHI, VIKAS, APRN
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
TEPPER, HANA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PEDIATRIC MEDICINE
ESSE HEALTH
13001 NORTH OUTER 40 RD STE 320
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-567-7337
Handicap Access: Y

COLLER, LORA P, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
HARTENBACH, DAVID E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
KEANEY, KARLA B, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
STERKEL, RANDALL S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GATEWAY PEDIATRICS
224 S WOODS MILL RD STE 720
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-434-4010
Handicap Access: Y

CADDEN, KELLEY S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
GLEESON, JOHN F, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SAVILLE, BRIAN J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CREVE COEUR
FAMILY MEDICINE
CREVE COEUR FAMILY MEDICINE
11550 OLIVE BLVD STE 120
CREVE COEUR, MO 63141
1-314-523-2590
Handicap Access: Y
DUNCAN, LINDSEY R, FNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
FLAMMANG, ALLISON, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
JACKSON, SARAH R, APRN
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

INTERNAL MEDICINE
CREVE COEUR FAMILY MEDICINE
11550 OLIVE BLVD STE 120
CREVE COEUR, MO 63141
1-314-523-2590
Handicap Access: Y
MUSIELAK, DELENE, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PEDIATRIC MEDICINE
CREVE COEUR FAMILY MEDICINE
11550 OLIVE BLVD STE 120
CREVE COEUR, MO 63141
1-314-523-2590
Handicap Access: Y
MUSIELAK, DELENE, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
WACHSSTOCK, DANIEL H, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ELLISVILLE
FAMILY MEDICINE
WESTGLEN FAMILY PHYSICIANS
225 CLARKSDON RD
ELLISVILLE, MO 63011
1-636-685-7715
Handicap Access: Y
DORSEY, DAVID A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
HELMBRECHT, CHRISTINE, FNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
O'BRIEN, BARBARA, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
PITMAN, PATRICIA, FNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

EUREKA
FAMILY MEDICINE
FAMILY MEDICINE SLMG SOUTH
103 HILTOP VILLAGE SHOPPING CENTER DR
EUREKA, MO 63025
1-636-271-3500
Handicap Access: Y
GIORGJIEVSKI, HEATHER, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

TED C VARGAS
300 FORBY RD
EUREKA, MO 63025
1-636-938-9960
Handicap Access: Y
VARGAS, TEODORO C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
VARGAS, TEODORO C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FENTON
FAMILY MEDICINE
ESSE HEALTH
714 GRAVOIS RD STE 210
FENTON, MO 63026
1-314-543-5230
Handicap Access: Y
HUGO, JUSTIN E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
JOHNSON, MELISSA D, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ESSE HEALTH
1011 BOWLES AVE STE 450
FENTON, MO 63026
1-314-467-1500
Handicap Access: Y
FELDNER, WILLIAM F, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FENTON FAMILY PHYSICIANS
774 GRAVOIS BLUFFS BLVD STE B
FENTON, MO 63026
1-636-685-7734
Handicap Access: Y
FROCHTZWAGJ, ABIGAIL, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
O'BRIEN, BARBARA, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
POTTS, KRISTINA A, FNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
PREMIER MEDICAL PHYSICIANS
1747 SMIZER STATION RD
STE 5
FENTON, MO 63026
1-636-529-7000
Handicap Access: Y

• BUCKLEY, BRENDA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
1345 SMIZER MILL RD STE 1100
FENTON, MO 63026
1-636-496-5023
Handicap Access: Y

• DAVIS, SUSAN J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

• JOHNSON, STEPHANIE L, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

• LUDLOW, SARAH J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

• RAGAIN, SEAN T, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH ST CLARE FENTON
1015 BOWLES AVE
FENTON, MO 63026
1-636-496-2000
Handicap Access: Y

• MEYER, JESSICA L, FNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

INTERNAL MEDICINE

ESSE HEALTH
1011 BOWLES AVE STE 450
FENTON, MO 63026
1-314-467-1500
Handicap Access: Y

• FEDAK, MICHAEL J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

• HAMMOND, D. TODD, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

• KOLLI, SRI D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

• MOYLAN, KYLE C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

• ROTHEMEYER, JANELLE A, MD

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
1345 SMIZER MILL RD STE 1200
FENTON, MO 63026
1-636-496-5021
Handicap Access: Y

• HERBERS, MARK F, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

• HUGG, LORI, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PEDIATRIC MEDICINE

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
1345 SMIZER MILL RD STE 1100
FENTON, MO 63026
1-636-496-5022
Handicap Access: Y

• GEORGE, RACHEL MEENU, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

TAMIL

• REH, EDWARD P, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

TIMOTHY J PRATT
1011 BOWLES AVE STE 121
FENTON, MO 63026
1-314-766-2066
Handicap Access: Y

• PRATT, TIMOTHY J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

TIMOTHY J PRATT
1015 BOWLES AVE
FENTON, MO 63026
1-636-496-2000
Handicap Access: Y

• PRATT, TIMOTHY J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ESSE HEALTH
2175 CHARBONIER RD STE B
FLORISSANT, MO 63031
1-314-831-0181
Handicap Access: Y

• KNAPP, W. STEPHEN, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

• SCHACHTER, MICHAEL P, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ESSE HEALTH
2175 CHARBONIER RD STE B
FLORISSANT, MO 63031
1-314-831-0181
Handicap Access: Y

• MIRANDA, DION G, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MOTOG
1224 GRAHAM RD STE 1111
FLORISSANT, MO 63031
1-314-837-3720
Handicap Access: Y

• GUTIERREZ, ERNESTO, MD
Languages Spoken: SPANISH

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
1120 SHACKELFORD RD
FLORISSANT, MO 63031
1-314-521-1302
Handicap Access: Y

• ALVAREZ, JUAN M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

• EVERS, CAROL J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PEDIATRIC MEDICINE

SSM HEALTH CARDINAL GLENNON PEDIATRICS
4129 N HIGHWAY 67
FLORISSANT, MO 63034
1-314-355-5390
Handicap Access: Y

• O'BRIEN, ELIZABETH S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
14021 NEW HALLS FERRY RD
FLORISSANT, MO 63033
1-314-839-0910
Handicap Access: Y

• KRAMBUHL, KATHRYN H, MD
Languages Spoken: SPANISH

HAZELWOOD

• May choose as a primary care provider

• Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.

• This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KIRKWOOD</th>
<th>MARYLAND HTS</th>
<th>SAINT LOUIS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ESSE HEALTH</td>
<td>INTERNAL MEDICINE OF KIRKWOOD</td>
<td>SSM HEALTH DEPAUL ST LOUIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PELIKAN, MARK S, DO Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td>CARRON, TERRI L, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td>PAGANO, MARY E, NP Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANCHESTER</td>
<td>ESSE HEALTH</td>
<td>SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FICK, ERIN RICE, DO Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td>ADAMS, SUSAN R, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH GERMAN</td>
<td>JENNINGS, TIMOTHY W, DO Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RICE, JOHN H, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td>ANDERSON, SCOTT J, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td>LABOUNTY, ALEX R, DO Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESSE HEALTH</td>
<td>internal medicine</td>
<td>LARSEN, CHARLES S, DO Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>637 DUNN RD HAZELWOOD, MO 63042 1-314-838-5702 Handicap Access: Y</td>
<td>BOEHMER, JOYCE E, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td>LUCAS, LEONARD G, DO Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Medicine</td>
<td>WESTGLEN FAMILY PHYSICIANS</td>
<td>MIRIANI, MATTHEW J, DO Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Medicine</td>
<td>PITMAN, PATRICIA, FNP Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td>STURM, SHEERIN B, DO Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Medicine</td>
<td>SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP</td>
<td>YORK, JAMES R, DO Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14309 MANCHESTER RD MANCHESTER, MO 63011 1-314-227-1511 Handicap Access: Y</td>
<td>O’BRIEN, BARBARA, DO Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td>SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Medicine</td>
<td>PENILLA, GREGORIUS R, MD Languages Spoken: TAGALOG</td>
<td>2024 DORSETT VLG MARYLAND HTS, MO 63043 1-314-590-0550 Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Medicine</td>
<td>PENILLA, GREGORIUS R, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td>JENNINGS, TIMOTHY W, DO Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Medicine</td>
<td>PENILLA, GREGORIUS R, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td>LABOUNTY, ALEX R, DO Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Medicine</td>
<td>PENILLA, GREGORIUS R, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td>LARSEN, CHARLES S, DO Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Medicine</td>
<td>PENILLA, GREGORIUS R, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td>LUCAS, LEONARD G, DO Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Medicine</td>
<td>PENILLA, GREGORIUS R, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td>MIRIANI, MATTHEW J, DO Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Medicine</td>
<td>PENILLA, GREGORIUS R, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td>PRATER, FREDRIC A, DO Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Medicine</td>
<td>PENILLA, GREGORIUS R, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td>STURM, SHEERIN B, DO Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Medicine</td>
<td>PENILLA, GREGORIUS R, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td>YORK, JAMES R, DO Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
ESSE HEALTH
13303 TESSON FERRY RD STE 100
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63128
1-314-722-4741
Handicap Access: Y

PADUA, ALAN VALENTE, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, FILIPINO

SANTOS, JAIME Z, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, TAGALOG

ESSE HEALTH
8045 BIG BEND BLVD STE 100
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63119
1-314-968-1551
Handicap Access: Y

MONTOTH, AUDREY K, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ESSE HEALTH
7419 WATSON RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63119
1-314-400-3360
Handicap Access: Y

PATNANA, RADHA V, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ESSE HEALTH
1031 BELLEVUE AVE STE 349
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-645-7265
Handicap Access: Y

FINCH, LADONNA T, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ESSE HEALTH
1027 BELLEVUE AVE STE 107
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-645-3743
Handicap Access: Y

SUD, RISHI N, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GATEWAY HEALTHCARE
7491 BIG BEND BLVD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63119
1-314-961-3038
Handicap Access: Y

KOH, MAHURKH, MD
Languages Spoken:

ENGLISH
HINDI
URDU
PUNJABI

MED-CARE-RX
9352 OLIVE BLVD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63132
1-314-993-5344
Handicap Access: Y

TAYLOR, PEGGIE B, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MICHAEL BARRON
8515 DELMAR BLVD STE 217
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63124
1-314-667-5276
Handicap Access: Y

BARRON, MICHAEL O, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MICHAEL J SPEZIA
23 N OAKS PLZ STE 200
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63121
1-314-385-7161
Handicap Access: Y

SPEZIA, MICHAEL J, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MIDWEST HEALTH PROFESSIONALS
8792 WATSON RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63119
1-314-981-0900
Handicap Access: Y

BUCK, DENISE L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PREMIER MEDICAL PHYSICIANS
2325 DOUGHERTY FERRY RD STE 104
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63122
1-314-821-8889
Handicap Access: Y

FLAMMANG, ALLISON, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KANTOR, DAVID, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH CARE ST MARY'S HOSPITAL - ST LOUIS
6420 CLAYTON RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-788-8000
Handicap Access: Y

MEYER, JESSICA L, FNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
9759 MANCHESTER RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63119
1-314-781-4922
Handicap Access: Y

JACOB, ANNE U, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MALAYALAM
HINDI

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
10296 BIG BEND RD STE 111
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63122
1-314-238-9100
Handicap Access: Y

VICKERS, GARY A, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
8670 BIG BEND BLVD STE A
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63119
1-314-447-1900
Handicap Access: Y

CASS, KYRA A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HENRICHES, JARED, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LOEFFLER, ELLEN T, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
30 RONNIES PLZ
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63126
1-314-748-5800
Handicap Access: Y

MORGAN, ROBERT F, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
1035 BELLEVUE AVE STE 305
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-925-4741
Handicap Access: Y

DRANE, STEVEN D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ECKELKAMP, JOSEPH T, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

VASIREDDY, RISHI K, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
TELUGU
HINDI

SSM HEALTH ST MARYS ST LOUIS
1035 BELLEVUE AVE STE 205
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-768-8000
Handicap Access: Y

MEYER, JESSICA L, FNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
1034 S BRENTWOOD BLVD STE 1120
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-977-4400
Handicap Access: Y

BREEDEN, MATTHEW A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HOOKS-ANDERSON, DENISE R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEME, JAMIL R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

May choose as a primary care provider
Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.
This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
2315 DOUGHERTY FERRY RD STE 205
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63122
1-314-977-4440
Handicap Access: Y
NEME, JAMIL R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
1031 BELLEVUE AVE STE 400
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-977-7455
Handicap Access: Y
LOCKERD, SISTER MARIE P, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
2325 DOUGHERTY FERRY RD STE 100
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63122
1-314-977-9600
Handicap Access: Y
ZOVERI, KIMBERLY A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
6420 CLAYTON RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-977-4700
Handicap Access: Y
DONOVAN, MICHAEL F, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, SPANISH, FRENCH

DAVID PERNIKOFF
2865 NETHERTON DR
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63136
1-314-653-1600
Handicap Access: Y
PERNIKOFF, DAVID J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

EDWARD W HEIDBRIER
1035 BELLEVUE AVE STE 105
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-781-4840
Handicap Access: Y
HEIDBRIER, EDWARD W, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ESSE HEALTH
11155 DUNN RD STE 205E
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63136
1-314-355-1660
Handicap Access: Y
SHAW, DAVID L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
ZHAO, MENG, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ESSE HEALTH
5034 GRIFFIN RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63128
1-314-843-7333
Handicap Access: Y
CIZEK, KATHLEEN M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
HENDERSON, KATHRYN R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MAASSEN, GARY A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MERBAUM, MARC O, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SAITZ, ROBERT M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SANTOS, ROWENA A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ESSE HEALTH
13303 TESSON FERRY RD STE 150
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63128
1-314-842-5239
Handicap Access: Y
FEDAK, MICHAEL J, MD

ESSE HEALTH
7419 WATSON RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63119
1-314-400-3360
Handicap Access: Y
BERGFELD, BRIAN J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
FOGARTY, MARK E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
TRACY, ELIZABETH A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ESSE HEALTH
1027 BELLEVUE AVE STE 170
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-645-3743
Handicap Access: Y
GANDHI, SNEHAL R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
TRACY, ELIZABETH A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ESSE HEALTH
12345 W BEND DR STE 300
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63128
1-314-849-6000
Handicap Access: Y
CURTIN, ROBERT F, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
HSU, HOWARD B, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
OERTLI, ROBERT, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
ZHANG, DAINA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ESSE HEALTH
1027 BELLEVUE AVE STE 107
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-645-3743
Handicap Access: Y
BRUNTS, KATHLEEN S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
VRIEZE LAAR, STANLEY G, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ESSE HEALTH
13303 TESSON FERRY RD STE 45
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63128
1-314-748-5917
Handicap Access: Y
LOWDER, CATHERINE L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

JIANMEI LIU
6400 CLAYTON RD STE 401
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-644-6500
Handicap Access: Y
LIU, JIANMEI (JAMIE), MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, CHINESE

MARK A SChePERLe
1520 S BRENTWOOD BLVD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63144
1-314-862-7711
Handicap Access: Y
SCHEPERLE, MARK A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MEHRDAD SAEED-VAFA
6744 CLAYTON RD STE 307
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-644-3114
Handicap Access: Y
SAEED-VAFA, MEHRDAD, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PREMIER MEDICAL PHYSICIANS
2325 DOUGHERTY FERRY RD STE 104
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63122
1-314-821-6889
Handicap Access: Y
FORTUNATO, VINCE, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PREMIER MEDICAL PHYSICIANS
2315 DOUGHERTY FERRY RD STE 109A
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63122
1-314-729-1725
Handicap Access: Y
DAILEYAN, ANAHIT, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Options:
- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
SOUND PHYSICIANS OF ILLINOIS
6420 CLAYTON RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-768-8000
Handicap Access: Y

- KAUL, PANKAJ K, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SOUTH COUNTY COMPREHENSIVE CARE
9911 KENNERLY RD STE C
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63128
1-314-722-4200
Handicap Access: Y

- PHATAK, SARINA T, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, FRENCH

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
1035 BELLEVUE AVE STE 400
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-923-4700
Handicap Access: Y

- DURBIN, JOHN P, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- FARKAS, JUDIT A, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- GOLUB, BARI L, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- IHNAT, RICHARD G, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- KRASNOFF, MARK S, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- MOORE, JENNIFER M, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
30 RONNIES PLZ
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63126
1-314-748-5800
Handicap Access: Y

- BHUTTO, SHADAB M, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, SINDHI, URDU

- SCHMIDT, EDWIN H, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- SCHNEIDER, PAUL G, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- COLE, DANITA L, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
10296 BIG BEND RD STE 111
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63122
1-314-238-9100
Handicap Access: Y

- PEREZ, ROBERTO J, MD
  Languages Spoken: SPANISH

- SANG, TUYCHE D, MD
  Languages Spoken: SPANISH

- PRAGER, SIMEON, MD
  Languages Spoken: SPANISH

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
1035 BELLEVUE AVE STE 305
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-925-4700
Handicap Access: Y

- PRAGER, SIMEON, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, SPANISH

SSM HEALTH ST MARYS ST LOUIS
6420 CLAYTON RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-768-8000
Handicap Access: Y

- FARRAG, SAFA E, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- MORGAN, SABINA, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, POLISH, FRENCH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
2315 DOUGHERTY FERRY RD STE 205
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63122
1-314-977-9600
Handicap Access: Y

- OLSEN, THOMAS J, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- LYONS, MAUREEN D, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PEDICATRIC MEDICINE

- BIRMINGHAM, JEAN E, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- PATEL, RINKAL R, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- SMITH, JOSHUA C, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ESSE HEALTH

1-314-977-9600
Handicap Access: Y

- AMATO, PATRICIA J, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
6420 CLAYTON RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-768-8000
Handicap Access: Y

- FARRAG, SAFA E, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- MORGAN, SABINA, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, POLISH, FRENCH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
2315 DOUGHERTY FERRY RD STE 211
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63122
1-314-977-9600
Handicap Access: Y

- OLSEN, THOMAS J, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- LYONS, MAUREEN D, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- DOUGHERTY, MATTHEW P, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- REUS, CATHERINE R, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- REUS, ELIZABETH A, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- SCHACTER, JOSEPH, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- SMITH, CAROLYN A, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
  10296 BIG BEND RD
  SAINT LOUIS, MO 63122
  1-314-238-9100
  Handicap Access: Y

- PEREZ, ROBERTO J, MD
  Languages Spoken: SPANISH

- SANG, TUYCHE D, MD
  Languages Spoken: SPANISH

- PRAGER, SIMEON, MD
  Languages Spoken: SPANISH

- SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
  1035 BELLEVUE AVE STE 305
  SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
  1-314-925-4700
  Handicap Access: Y

- PRAGER, SIMEON, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, SPANISH

- SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
  8670 BIG BEND BLVD STE A
  SAINT LOUIS, MO 63119
  1-314-447-1900
  Handicap Access: Y

- SCHMIDT, EDWIN H, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- SCHNEIDER, PAUL G, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ESSE HEALTH

1-314-774-0300
Handicap Access: Y

- AMATO, PATRICIA J, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- MAADDEN, JOHN C, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- NORTON, KAREN K, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- PUTNAM, PETER J, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- TERRILL, KRISTEN A, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- ESSE HEALTH
  13303 TESSON FERRY RD
  STE 150
  SAINT LOUIS, MO 63128
  1-314-842-4744
  Handicap Access: Y

- DOUGHERTY, MATTHEW P, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- REMUS, CATHERINE R, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- REMUS, ELIZABETH A, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- SCHACTER, JOSEPH, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- SMITH, CAROLYN A, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- JMJ MEDICAL ENTERPRISE
  8790 WATSON RD
  SAINT LOUIS, MO 63119
  1-314-774-0300
  Handicap Access: Y

- CASINO, RUBILINDA G, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- ARABIC

- SPANISH

- TAGALOG

- JOHNSON PEDIATRICS
  6973 OLIVE BLVD
  SAINT LOUIS, MO 63130
  1-314-862-7515
  Handicap Access: Y

- JOHNSON, DENISE R, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- MAY choose as a primary care provider

- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.

- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
SSM HEALTH CARDINAL

GLENNON PEDIATRICS
9653 LACKLAND RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63114
1-314-429-7733
Handicap Access: Y

REBBE, NEIL F, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL

GROUP
3555 SUNSET OFFICE DR
STE 101
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63127
1-314-966-3324
Handicap Access: Y

BARINA, JAYA S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FLUG, ERIC J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LACKEY, TIMOTHY C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MARUSIC, GINA M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

POWERS, JANETTE A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL

GROUP
1035 BELLEVUE AVE STE
400A
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-925-4700
Handicap Access: Y

GARTLAND, LEIGH A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

IRVINE, SUSAN M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WACHSSTOCK, DANIEL H,
MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST TERESA PEDIATRICS
7387 WATSON RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63119
1-314-500-5437
Handicap Access: Y

KANAFANI, NADIM, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SUBURBAN PEDIATRICS
4116 VON TALGE RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63128
1-314-939-1674
Handicap Access: Y

AYERS, SARA M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KEBLER, ROBERT S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MURAWSKI, MARK C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WALTHER, STEPHEN S, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY

MEDICAL GROUP
6420 CLAYTON RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-768-8731
Handicap Access: Y

WALENTIK, ANNE C, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LUKES PEDIATRIC

CARE CENTER
8007 SAINT CHARLES ROCK
RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63114
1-314-423-8195
Handicap Access: Y

WALTHER, STEPHEN S, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

May choose as a primary care provider

Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
Languages Spoken:

**INTERNAL MEDICINE**

**DOWNTOWN MEDICAL**

916 OLIVE ST STE 2
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63101
1-314-436-9300
Handicap Access: Y

- SAGGAR, SONNY S, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**ESSE HEALTH**

3409 UNION BLVD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63115
1-314-261-4834
Handicap Access: Y

- WILLIAMS, R. JEROME, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**JAY MAHADEVAN**

3535 S JEFFERSON AVE STE 304
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63118
1-314-865-6585
Handicap Access: Y

- MAHADEVAN, JAY, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**PAUL N SELVADURAI**

6651 CHIPPEWA ST STE 214
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63109
1-314-647-5300
Handicap Access: Y

- SELVADURAI, PAUL N, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**PREMIER MEDICAL PHYSICIANS**

6651 CHIPPEWA ST STE 322
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63109
1-314-457-9338
Handicap Access: Y

- FORTUNATO, VINCE, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP**

3660 VISTA AVE STE 206
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110
1-314-977-6100
Handicap Access: Y

- BUCKHOLD, FRED R, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- DELANEY, NANCY Z, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP**

3660 VISTA AVE SUITES 206 AND 207
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110
1-314-977-7610
Handicap Access: Y

- MAXWELL, MARILYN A, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- MILLER, CHAD S, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- OLSEN, THOMAS J, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP**

3518 LACLEDE AVE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63103
1-314-977-2323
Handicap Access: Y

- BUCKHOLD, FRED R, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- DELANEY, NANCY Z, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- KARCHES, KYLE E, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- MAXWELL, MARILYN A, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- SCHMIDT, JENNIFER M, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP**

1402 S GRAND BLVD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63104
1-314-577-8637
Handicap Access: Y

- MALIK, MOHAMMAD N, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP**

3660 VISTA AVE SUITES 206 AND 207
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110
1-314-977-6610
Handicap Access: Y

- LYNOS, MAUREEN D, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- SCHMIDT, JENNIFER M, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**PEDIATRIC MEDICINE**

**SSM HEALTH CARDINAL GLENNON PEDIATRICS**

4100 FOREST PARK AVE
STE 101A
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63108
1-314-577-5627
Handicap Access: Y

- CHEN, MARGARET R, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP**

1465 S GRAND BLVD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63104
1-314-577-5643
Handicap Access: Y

- AHMAD, SHAHNIZ, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- ALESHIRE, JENNIFER A, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- ARTHUR, JOSHUA D, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- BROOM, MATTHEW A, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- CHEN, MARGARET R, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- FALLER, KENNETH A, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- HEANEY, MARY SUSAN S, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- LABARGE, GENE M, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- LADAGE, JENNIFER S, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- LAMMERT, JOSEPH D, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- MORONCO, PERRY C, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- NASEER, SHAHIDA R, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- PINCUS, ELISA R, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- SALLEE, HEIDI M, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- SINEFF, MICHELLE C, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- TANIOS, ALINE T, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- WALENTIK, ANNE C, DO
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- WATHEN, DAVID A, DO
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- WEAVER, LUKE J, DO
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP**

3660 VISTA AVE SUITE 206
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110
1-314-977-6100
Handicap Access: Y

- PORTER, NORA L, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- WALENTIK, ANNE C, DO
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP**

3518 LACLEDE AVE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63103
1-314-977-2323
Handicap Access: Y

- PORTER, NORA L, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.

- May choose as a primary care provider

- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.
ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP

3660 VISTA AVE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110
1-314-977-6100
Handicap Access: Y

- RICE, TIMOTHY D, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP

3635 VISTA AVE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110
1-314-977-7534
Handicap Access: Y

- WALENTIK, ANNE C, DO
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WARREN COUNTY

WARRENTON

FAMILY MEDICINE

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP

722 N STATE HIGHWAY 47
STE B
WARRENTON, MO 63383
1-636-456-3413
Handicap Access: Y

- HORSTMAN, TODD A, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- SMITH, CHAD J, DO
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

INTERNAL MEDICINE

RIA MEDICAL

1343 NE SERVICE RD
WARRENTON, MO 63383
1-636-456-3340
Handicap Access: Y

- CHOU DHARY, NAVIN, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
  HINDI

- IYER, SEEMA K, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
  HINDI

PEDiatrics MEDICINE

SSM HEALTH CARDINAL GLENNON PEDIATRICS

511 ASHLAND AVE
WARRENTON, MO 63383
1-636-456-0543
Handicap Access: Y

- FRENCH, ANU R, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- LAFITTE, DAMIAN R, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- MOLITOR, CHRISTOPHER E, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- PHILLIPS, MICHELLE L, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- PUETZ, JOHN J, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specialists</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of contracted specialists: 1859</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ILLINOIS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADAMS COUNTY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUINCY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OPHTHALMOLOGY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THE RETINA INSTITUTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1125 HAMPShIRE ST QUINCY, IL 62201 1-800-888-0011 Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLINDER, KEVIN J, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DANG, SABIN, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DURRANI, ALIA K, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENGELBRECHT, NICHOLAS E, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRAND, MARK GILBERT, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOSEPH, DANIEL P, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHAH, GAURAV K, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMITH, BRADLEY T, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OBGYN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>929 STACEY BURK DR FLORA, IL 62839 1-618-997-5266 Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARSON, DEBRA A, DO Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POdiATRY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S THOMAS SEHY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>929 STACEY BURK DR FLORA, IL 62839 1-877-248-3668 Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEHY, S. THOMAS, DPM Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EFFINGHAM COUNTY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EFFINGHAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE RETINA INSTITUTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>903 MEDICAL PARK DR EFFINGHAM, IL 62401 1-800-888-0011 Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLINDER, KEVIN J, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DANG, SABIN, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DURRANI, ALIA K, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENGELBRECHT, NICHOLAS E, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRAND, MARK GILBERT, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOSEPH, DANIEL P, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHAH, GAURAV K, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMITH, BRADLEY T, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FRANKLIN COUNTY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WEST FRANKFORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBSTetrics/ gynecology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEARTLAND WOMENS HEALTHCARE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>215 N LOGAN ST STE A WEST FRANKFORT, IL 62896 1-618-997-5266 Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARSON, DEBRA A, DO Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JEFFERSON COUNTY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MOUNT VERNON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE RETINA INSTITUTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1009 S 42ND ST STE 3 MOUNT VERNON, IL 62864 1-800-888-0011 Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLINDER, KEVIN J, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DANG, SABIN, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DURRANI, ALIA K, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENGELBRECHT, NICHOLAS E, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRAND, MARK GILBERT, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOSEPH, DANIEL P, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHAH, GAURAV K, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMITH, BRADLEY T, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALTON</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THE RETINA INSTITUTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>903 MEDICAL PARK DR EFFINGHAM, IL 62401 1-800-888-0011 Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLINDER, KEVIN J, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DANG, SABIN, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DURRANI, ALIA K, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENGELBRECHT, NICHOLAS E, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRAND, MARK GILBERT, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOSEPH, DANIEL P, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHAH, GAURAV K, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMITH, BRADLEY T, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MADISON COUNTY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALTON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIAGNOSTIC CARDIOLOGY SERVICES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 MEMORIAL DR STE 102 ALTON, IL 62002 1-618-462-6612 Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUTAN, ROBERT G, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARGULSKI, JOHN M, DO Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAZZAQUE, IMaad, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THANAVARO, SAMER, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZIAE, ALI, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ST LOUIS CARDIOLOGY CONSULTANTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 MEMORIAL DR STE 102 ALTON, IL 62002 1-618-462-6612 Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUTAN, ROBERT G, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARGULSKI, JOHN M, DO Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAZZAQUE, IMaad, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THANAVARO, SAMER, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
Languages

1-314-741-1600

ALTON,

2

ARABIC

Languages

1-618-462-6612

ALTON,

2

ENGLISH

Languages

INTERVENTIONAL

CARDIOLOGY

DIAGNOSTIC

CARDIOLOGY SERVICES

2 MEMORIAL DR STE 102

ALTON, IL 62002

1-618-462-6612

Handicap Access: Y

BITAR, SAAD R, MD

Languages Spoken:

ENGLISH

ARABIC

FRENCH

ST LOUIS CARDIOLOGY

CONSULTANTS

2 MEMORIAL DR STE 102

ALTON, IL 62002

1-618-462-6612

Handicap Access: Y

BITAR, SAAD R, MD

Languages Spoken:

ENGLISH

ARABIC

FRENCH

NEPHROLOGY

ST LOUIS KIDNEY CARE

2 MEMORIAL DR STE 201

ALTON, IL 62002

1-314-741-1600

Handicap Access: Y

MAYER, NICHOLAS J, DO

Languages Spoken:

ENGLISH

NAZZAL, MAISA A, MD

Languages Spoken:

ENGLISH

POLACK, DONOVAN C, MD

Languages Spoken:

ENGLISH

OPHTHALMOLOGY

THE RETINA INSTITUTE

1 PROFESSIONAL DR STE 260

ALTON, IL 62002

1-800-888-0011

Handicap Access: Y

BLINDER, KEVIN J, MD

Languages Spoken:

ENGLISH

DURRANI, ALIA K, MD

Languages Spoken:

ENGLISH

ENGELBRECHT, NICHOLAS E, MD

Languages Spoken:

ENGLISH

GRAND, MARK GILBERT, MD

Languages Spoken:

ENGLISH

JOSEPH, DANIEL P, MD

Languages Spoken:

ENGLISH

SHAH, GAURAV K, MD

Languages Spoken:

ENGLISH

SMITH, BRADLEY T, MD

Languages Spoken:

ENGLISH

COLLINSVILLE

OPHTHALMOLOGY

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP

907 N BLUFF RD

COLLINSVILLE, IL 62234

1-800-432-8474

Handicap Access: Y

DAVITT, BRADLEY V, MD

Languages Spoken:

ENGLISH

GLEN CARBON

OPHTHALMOLOGY

HILL VISION SERVICES

112 MAGNOLIA DR

GLEN CARBON, IL 62034

1-314-567-7771

Handicap Access: Y

HILL, GEOFFREY M, MD

Languages Spoken:

ENGLISH

HILL, GREGORY A, MD

Languages Spoken:

ENGLISH

THE RETINA INSTITUTE

5 COUNTRY CLUB

EXECUTIVE PARK

GLEN CARBON, IL 62034

1-800-888-0011

Handicap Access: Y

BLINDER, KEVIN J, MD

Languages Spoken:

ENGLISH

DURRANI, ALIA K, MD

Languages Spoken:

ENGLISH

ENGELBRECHT, NICHOLAS E, MD

Languages Spoken:

ENGLISH

GRAND, MARK GILBERT, MD

Languages Spoken:

ENGLISH

JOSEPH, DANIEL P, MD

Languages Spoken:

ENGLISH

SHAH, GAURAV K, MD

Languages Spoken:

ENGLISH

SMITH, BRADLEY T, MD

Languages Spoken:

ENGLISH

OTOLARYNGOLOGY

ILLINOIS EAR NOSE AND THROAT ASSOCIATES

9 GLEN ED PROFESSIONAL PARK

GLEN CARBON, IL 62034

1-818-307-9214

Handicap Access: Y

FIERSTEIN, JEFFREY T, MD

Languages Spoken:

ENGLISH

GRANITE CITY

CARDIOLOGY

ST LOUIS HEART AND VASCULAR

2120 MADISON AVE STE 101

GRANITE CITY, IL 62040

1-618-876-8214

Handicap Access: Y

SINGH, TONIYA, MD

Languages Spoken:

ENGLISH

TAHIR, MOHAMMAD, MD

Languages Spoken:

ENGLISH

VARDI, GIL M, MD

Languages Spoken:

ENGLISH

INTERVENTIONAL

CARDIOLOGY

ST LOUIS HEART AND VASCULAR

2120 MADISON AVE STE 101

GRANITE CITY, IL 62040

1-618-876-8214

Handicap Access: Y

ARMBRUSTER, ROBERT A, MD

Languages Spoken:

ENGLISH

SEROTA, HARVEY, MD

Languages Spoken:

ENGLISH

NEPHROLOGY

ST LOUIS KIDNEY CARE

2044 MADISON AVE STE 15

GRANITE CITY, IL 62040

1-618-452-8420

Handicap Access: Y

MAYER, NICHOLAS J, DO

Languages Spoken:

ENGLISH

NAZZAL, MAISA A, MD

Languages Spoken:

ENGLISH

POLACK, DONOVAN C, MD

Languages Spoken:

ENGLISH

PAIN MANAGEMENT

INTERVENTIONAL PAIN MANAGEMENT

2421 CORPORATE CTR STE 105

GRANITE CITY, IL 62040

1-618-288-8905

Handicap Access: Y

GUNAPOOTI, MAHENDRA P, MD

Languages Spoken:

ENGLISH

HIGHLAND
NEPHROLOGY

RASHID AHMED M DALAL
12860 TROXLER AVE STE 120
HIGHLAND, IL 62249
1-618-239-9500
Handicap Access: Y

^ DALAL, RASHID A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
GUJARATI

MARYVILLE

OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY

CHRISTINA MIDKIFF
2023 VADALABENE DR STE 200
MARYVILLE, IL 62062
1-618-288-7408
Handicap Access: Y

^ MIDKIFF, CHRISTINA L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ OWENS, MARKEL L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ SHAH, MANISHA C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
HINDI
GUJARATI

ORTHOPEDICS

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
2133 VADALABENE DR
MARYVILLE, IL 62062
1-618-288-5606
Handicap Access: Y

^ ENGEL, ELIZABETH, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PEDIATRIC NEUROLOGY

TRI CITY NEUROLOGY
6828 STATE ROUTE 162 STE B
MARYVILLE, IL 62062
1-618-288-5906
Handicap Access: Y

ALI, SYED S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
HINDI
URDU

NASEER, RIAZ A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
URDU

PODIARY

PREMIERANKLEANDFOOTOFILLINOIS
6810 STATE ROUTE 162 STE 20
MARYVILLE, IL 62062
1-618-288-2835
Handicap Access: Y

CARDENAS, GABRIEL, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SPANISH

MARION COUNTY

SALEM

OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
1250 W WHITTAKER ST
SALEM, IL 62881
1-618-997-5266
Handicap Access: Y

^ CARSON, DEBRA A, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PERRY COUNTY

NASHVILLE

CARDIOLOGY

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
705 S GRAND ST
NASHVILLE, IL 62263
1-618-327-2225
Handicap Access: Y

^ CARSON, DEBRA A, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WHITE, STEPHANIE M, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SAINT CLAIR COUNTY

BELLEVILLE

NEPHROLOGY

RASHID AHMED M DALAL
4550 MEMORIAL DR STE 360
BELLEVILLE, IL 62226
1-618-239-9500
Handicap Access: Y

^ DALAL, RASHID A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
GUJARATI

O FALLON

OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY

SSM HEALTH CARDINAL GLENNON PEDIATRICS
1 SAINT ELIZABETH BLVD
O FALLON, IL 62269
1-618-234-2120
Handicap Access: Y

^ BABBAR, SHILPA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
HINDI

WILLIAMSON COUNTY

CARBONDALE

OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY

HEARTLAND WOMENS HEALTHCARE
900 E WALNUT ST STE 10
CARBONDALE, IL 62901
1-618-967-5266
Handicap Access: Y

^ CARSON, DEBRA A, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MISSOURI

BOONE COUNTY

COLUMBIA

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
OPHTHALMOLOGY
THE RETINA INSTITUTE
500 N KEENE ST STE 101
COLUMBIA, MO 65201
1-800-888-0011
Handicap Access: Y

BLINDER, KEVIN J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENGELBRECHT, NICHOLAS E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GRAND, MARK GILBERT, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

JOSEPH, DANIEL P, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SHAH, GAURAV K, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SMITH, BRADLEY T, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEPHROLOGY
NEPHROLOGY AND HYPERTENSION SPECIALISTS
965 MATTOX DR
SULLIVAN, MO 63080
1-866-888-8918
Handicap Access: Y

ARGOULEDIS, ALEXIS C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GARCIA, JUAN C, MD
Languages Spoken: SPANISH

LOPEZ-CONCAGH, LISSA M, MD
Languages Spoken: SPANISH

OPHTHALMOLOGY
THE RETINA INSTITUTE
965 MATTOX DR BLDG B
SULLIVAN, MO 63080
1-800-888-0011
Handicap Access: Y

BLINDER, KEVIN J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DANG, SABIN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DURRANI, ALIA K, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENGELBRECHT, NICHOLAS E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GRAND, MARK GILBERT, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

JOSEPH, DANIEL P, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SHAH, GAURAV K, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SMITH, BRADLEY T, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CRAWFORD COUNTY

May choose as a primary care provider

Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
SSM HEALTH SAINT LOUIS UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
1540 E EVERGREEN ST
SPRINGFIELD, MO 65803
1-314-577-8867
Handicap Access: Y

BASTANI, BAHAR, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OUSEPH, ROSEMARY, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SODHI, RUPINDER K, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WOOD, THOMSON, MAYFIELD, SODHI, OUSEPH, BASTANI, JEFFERSON ARNOLD
ENGLISH Languages

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
1296 JEFFCO BLVD
ARNOLD, MO 63010
1-314-238-9108
Handicap Access: Y

JAFRI, RUBAB, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST ANTHONYS PHYSICIAN ORGANIZATION
3619 RICHARDSON SQUARE
DR STE 170
ARNOLD, MO 63010
1-314-849-3711
Handicap Access: Y

BRENNAN, RICHARD X, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CEDAR HILL
PODIAITRY
DR MICHAEL YANKOWITZ
6420 THE CEDARS CT
CEDAR HILL, MO 63016
1-636-274-2700
Handicap Access: Y

YANKOWITZ, MICHAEL, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CRYSTAL CITY
OPHTHALMOLOGY
PREMIER EYE ASSOCIATES
1400 US HWY 61
CRYSTAL CITY, MO 63019
1-636-937-8855
Handicap Access: N

NACKE, RANDALL E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH SAINT LOUIS UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
1540 E EVERGREEN ST
SPRINGFIELD, MO 65803
1-314-577-8867
Handicap Access: Y

VARMA, CHINTALAPATI V, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

JEFFERSON COUNTY
ARNOLD
CHIROPRACTIC
PROACTIVE CHIROPRACTIC
101 RICHARDSON CROSSING
ARNOLD, MO 63010
1-636-464-8360
Handicap Access: Y

MAYFIELD, LYNETTE, DC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SEaver, HEATHER, DC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

THOMSON, KRISTI A, DC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WOOD, KATIE B, DC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
1296 JEFFCO BLVD
ARNOLD, MO 63010
1-314-238-9108
Handicap Access: Y

PAPPAS, ANTHONY, DC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ZWIENER, MICHAEL, DC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST ANTHONYS PHYSICIAN ORGANIZATION
1520 PARKWAY WEST
FESTUS, MO 63010
1-636-464-8360
Handicap Access: Y

CARLSTROM, JESSICA B, DC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MAYFIELD, LYNETTE, DC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GENERAL SURGERY
STEVEN L KURZWEIL
1400 US HIGHWAY 61 STE 230
FESTUS, MO 63028
1-636-937-6601
Handicap Access: Y

KURZWEIL, STEVEN L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS KIDNEY CARE
1400 US HIGHWAY 61 STE 337
FESTUS, MO 63028
1-636-937-3337
Handicap Access: Y

MAYER, NICHOLAS J, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NAAZAL, MAISA A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

POLACK, DONOVAN C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CHIROPRACTIC
ST ANTHONYS PHYSICIAN ORGANIZATION
1216 W MAIN ST
FESTUS, MO 63028
1-314-549-3711
Handicap Access: Y

BRENNAN, RICHARD X, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OPHTHALMOLOGY
ST LOUIS EYE CLINIC
1145 E GANNON DR
FESTUS, MO 63028
1-636-531-5471
Handicap Access: Y

LELE, SANJEEV M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GUJARATI MARATHI

PAIN MANAGEMENT
INTERVENTIONAL PAIN INSTITUTE
1405 N TRUMAN BLVD
FESTUS, MO 63028
1-636-933-2243
Handicap Access: Y

GHEITH, RAMIS, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PODIAITRY
DR MICHAEL YANKOWITZ
1216 W MAIN ST
FESTUS, MO 63028
1-636-933-4100
Handicap Access: Y

YANKOWITZ, MICHAEL, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HILLSBORO

May choose as a primary care provider
Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.
This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
OPHTHALMOLOGY

REGIONAL EYECARE ASSOCIATES
11339 HIGHWAY 21
HILLSBORO, MO 63050
1-636-586-7770
Handicap Access: Y

~

SCHURMAN, GOOLSBY, TEKWANI, LINCOLN HOUSE

ENGLISH Languages

1-314-209-9331
TROY, 1169

ENGLISH Languages

Handicap

HOUSE SPRINGS

BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS (AUTISM)

JUDEVINE CENTER FOR AUTISM
4400 KENNERLY PARK RD
HOUSE SPRINGS, MO 63051
1-636-489-3595
Handicap Access: Y

~

Goolsby, Lisa, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

~

SCHURMAN, EMILY, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

~

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH (AUTISM)

JUDEVINE CENTER FOR AUTISM
4400 KENNERLY PARK RD
HOUSE SPRINGS, MO 63051
1-636-489-3595
Handicap Access: Y

~

Goolsby, Lisa, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

~

SCHURMAN, EMILY, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

~

LINCOLN COUNTY

TROY

CARDIOLOGY

MIDWEST HEALTH PROFESSIONALS
1169 E CHERRY ST
TROY, MO 63379
1-314-209-9331
Handicap Access: Y

~

Kayembe, Tshiwsaka B, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH SWAHLI

~

May choose as a primary care provider

Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
BISHARA, SAMER, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
100 MEDICAL PLZ STE 150
LAKE ST LOUIS, MO 63367
1-314-218-2300
Handicap Access: Y

NANDA, ARDAMAN S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
300 MEDICAL PLZ STE 150
LAKE ST LOUIS, MO 63367
1-636-625-2662
Handicap Access: Y

LAKE ST LOUIS DERMATOLOGY
300 MEDICAL PLZ STE 210
LAKE ST LOUIS, MO 63367
1-636-561-0026
Handicap Access: Y
CANIZARES, MARIA J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GASTROENTEROLOGY
ALI MEDICAL
300 MEDICAL PLZ STE 100
LAKE ST LOUIS, MO 63367
1-636-625-8300
Handicap Access: Y
JAWAD, QAISER, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
URDU
HINDI
PUNJABI

GENERAL SURGERY
SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
300 MEDICAL PLZ STE 310
LAKE ST LOUIS, MO 63367
1-636-669-2332
Handicap Access: Y
NICKEL, DAVID A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SCneider, II, THOMAS A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEPHROLOGY
ARCH KIDNEY AND HYPERTENSION CARE
2 HARBOR BEND CT STE 202
LAKE ST LOUIS, MO 63367
1-314-993-4949
Handicap Access: Y
BALASUBRAMANIAN, GEETHA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
TAMIL

NEUROLOGY
SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
300 MEDICAL PLZ STE 221
LAKE ST LOUIS, MO 63367
1-636-625-6041
Handicap Access: Y
KINSELLA, LAURENCE J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
300 MEDICAL PLZ STE 150
LAKE ST LOUIS, MO 63367
1-636-625-6041
Handicap Access: Y
KINSELLA, LAURENCE J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
300 MEDICAL PLZ STE 211
LAKE ST LOUIS, MO 63367
1-636-946-3670
Handicap Access: Y
LU, JAMES J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY
HEARTLAND WOMENS HEALTHCARE
1000 EDGEWATER PT STE 200
LAKE ST LOUIS, MO 63367
1-618-997-5266
Handicap Access: Y
BUCHY, NANCY J, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SOMMONS, EMILY L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SPANISH
SULLIVAN, PAMELA A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ORTHOPEDICS
ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
400 MEDICAL PLZ STE 220
LAKE ST LOUIS, MO 63367
1-636-555-3400
Handicap Access: Y
KAAR, SCOTT G, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

May choose as a primary care provider
Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.
This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
NEUROSURGERY

NEUROSURGERY AND NEUROLOGY
5551 WINGHAVEN BLVD STE 132
O FALLON, MO 63368
1-314-378-2888
Handicap Access: Y
^ PURVINES, SCOTT H, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY

BOONSLICK MEDICAL GROUP
2630 HIGHWAY K
O FALLON, MO 63368
1-636-946-3089
Handicap Access: Y
^ PUCKETT, JAMIE L, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
1101 HIGHWAY K
O FALLON, MO 63366
1-636-379-6363
Handicap Access: Y
^ DICKERHOFF, LINDSAY A, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ EUBANKS, EMMA R, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ GANZ, THOMAS F, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WEST COUNTY WOMENS HEALTHCARE
5551 WINGHAVEN BLVD STE 170
O FALLON, MO 63368
1-314-205-6788
Handicap Access: Y
^ BALDETTI, JESSICA, DO Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ MELOY, MEGAN, NP Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ MORGAN, CAROLINE A, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OPHTHALMOLOGY

REGIONAL EYECARE ASSOCIATES
3013 WINGHAVEN BLVD
O FALLON, MO 63368
1-636-571-3977
Handicap Access: Y
^ TEKWANI, NAVIN H, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS EYE CLINIC
5551 WINGHAVEN BLVD STE 160
O FALLON, MO 63368
1-636-695-2542
Handicap Access: Y
^ LELE, SANJEEV M, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ RAGHUNANDAN, DUNDOO, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ORTHOPEDICS

SIGNATURE HEALTH SERVICES
20 PROGRESS POINT PKWY
STE 106
O FALLON, MO 63368
1-314-983-4700
Handicap Access: Y
^ ZEHNDER, SCOTT W, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SIGNATURE MEDICAL GROUP
9323 PHOENIX VILLAGE PKWY
O FALLON, MO 63368
1-314-205-6788
Handicap Access: Y
^ BERNI, ANTHONY J, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ CHABERG, JAMES E, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SIGNATURE MEDICAL GROUP
20 PROGRESS POINT PKWY
STE 106
O FALLON, MO 63368
1-314-983-4700
Handicap Access: Y
^ AUBUCHON, CRAIG E, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ BURNS, MICHAEL F, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ GILLEY, JASEN H, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ LAI, VINCE J, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ STREGE, DAVID W, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ SUSI, JESSE G, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ TESSIER, JOHN E, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEUROSURGERY

NEUROSURGERY AND NEUROLOGY
5551 WINGHAVEN BLVD STE 132
O FALLON, MO 63368
1-314-378-2888
Handicap Access: Y
^ PURVINES, SCOTT H, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY

BOONSLICK MEDICAL GROUP
2630 HIGHWAY K
O FALLON, MO 63368
1-636-946-3089
Handicap Access: Y
^ PUCKETT, JAMIE L, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
1101 HIGHWAY K
O FALLON, MO 63366
1-636-379-6363
Handicap Access: Y
^ DICKERHOFF, LINDSAY A, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ EUBANKS, EMMA R, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ GANZ, THOMAS F, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WEST COUNTY WOMENS HEALTHCARE
5551 WINGHAVEN BLVD STE 170
O FALLON, MO 63368
1-314-205-6788
Handicap Access: Y
^ BALDETTI, JESSICA, DO Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ MELOY, MEGAN, NP Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ MORGAN, CAROLINE A, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OPHTHALMOLOGY

REGIONAL EYECARE ASSOCIATES
3013 WINGHAVEN BLVD
O FALLON, MO 63368
1-636-571-3977
Handicap Access: Y
^ TEKWANI, NAVIN H, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS EYE CLINIC
5551 WINGHAVEN BLVD STE 160
O FALLON, MO 63368
1-636-695-2542
Handicap Access: Y
^ LELE, SANJEEV M, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ RAGHUNANDAN, DUNDOO, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ORTHOPEDICS

SIGNATURE HEALTH SERVICES
20 PROGRESS POINT PKWY
STE 106
O FALLON, MO 63368
1-314-983-4700
Handicap Access: Y
^ ZEHINDER, SCOTT W, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SIGNATURE MEDICAL GROUP
9323 PHOENIX VILLAGE PKWY
O FALLON, MO 63368
1-314-205-6788
Handicap Access: Y
^ BERNI, ANTHONY J, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ CHABERG, JAMES E, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SIGNATURE MEDICAL GROUP
20 PROGRESS POINT PKWY
STE 106
O FALLON, MO 63368
1-314-983-4700
Handicap Access: Y
^ MALBROUGH, THOMAS J, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PAIN MANAGEMENT

ARCH ADVANCED PAIN MANAGEMENT
856 WATERBURY FALLS DR
STE 100
O FALLON, MO 63368
1-636-244-5004
Handicap Access: Y
^ STURM, JAMES M, DO Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PALLIATIVE MEDICINE

VA MARYLAND ATODUS
5551 WINGHAVEN BLVD STE 132
O FALLON, MO 63368
1-636-695-2525
Handicap Access: Y
^ OBERLE, JILL E, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PHYSICAL MEDICINE AND REHABILITATION

SIGNATURE MEDICAL GROUP
9323 PHOENIX VILLAGE PKWY
O FALLON, MO 63368
1-314-983-4700
Handicap Access: Y
^ MALBROUGH, THOMAS J, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SIGNATURE MEDICAL GROUP
20 PROGRESS POINT PKWY
STE 106
O FALLON, MO 63368
1-314-983-4700
Handicap Access: Y
^ MALBROUGH, THOMAS J, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PODIATRY

NEIL S SNYDER
5551 WINGHAVEN BLVD STE 260
O FALLON, MO 63368
1-636-230-3883
Handicap Access: Y
^ SNYDER, NEIL S, DPM Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
**ALLERGY/IMMUNOLOGY**

**SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP**

711 VETERANS MEMORIAL PKWY
SAINT CHARLES, MO 63303
1-866-669-2424
Handicap Access: Y

WATERHOUSE, KIM M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS (AUTISM)**

**BEHAVIOR SOLUTIONS**

44 PORTWEST CT
SAINT CHARLES, MO 63303
1-866-493-9299
Handicap Access: Y

FARRELL, AMANDA E, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MCCANN, STACY M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PEELER, COLIN, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**CARDIOLOGY**

**SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP**

1475 KISKER RD STE 200
SAINT CHARLES, MO 63304
1-636-498-5890
Handicap Access: Y

AZRAK, ELIE C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ARABIC

CHAHOU, GEORGES E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ARABIC

FRENCH

CHOUHAN, LALIT K, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HINDI

GUJARATI

THANAVARIO, SAMER, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ZIAEE, ALI, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP**

400 1ST CAPITOL DR STE 401
SAINT CHARLES, MO 63301
1-636-669-2220
Handicap Access: Y

CHOUHAN, LALIT K, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HINDI

GUJARATI

SEUC, CARLOS A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FRENCH

SPANISH

THANAVARIO, SAMER, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ZIAEE, ALI, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP**

1475 KISKER RD STE 201
SAINT CHARLES, MO 63304
1-636-498-5890
Handicap Access: Y

BIEI, STANLEY I, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GONDI, RAMA K, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HINDI

TELUGU

KING, THOMAS R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LUTAN, ROBERT G, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NARAYANAN, SURESH K, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WEISS, EDWARD S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP**

1551 WALL ST STE 430
SAINT CHARLES, MO 63303
1-636-669-2220
Handicap Access: Y

AZRAK, ELIE C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ARABIC

FRENCH

**SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP**

1551 WALL ST STE 400
SAINT CHARLES, MO 63303
1-636-669-2350
Handicap Access: Y

BISHARA, SAM, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**ST LOUIS HEART AND VASCULAR**

330 1ST CAPITOL DR STE 410
SAINT CHARLES, MO 63301
1-314-741-0911
Handicap Access: Y

CHANDRA, PRADEEP A, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GLASCOCK, DENNIS N, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KALVATIS, SAULUS, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KATYAL, ALOK, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KICHURA, GEORGE M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OAYYUM, USMAN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

RAMADAN, RAFIQ P, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SAHETA, SANJAYA N, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SINGH, TONIYA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

TAHIR, MOHAMMAD, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

VARDI, Gil M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
### CHIROPRACTIC

**FURJES, STEPHEN, DC**  
**CHIROPRACTIVE OFFICES**  
222 S SECOND ST  
SAINT CHARLES, MO 63301  
1-636-916-1300  
Handicap Access: Y  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

### DERMATOLOGY

**FIRST CAPITAL DERMATOLOGY**  
901 S 5TH ST  
SAINT CHARLES, MO 63301  
1-636-699-2219  
Handicap Access: Y  
CLEVER, HENRY W, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

### ENDOCRINOLGY

**SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP**  
711 VETERANS MEMORIAL PKWY  
SAINT CHARLES, MO 63303  
1-636-669-2219  
Handicap Access: Y  
THURMAN, JEROME E, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

### GASTROENTEROLOGY

**ESSE HEALTH**  
1551 WALL ST STE 400  
SAINT CHARLES, MO 63303  
1-636-669-7006  
Handicap Access: Y  
BIALECKI, ELDAD S, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

### GENERAL SURGERY

**SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP**  
400 1ST CAPITOL DR STE 201  
SAINT CHARLES, MO 63301  
1-636-496-5080  
Handicap Access: Y  
DAVIS, ALLISON K, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH  
LAPLANTE, JENNIFER M, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

### HANDICAP

**1-636-498-5897**  
SAINT CHARLES, MO 63304  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

### INTERVENTIONAL CARDIOLOGY

**SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP**  
1475 KISKER RD STE 201  
SAINT CHARLES, MO 63304  
1-636-498-5897  
Handicap Access: Y  
BITAR, SAAD R, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

### INFECTION DISEASE

**INFECTION DISEASES**  
330 1ST CAPITOL DR STE 260  
SAINT CHARLES, MO 63301  
1-636-925-0900  
Handicap Access: Y  
AITKEN, RAMONA E, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH  
ROMANIAN

### INFECTIOUS DISEASES

**INFECTIOUS DISEASES**  
330 1ST CAPITOL DR STE 410  
SAINT CHARLES, MO 63301  
1-636-925-0900  
Handicap Access: Y  
PATRI, MANOKIRAN, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

### NEPHROLOGY

**ARCH KIDNEY AND HYPERTENSION CARE**  
330 1ST CAPITOL DR STE 340  
SAINT CHARLES, MO 63301  
1-636-443-2440  
Handicap Access: Y  
BALASUBRAMANIAN, GEETHA, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH  
TAMIL

### NEUROLOGY

**METROPOLITAN NEUROLOGY**  
400 1ST CAPITOL DR STE 407  
SAINT CHARLES, MO 63301  
1-636-946-1152  
Handicap Access: Y  
HEAD, RICHARD A, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH  
PAN, MIN, MD

---

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OPHTHALMOLOGY</th>
<th>PAIN MANAGEMENT</th>
<th>PULMONARY DISEASE</th>
<th>THORACIC SURGERY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EYE SPECIALISTS OF ST CHARLES</td>
<td>SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP</td>
<td>MIDWEST CHEST CONSULTANTS</td>
<td>SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SATTERTLY, DONALD S, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td>ESSE HEALTH</td>
<td>CALANDRINO, FRANK S, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td>FONSECA, PETER, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPTOMETRY</td>
<td>PEDIATRIC ENDOCRINE</td>
<td>SILER, THOMAS M, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td>SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOGEY HILLS VISION CENTER</td>
<td>SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP</td>
<td>400 1ST CAPITOL DR STE 100 SAINT CHARLES, MO 63301 1-636-669-0300 Handicap Access: Y EHSAN, MOHSIN, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td>330 1ST CAPITOL DR STE 340 SAINT CHARLES, MO 63303 1-636-669-7006 Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORTHOPEDICS</td>
<td>PEDIATRIC SLEEP MEDICINE</td>
<td>SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP</td>
<td>UROLOGY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP</td>
<td>SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP</td>
<td>1551 WALL ST STE 400 SAINT CHARLES, MO 63303 1-636-669-7006 Handicap Access: Y EHSAN, MOHSIN, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td>ESSE HEALTH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>^ SATTERTLY, THOMAS F, DO Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td>1475 KISKER RD STE 200 SAINT CHARLES, MO 63304 1-636-498-7980 Handicap Access: Y JOHNSON, H. THOMAS, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td>^ FONSECA, PETER, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td>^ ADKINS, KENT L, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>^ SATTERTLY, THOMAS F, DO Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td>BK PODIATRY CENTERS</td>
<td>^ CONRAD, JOHN M, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td>^ LEV, JOSEPH, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>^ SATTERTLY, THOMAS F, DO Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td>^ COLLINS, KARL B, DPM Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td>^ COLLINS, KARL B, DPM Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td>^ RAZZAQ, ASIM, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>^ SATTERTLY, THOMAS F, DO Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td>^ FAMILY FOOT CARE</td>
<td>^ FOU, ANNAL M, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH CHINESE</td>
<td>^ RAZZAQ, ASIM, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>^ SATTERTLY, THOMAS F, DO Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td>^ FOU, ANNAL M, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH CHINESE</td>
<td>^ FOU, ANNAL M, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH CHINESE</td>
<td>^ RAZZAQ, ASIM, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>^ SATTERTLY, THOMAS F, DO Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td>^ FOU, ANNAL M, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH CHINESE</td>
<td>^ FOU, ANNAL M, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH CHINESE</td>
<td>^ RAZZAQ, ASIM, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>^ SATTERTLY, THOMAS F, DO Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td>^ FOU, ANNAL M, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH CHINESE</td>
<td>^ FOU, ANNAL M, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH CHINESE</td>
<td>^ RAZZAQ, ASIM, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>^ SATTERTLY, THOMAS F, DO Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td>^ FOU, ANNAL M, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH CHINESE</td>
<td>^ FOU, ANNAL M, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH CHINESE</td>
<td>^ RAZZAQ, ASIM, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>^ SATTERTLY, THOMAS F, DO Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td>^ FOU, ANNAL M, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH CHINESE</td>
<td>^ FOU, ANNAL M, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH CHINESE</td>
<td>^ RAZZAQ, ASIM, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>^ SATTERTLY, THOMAS F, DO Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td>^ FOU, ANNAL M, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH CHINESE</td>
<td>^ FOU, ANNAL M, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH CHINESE</td>
<td>^ RAZZAQ, ASIM, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
OPHTHALMOLOGY

JONES EYE CARE AND SURGERY
5301 VETERANS MEMORIAL PKWY STE 102
SAINT PETERS, MO 63376
1-636-441-9293
Handicap Access: Y

JONES, THERESA E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OPHTHALMIC PLASTIC AND COSMETIC SURGERY
300 SAINT PETERS CENTRE BLVD STE 150
SAINT PETERS, MO 63376
1-314-567-3567
Handicap Access: Y

BUCHANAN, ADAM G, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

REGIONAL EYESCARE ASSOCIATES
4702 MID RIVERS MALL DR
SAINT PETERS, MO 63376
1-636-244-5378
Handicap Access: Y

TEKWANI, NAVIN H, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

TEKWANI VISION CENTERS
5770 MEXICO RD STE D
SAINT PETERS, MO 63376
1-636-967-5858
Handicap Access: Y

TEKWANI, NAVIN H, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

THE RETINA INSTITUTE
5770 MEXICO RD STE D
SAINT PETERS, MO 63376
1-314-367-1181
Handicap Access: Y

BLINDEE, KEVIN J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DANG, SABIN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DURRANI, ALIA K, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENGELBRECHT, NICHOLAS E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GRAND, MARK GILBERT, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

JOSEPH, DANIEL P, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SHAH, GAURAV K, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SMITH, BRADLEY T, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ORTHOPEDICS

PIPER SPINE CARE
112 PIPER HILL DR STE 6
SAINT PETERS, MO 63376
1-636-229-6900
Handicap Access: Y

PIPER, TERRENCE L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SIGNATURE MEDICAL GROUP
5301 VETERANS MEMORIAL PKWY STE 104
SAINT PETERS, MO 63376
1-636-561-0871
Handicap Access: Y

BERNI, ANTHONY J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

POWELL, JOHN B, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

QUIGLEY, KEVIN J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SCHABBAB, JAMES E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PAIN MANAGEMENT

PRO PAIN PHYSICIANS
4800 MEXICO RD STE 101
SAINT PETERS, MO 63376
1-636-442-6035
Handicap Access: Y

BOEDELELM, MICHAEL S, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SHELETON, CHAD C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PODIATRY

ADVANCED PODIATRY
5401 VETERANS MEMORIAL PKWY STE 102
SAINT PETERS, MO 63376
1-636-442-1541
Handicap Access: Y

BESSELMAN, KATHERINE M, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PARANJPE, AMOD P, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ADVANCED PODIATRY
3701 N SAINT PETERS PKWY STE C2
SAINT PETERS, MO 63376
1-636-442-1541
Handicap Access: Y

BESSELMAN, KATHERINE M, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ADVANCED PODIATRY
3701 N SAINT PETERS PKWY STE C-2
SAINT PETERS, MO 63376
1-636-442-1541
Handicap Access: Y

PARANJPE, AMOD P, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PODIATRY ASSOCIATES
4201 S CLOVERLEAF DR
STE A
SAINT PETERS, MO 63376
1-636-928-1240
Handicap Access: Y

CLAXTON, MATTHEW J, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GOLDSMITH, JUSTIN M, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

STEIN, EDWARD S, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SIGNATURE MEDICAL GROUP
5301 VETERANS MEMORIAL PKWY STE 104
SAINT PETERS, MO 63376
1-636-561-0871
Handicap Access: Y

MELANDER, MATTHEW P, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

UROLOGY

ADVANCED UROLOGY
112 PIPER HILL DR STE 12
SAINT PETERS, MO 63376
1-636-939-6202
Handicap Access: Y

May choose as a primary care provider

Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
WENTZVILLE

ALLERGY/IMMUNOLOGY

DEPAUL ALLERGY SERVICES

600 MEDICAL DR STE 106
WENTZVILLE, MO 63385
1-636-639-6262
Handicap Access: Y

PEREZ, JEANNE O, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
SPANISH
TAGALOG

CARDIOLOGY

ST LOUIS HEART AND VASCULAR

105 CREEKSIDE OFFICE DR
WENTZVILLE, MO 63385
1-314-741-0911
Handicap Access: Y

CHANDRA, PRADEEP A, DO
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

DAS, SUNDREEP, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

GLASCOCK, DENNIS N, DO
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

ST LOUIS HEART AND VASCULAR

105 CREEKSIDE OFFICE DR
WENTZVILLE, MO 63385
1-314-741-0911
Handicap Access: Y

ARMBRUSTER, ROBERT A, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

KALVAITIS, SAULIUS, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

KATYAL, ALOK, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

KICHURA, GEORGE M, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

KAYYUM, USMAN, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

RAMADAN, RAFIQ P, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

SAHETA, SANJAYA N, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

SINGH, TONIYA, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

TAHIR, MOHAMMAD, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

VARDI, GIL M, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

CHIROPRACTIC

FRIDLEY CHIROPRACTIC

1 W KOENIG ST
WENTZVILLE, MO 63385
1-636-332-1769
Handicap Access: Y

FRIDLEY, AMY, DC
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

SYNERGY CHIROPRACTIC CENTER

1015 MEYER RD
WENTZVILLE, MO 63385
1-636-639-9660
Handicap Access: Y

BAMPTON, RODNEY, DC
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

KNIGHT, MELISSA, DC
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

OPHTHALMOLOGY

REGIONAL EYECARE ASSOCIATES

1526 W MEYER RD
WENTZVILLE, MO 63385
1-636-327-8433
Handicap Access: Y

TEKWANI, NAVIN H, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

PAIN MANAGEMENT

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP

1601 WENTZVILLE PKWY
WENTZVILLE, MO 63385
1-636-332-3902
Handicap Access: Y

BOEDEFEILD, MICHAEL S, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

SHELTON, CHAD C, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP

1603 WENTZVILLE PKWY
WENTZVILLE, MO 63385
1-636-332-8228
Handicap Access: Y

COBLERT, BROOKE A, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

SAINT FRANCIS COUNTY

CARDIAC ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY

HEART CARE SPECIALISTS

1151 HAZEL LN
FARMINGTON, MO 63640
1-573-747-1777
Handicap Access: Y

PIEPER, STEPHEN J, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

SANCHEZ, J M, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

PULMONARY DISEASE

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP

1603 WENTZVILLE PKWY
WENTZVILLE, MO 63385
1-636-332-8228
Handicap Access: Y

COBLERT, BROOKE A, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

SAINT FRANCIS COUNTY

CARDIAC ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY

HEART CARE SPECIALISTS

1151 HAZEL LN
FARMINGTON, MO 63640
1-573-747-1777
Handicap Access: Y

PIEPER, STEPHEN J, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

SANCHEZ, J M, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

CARDIOLOGY

HEART CARE SPECIALISTS

1151 HAZEL LN
FARMINGTON, MO 63640
1-573-747-1777
Handicap Access: Y

CRAFT, JOSEPH, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

GROSKLOS, JACKIE L, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

MCKENZIE, CLARK R, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

PIEPER, STEPHEN J, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

ROBIOLIO, PAUL A, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

SANCHEZ, J M, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

SOFER, ALLEN D, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

SOUTHWORTH, WILLIAM F, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

Handicap Access: Y
May choose as a primary care provider

Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
May choose as a primary care provider

Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
OPHTHALMOLOGY

ADVANCED SIGHT CENTER
3454 MCKELVEY RD
BRIDGETON, MO 63044
1-314-291-7717
Handicap Access: Y
^ SHORT, HOWARD N, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ ULLRICH, CHRIS R, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ORTHEOPEDICS

ESSE HEALTH
12255 DE PAUL DR STE 845
BRIDGETON, MO 63044
1-314-884-6320
Handicap Access: Y
^ MAYLACK, FALLON H, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH FRENCH

OTOLARYNGOLOGY

NORTHWEST OTOLARYNGOLOGY
12277 DE PAUL DR STE 502
BRIDGETON, MO 63044
1-314-291-5307
Handicap Access: Y
^ HANSON, JASON M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ LUSARDI, JONATHAN J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PHYSICAL MEDICINE AND REHABILITATION

SSM-SELECT REHAB ST LOUIS
12380 DE PAUL DR
BRIDGETON, MO 63044
1-314-447-9705
Handicap Access: Y
^ OGLE, ABNA A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PODIATRY

JOSEPH J DRAGO
12255 DE PAUL DR STE 800
BRIDGETON, MO 63044
1-314-291-6202
Handicap Access: Y
^ DRAGO, JOSEPH J, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP

ORTHOPEDICS
12255 DE PAUL DR STE 500
BRIDGETON, MO 63044
1-314-209-5180
Handicap Access: Y
^ VISSER, JARED J, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH BOSNIAN
^ VISSER, SHIRLEY C, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH SPANISH BOSNIAN

PULMONARY DISEASE

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
12255 DE PAUL DR STE 500
BRIDGETON, MO 63044
1-314-209-5180
Handicap Access: Y
^ SALAMAT, NIKHAT, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH PUNJABI URDU

RHEUMATOLOGY

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
12255 DE PAUL DR STE 500
BRIDGETON, MO 63044
1-314-209-5180
Handicap Access: Y
^ PARKER, ADAM M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

THORACIC AND CARDIAC SURGERY

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
12255 DE PAUL DR STE 260
BRIDGETON, MO 63044
1-314-647-8269
Handicap Access: Y
^ Axford, Trevor C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP

12255 DE PAUL DR
BRIDGETON, MO 63044
1-314-781-7455
Handicap Access: Y
^ HOFFSTETTER, SUSAN E, NP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OCCUPATIONAL MEDICINE

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
12266 DE PAUL DR STE 100
BRIDGETON, MO 63044
1-314-738-2790
Handicap Access: Y
^ COVERT, RICHARD A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH AMHARIC

^ WILKES, JOHN D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH FRENCH

ONCOLOGY

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
12277 DE PAUL DR STE 100
BRIDGETON, MO 63044
1-314-209-5142
Handicap Access: Y
^ AYALEW, GETINET D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH AMHARIC

^ WILKES, JOHN D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH FRENCH

ST LOUIS CANCER CARE

3440 DE PAUL LN STE 201
BRIDGETON, MO 63044
1-314-291-3312
Handicap Access: Y
^ CUEVAS, J. DANIEL, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH SPANISH PORTUGUESE

^ PILLO, GIANCARLO A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS EYE CLINIC

12255 DE PAUL DR STE 420
BRIDGETON, MO 63044
1-314-291-5000
Handicap Access: Y
^ AKDUMAN, LEVENT, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH TURKISH
^ OKL, ROBERT J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS EYE CLINIC
12255 DE PAUL DR STE 765
BRIDGETON, MO 63044
1-314-291-5000
Handicap Access: Y
^ LELE, SANJEEV M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH HINDI GUJARATI MARATHI
^ RAGHUNANDAN, DUNDOO, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH HINDI
^ SCIORTINO, WILLIAM J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS EYE CLINIC

12255 DE PAUL DR STE 403
BRIDGETON, MO 63044
1-314-738-2715
Handicap Access: Y
^ QUIROGA, CARMINA, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH SPANISH
^ VISSER, H. J, DPM
Languages Spoken:

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
**THORACIC SURGERY**

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
12266 DE PAUL DR STE 205
BRIDGETON, MO 63044
1-314-647-8269
Handicap Access: Y

FONSECA, PETER, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

THEODORO, DAVID A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**UROLOGY**

ESSE HEALTH
12255 DE PAUL DR STE 845
BRIDGETON, MO 63044
1-314-576-3532
Handicap Access: Y

ADKINS, KENT L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**VASCULAR SURGERY**

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
12277 DE PAUL DR STE 201
BRIDGETON, MO 63044
1-314-209-5135
Handicap Access: Y

BRYAN, DAVID E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DUM, TRAVIS W, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

JAEGGER, CHRISTOPHER D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SCHNEIDER, STEVEN A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**CHESTERFIELD**

**ALLERGY/IMMUNOLOGY**

ALLERGY ASSOCIATES
1570 WOODLAKE DR
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-878-0996
Handicap Access: Y

DANKNER, RAND E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

REISS, JACQUELINE L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**MEDICAL SPECIALISTS OF ST LUKES**

222 S WOODS MILL RD STE
750N
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-205-6600
Handicap Access: Y

SCHNEIDER, SUSAN B, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**CARDIAC ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY**

ST LOUIS ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY SPECIALISTS
121 SAINT Lukes CENTER
Dr STE 404
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-636-685-7738
Handicap Access: Y

COOPER, JONAS A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SIMMS, STEPHANIE, APRN
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**CARDIAC SURGERY**

CARDIOTHORACIC SURGERY
222 S WOODS MILL RD STE
550
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-434-3049
Handicap Access: Y

REIDY, MICHAEL R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**CARDIOLOGY**

CARDIAC CATH LAB
232 S WOODS MILL RD
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-205-6969
Handicap Access: Y

GOWDA, SIDDHESH, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**CARDIAC SPECIALISTS OF ST LUKES**

222 S WOODS MILL RD STE
500N
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-205-6699
Handicap Access: Y

BRUNE SHRUM, KIMBERLY A, APRN
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DAVISON, GLENN E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HAikal, MAGED Y, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MOYER, ANDREA K, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PEARSON, ANTHONY C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

POWERS, HANNAH C, APRN
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SALEM, BAKR, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**CARDIO-PULMONARY AFFILIATES**

222 S WOODS MILL RD STE
310N
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-682-3630
Handicap Access: Y

ALEGRE, JORGE M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MEYERS, DAVID G, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PHILLIPS, WILLIAM J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**DERMATOLOGY**

LASER & DERMATOLOGIC SURGERY CENTER
1001 CHESTERFIELD PKWY E STE 101
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-587-3839
Handicap Access: Y

HRUZA, GEORGE J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
THE OSTEOPOROSIS CENTER AT ST LUKES HOSPITAL
121 SAINT LUKES CENTER DR STE 504
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-205-6633
Handicap Access: Y
MIKULEC, KATHARINE H. MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GASTROENTEROLOGY

DIGESTIVE CONSULTANTS
224 S WOODS MILL RD STE 410S
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-685-7795
Handicap Access: Y
CHAHLA, ELIE J. MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
ZAFAR, SAJID M. MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MEDICAL SPECIALISTS OF ST LUKES
222 S WOODS MILL RD STE 750N
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-205-6600
Handicap Access: Y
LANDER, JERROLD J. MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GENERAL SURGERY

BREAST CARE CENTER AT ST LUKES
232 S WOODS MILL RD STE 200E
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-205-6491
Handicap Access: Y
FAHRNER, MARI ANNE M. MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEUROSURGERY AND NEUROLOGY
232 S WOODS MILL RD STE 400E
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-876-2888
Handicap Access: Y
WILLIAMS, BRANDON M. PA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GERIATRIC MEDICINE

CLINIC OF INTERNAL MEDICINE
121 SAINT LUKES CENTER DR STE 506
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-576-8102
Handicap Access: Y
DETCHENMENDY, ANITA M. APRN
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DRS MERA BOESCH & KUMAR
222 S WOODS MILL RD STE 630N
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-878-4141
Handicap Access: Y
BOESCH, JEFFREY L. MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MERA, RONALD L. MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

INTERNAL MEDICINE OF ST LUKES
121 SAINT LUKES CENTER DR STE 504
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-205-6399
Handicap Access: Y
WILSON, JAMIE J. APRN
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WOODS MILL MEDICAL ASSOCIATES
15201 OLIVE BLVD
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-898-8531
Handicap Access: Y
TEPPER, ARNOLD S. MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENDOCRINOLOGY

DIABETES AND ENDOCRINOLOGY SPECIALISTS
222 S WOODS MILL RD STE 410N
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-469-6224
Handicap Access: Y
FISHMAN OIKNINE, RACHEL L. MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENDOCRINE ASSOCIATES
224 S WOODS MILL RD STE 480S
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-685-7744
Handicap Access: Y
CHANG-CHEN, KAREN J. MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENDOCRINE ASSOCIATES
226 S WOODS MILL RD STE 40W
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-685-7744
Handicap Access: Y
CHANG-CHEN, KAREN J. MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WOODS MILL MEDICAL ASSOCIATES
224 S WOODS MILL RD STE 435S
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-576-2394
Handicap Access: Y
TEPPER, ARNOLD S. MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GYNECOLOGICAL/ONCOLOGY

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
224 S WOODS MILL RD STE 665
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-977-7455
Handicap Access: Y
HOF, JOHN T. MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
KAO, MING SHIAN, MD
Languages Spoken: JAPANESE
CHINESE TAIWANESE

HEMATOLOGY

VAN AMBURG & BUSIEK MDS
232 S WOODS MILL RD STE 330E
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-205-6737
Handicap Access: Y
BUSIEK, DONALD F. MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KUPERMAN, DAVID I. MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
OGAWA, MICHAEL T. MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SOKHN, JOSEPH G. MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

VAN AMBURG, ALBERT L. MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
MEDICAL SPECIALISTS OF ST LUKES
222 S WOODS MILL RD STE 750N
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-205-6600
Handicap Access: Y
CAMPBELL, J. W, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
GERMAN, MATTHEW L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
PHILIP, N. P, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
ROBISON, LEON R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
WEST COUNTY ADULT MEDICINE
222 S WOODS MILL RD STE 510S
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-205-6605
Handicap Access: Y
FRITZ, JOSEPH M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MCCRARY, DAVID O, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
NEPHROLOGY
MEDICAL SPECIALISTS OF ST LUKES
222 S WOODS MILL RD STE 750N
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-205-6600
Handicap Access: Y
DAYER, PABLO D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
POHLMAN, THOMAS R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SHEIKH, SADAF N, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
NEUROLOGY
NEUROSURGERY AND NEUROLOGY
111 SAINT LukES CENTER DR STE 20B
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-636-685-7745
Handicap Access: Y
AHMED, ZAHEER, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BRANCH, LEAH, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CARPENTER, TRACEY A, NP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
DAOU, AYMAN A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
WEINKAU-BOGAART, KRISTINA, APRN
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
NEUROSURGERY
NEUROSURGERY AND NEUROLOGY
232 S WOODS MILL RD STE 400E
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-878-2888
Handicap Access: Y
BOLAND, MICHAEL F, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
DAMRON, KAITLIN M, FNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
DOWNING, JENNIFER, NP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
FOUKE, SARAH J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
JOHANS, STEPHEN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
POLINSKY, MICHAEL N, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
PURVINES, SCOTT H, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SEIDEL, BRENDI, NP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SEIFEL, AMY E, APRN
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
YOUKILIS, ANDREW S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
224 S WOODS MILL RD STE 665
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-977-7455
Handicap Access: Y
LEONG, FAHCE, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
LYNN, BECKY K, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
224 S WOODS MILL RD STE 665 SOUTH
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-977-7455
Handicap Access: Y
GRABOSCH, SHANNON M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
LEFEBVRE, CHERIE A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
WEST COUNTY WOMENS HEALTHCARE
222 S WOODS MILL RD STE 360N
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-205-6788
Handicap Access: Y
MOY, MEGAN, NP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
WOMENS CARE OF ST LUKES
226 S WOODS MILL RD STE 55W
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-542-4953
Handicap Access: Y
STEPS, ANDREA L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
YOUNIS, HAIFAA T, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
• May choose as a primary care provider
◊ Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.
▲ This provider sees patients at multiple locations.


**ONCOLOGY**

**ST LOUIS CANCER CARE**

226 S WOODS MILL RD STE 45W
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-579-0051
Handicap Access: Y

CUEVAS, J. DANIEL, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, SPANISH

PILLOT, GIANCARLO A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**VAN AMBURG & BUSIEK MDS**

232 S WOODS MILL RD STE 330E
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-205-6737

ABBEY, ELLIOT E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

THOMPSON, STEPHANIE M, APRN
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**OPHTHALMOLOGY**

**THE RETINA CENTER**

17249 CHESTERFIELD AIRPORT RD
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63005
1-314-569-2020
Handicap Access: Y

AKDUMAN, LEVENT, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, TURKISH

OLK, ROBERT J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**THE RETINA INSTITUTE**

226 S WOODS MILL RD STE 50W
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-367-1181
Handicap Access: Y

BLINDER, KEVIN J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DANG, SABIN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DURRANI, ALIA K, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**PAIN MANAGEMENT**

**INTERVENTIONAL PAIN INSTITUTE**

17300 NORTH OUTER 40 RD STE 100
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63005
1-636-933-2243
Handicap Access: Y

GHEITH, RAMIS, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**PREMIER PAIN CONSULTANTS**

232 S WOODS MILL RD STE 400E
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-205-6744
Handicap Access: Y

RAHIMI, ARMIN, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**ORTHOPEDICS**

**BONE & JOINT SPECIALISTS OF CHESTERFIELD**

121 SAINT LUKES CENTER DR STE 302
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-523-2595
Handicap Access: Y

VALLO, RYAN J, PA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**ST LOUIS ORTHOPEDIC SURGEONS**

1751 CLARKSON RD
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-636-537-0377
Handicap Access: Y

SCHWARZE, DANIEL J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**OTOLARYNGOLOGY**

**SOUND HEALTH SERVICES**

226 S WOODS MILL RD STE 37W
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-523-6300
Handicap Access: Y

MARINO, MATTHEW A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PARK, JOHN Y, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**PEDIATRIC SURGERY**

**SSM HEALTH CARDINAL GLENNON PEDIATRICS**

232 S WOODS MILL RD
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-577-5365
Handicap Access: Y

CHATOOORGOON, KAVEER K, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP**

224 S WOODS MILL RD STE 665 SOUTH
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-977-7455
Handicap Access: Y

BICKHAUS, JENNIFER A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**PHYSICAL MEDICINE AND REHABILITATION**

**CHESTERFIELD REHABILITATION PHYSICIANS**

224 S WOODS MILL RD STE 570S
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-205-6898
Handicap Access: Y

FISCHER, RONALD L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**PLASTIC AND RECONSTRUCTIVE SURGERY**

**CHESTERFIELD PLASTIC & RECONSTRUCTIVE SURGERY**

111 SAINT LUKES CENTER DR STE 46B
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-205-6420
Handicap Access: Y

GEIGER, SCOTT E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**PODIATRY**

**FEET FOR LIFE CENTERS**

17201 CHESTERFIELD AIRPORT RD
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63005
1-314-983-0303
Handicap Access: Y

HORWITZ, MICHAEL H, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

STASCHIAK, VINCENT J, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**FOOT HEALERS**

1726 CLARKSON RD
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-636-777-4500
Handicap Access: Y

KYRAMARIOS, CONSTANTINE S, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, SPANISH

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
PULMONARY DISEASE

CARDIO-PULMONARY ASSOCIATES
222 S WOODS MILL RD STE 310N
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-682-3630
Handicap Access: Y
ETTINGER, NEIL A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

RHEUMATOLOGY

HEMATOLOGY & ONCOLOGY ASSOCIATES AT ST LUKES
232 S WOODS MILL RD STE 110E
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-542-4998
Handicap Access: Y
EDWARDS, JASON M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CHESTERFIELD
INTERNAL MEDICINE & RHEUMATOLOGY
226 S WOODS MILL RD STE 40W
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-205-6444
Handicap Access: Y
COHEN, FAYE C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CHESTERFIELD
INTERNAL MEDICINE & RHEUMATOLOGY
226 S WOODS MILL RD STE 43W
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-205-6444
Handicap Access: Y
ESTHER, JAMES H, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CLINIC OF INTERNAL MEDICINE
121 SAINT LUKES CENTER
DR STE 506
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-576-8102
Handicap Access: Y
SOMMER, RAND W, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MEDICAL SPECIALISTS OF ST LUKES
222 S WOODS MILL RD STE 750N
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-205-6600
Handicap Access: Y
BAKER, DONICA L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

RHEUMATOLOGY ASSOCIATES
224 S WOODS MILL RD STE 270
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-636-695-7709
Handicap Access: Y
HUNT, LINDA M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BONE & JOINT SPECIALISTS OF CHESTERFIELD
121 SAINT LUKES CENTER
DR STE 302
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-523-2595
Handicap Access: Y
SACHS, RACHEL, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

THORACIC AND CARDIAC SURGERY
222 S WOODS MILL RD STE 550
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-434-3049
Handicap Access: Y
LEIDENFROST, JEREMY E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
LEIDENFROST, RONALD D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

UROLOGY
UROLOGY OF ST LOUIS
111 SAINT LUKES CENTER
DR STE 40
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-434-3433
Handicap Access: Y
BLACKBURN, ANDREW T, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Clayton

VEIN CONCEPTS
6 MCBRIDE & SON CENTER DR
STE 201
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63005
1-636-536-0241
Handicap Access: N
GOLDSTEIN, WILLIAM S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Chiropractic

DR JOSHUA BARNEY DC
112 S HANLEY RD
STE 130
CLAYTON, MO 63105
1-314-862-5700
Handicap Access: Y
BARNEY, JOSHUA, DC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OPTOMETRY

KOETTING EYE CENTER
113 OLD STATE RD
STE 101
ELLISVILLE, MO 63021
1-636-256-7800
Handicap Access: Y
PIEPER, JACOB R, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Ellisville

CLAYTON

CHIROPRACTIC

PROACTIVE CHIROPRACTIC
12370 OLIVE BLVD
CREVE COEUR, MO 63141
Handicap Access: Y
GILL, RACHEL M, DC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WOOD, KATIE B, DC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Creve Coeur

May choose as a primary care provider
Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.
This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
PODIATRY

NEIL S SNYDER
16087 MANCHESTER RD
ELLISVILLE, MO 63011
1-636-230-3883
Handicap Access: Y

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

EUREKA

CHIROPRACTIC

COMPREHENSIVE CHIROPRACTIC & SPORTS
113 W 5TH ST
EUREKA, MO 63025
1-636-938-9310
Handicap Access: Y

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FENTON

CARDIOLOGY

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
1011 BOWLES AVE STE 205
FENTON, MO 63026
1-636-496-5065
Handicap Access: Y

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Dermatology

ST LOUIS DERMATOLOGY
1011 BOWLES AVE STE 121
FENTON, MO 63026
1-314-200-2713
Handicap Access: Y

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENDOCRINOLOGY

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
1011 BOWLES AVE STE 300
FENTON, MO 63026
1-636-496-5049
Handicap Access: Y

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GASTROENTEROLOGY

ESSE HEALTH
1011 BOWLES AVE STE 121
FENTON, MO 63026
1-314-543-5200
Handicap Access: Y

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CHIROPRACTIC

SPINAL CARE OF ST LOUIS
832 HORAN DR
FENTON, MO 63026
1-636-305-6490
Handicap Access: Y

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

COLORECTAL SURGERY

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
1011 BOWLES AVE STE 425
FENTON, MO 63026
1-636-496-5080
Handicap Access: Y

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
1011 BOWLES AVE STE 300
FENTON, MO 63026
1-636-496-5030
Handicap Access: Y

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GENERAL SURGERY

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
1011 BOWLES AVE STE 425
FENTON, MO 63026
1-636-496-5030
Handicap Access: Y

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
1011 BOWLES AVE STE 300
FENTON, MO 63026
1-636-496-5000
Handicap Access: Y

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
1011 BOWLES AVE STE 425
FENTON, MO 63026
1-636-496-5453
Handicap Access: Y

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
1011 BOWLES AVE STE 425
FENTON, MO 63026
1-636-496-5080
Handicap Access: Y

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.

● May choose as a primary care provider

◊ Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
NEUROLOGY

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
1055 BOWLES AVE STE 200
FENTON, MO 63026
1-636-496-5000
Handicap Access: Y
KINSSELLA, LAURENCE J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MALO, BASSAM, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
NANDA, ASHISH, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
Snyder, Michael D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEUROSURGERY

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
1055 BOWLES AVE STE 200
FENTON, MO 63026
1-636-625-5342
Handicap Access: Y
RIVKIN, MARK A, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
WETHERINGTON, CHARLES A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OBSTETRICS/ GYNECOLOGY

COUNTY OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY
1011 BOWLES AVE STE 215
FENTON, MO 63026
1-636-680-1960
Handicap Access: Y
BOVERI, LAWRENCE V, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BOVERI, STEPHEN A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
EICHHOLZ, AMY C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GATEWAY WOMENS HEALTH
1011 BOWLES AVE STE 450
FENTON, MO 63026
1-314-725-4359
Handicap Access: Y
KONKOL, DEBORAH A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
1011 BOWLES AVE STE 300
FENTON, MO 63026
1-636-496-5000
Handicap Access: Y
JAFRI, RUBAB, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
URDU

ORTHOPEDICS

BONE & JOINT SPECIALISTS OF CHESTERFIELD
774 GRAVOIS BLUFFS BLVD
FENTON, MO 63026
1-314-523-2595
Handicap Access: Y
VALLO, RYAN J, PA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SIGNATURE HEALTH SERVICES
1011 BOWLES AVE STE 100
FENTON, MO 63026
1-314-849-0311
Handicap Access: Y
PALMER, CHRISTOPHER W, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SIGNATURE MEDICAL GROUP
1011 BOWLES AVE STE 100
FENTON, MO 63026
1-314-849-0037
Handicap Access: Y
KRIEGSHAUSER, LAWRENCE A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SIGMUND, ROBERT H, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
1011 BOWLES AVE STE 100
FENTON, MO 63026
1-314-849-0311
Handicap Access: Y
MERKL, KURT D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OPTOMETRY

ENVISION EYE SPECIALISTS
1011 BOWLES AVE STE 200
FENTON, MO 63026
1-636-717-1700
Handicap Access: Y
DAVIDSON, BRENT R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
ROSE, SHANA W, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OTOLARYNGOLOGY

ENVISION EYE SPECIALISTS
1011 BOWLES AVE STE 200
FENTON, MO 63026
1-636-717-1700
Handicap Access: Y
HIZUZA, CARRIE, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MONJE, THOMAS, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SOUND HEALTH SERVICES
1011 BOWLES AVE STE 405
FENTON, MO 63026
1-314-965-9184
Handicap Access: Y
BAILEY, SEAN B, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BRANDSTED, REBECCA M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SPANISH

PUGLIANO, FREDERIC A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SPANISH

RAMACHANDRA, TARA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SPANISH

● May choose as a primary care provider

° Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.

▲ This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
PAIN MANAGEMENT

PRO PAIN PHYSICIANS
1055 BOWLES AVE STE 202
FENTON, MO 63026
1-636-496-3900
Handicap Access: Y

BOEDEFELD, MICHAEL S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SHELTON, CHAD C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
1055 BOWLES AVE STE 202
FENTON, MO 63026
1-636-496-3900
Handicap Access: Y

BOEDEFELD, MICHAEL S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SHELTON, CHAD C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
1015 BOWLES AVE
FENTON, MO 63026
1-636-496-2000
Handicap Access: Y

SHELTON, CHAD C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PODIATRY

ANKLE AND FOOT INSTITUTE
1011 BOWLES AVE STE 123
FENTON, MO 63026
1-636-717-1100
Handicap Access: Y

WITTOCK, RICHARD F, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PULMONARY DISEASE

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
1011 BOWLES AVE STE 300
FENTON, MO 63026
1-636-496-5030
Handicap Access: Y

MUNOZ, CESAR F, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH SPANISH

VADDI, SUMAN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

RHEUMATOLOGY

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
1011 BOWLES AVE STE 300
FENTON, MO 63026
1-636-496-5000
Handicap Access: Y

SHAIKH, AISHA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

URDU
WAHL, MELANIE J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SLEEP MEDICINE

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
1011 BOWLES AVE STE 300
FENTON, MO 63026
1-636-496-5030
Handicap Access: Y

MITIKE, MESFIN T, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH AMHARIC

THORACIC AND CARDIAC SURGERY

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
1011 BOWLES AVE STE 300
FENTON, MO 63026
1-314-647-8269
Handicap Access: Y

AXFORD, TREVOR C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KING, GORDON C, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

THORACIC SURGERY

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
1011 BOWLES AVE STE 425
FENTON, MO 63026
1-636-496-5080
Handicap Access: Y

NAUHEIM, KEITH S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

UROLOGY

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
1011 BOWLES AVE STE 425
FENTON, MO 63026
1-636-496-5080
Handicap Access: Y

DUM, TRAVIS W, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MASTROMICHALIS, MICHAEL H, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MCCARTHY, JOHN F, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FLORISSANT

CARDIOLOGY

ST LOUIS CARDIOLOGY CONSULTANTS
261 DUNN RD
FLORISSANT, MO 63031
1-314-839-5522
Handicap Access: Y

BISHARA, SAM, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CHIROPRACTIC

MCCLAIN CHIROPRACTIC
2640 N HWY 67
FLORISSANT, MO 63031
1-314-839-6083
Handicap Access: Y

MCCLAIN, KEVIN L, DC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

INTerventionAL CARDIOLOGY

ST LOUIS CARDIOLOGY CONSULTANTS
261 DUNN RD
FLORISSANT, MO 63031
1-314-839-5522
Handicap Access: Y

BIRAR, SAAD R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ARABIC
FRENCH

NEPHROLOGY

NEPHROLOGY AND HYPERTENSION SPECIALISTS
1224 GRAHAM RD STE 2005
FLORISSANT, MO 63031
1-314-653-5000
Handicap Access: Y

ALVAREZ, ALEJANDRO C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH SPANISH

GOURTZELOS, NICHOLAS, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH GREEK

OBSTETRICS/ GYNECOLOGY

HAMID A HOSSEINI
1224 GRAHAM RD STE 1104
FLORISSANT, MO 63031
1-314-831-6517
Handicap Access: Y

HOSSEINI, HAMID A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
1120 SHACKELFORD RD
FLORISSANT, MO 63031
1-314-921-4420
Handicap Access: Y

WERNER, CAROLINE A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WHEELER, KRISTIN L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OPHTHALMOLOGY

STEPHEN KRAFT
1224 GRAHAM RD STE 2007
FLORISSANT, MO 63031
1-314-837-3667
Handicap Access: Y

KRAFT, STEPHEN E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
PAIN MANAGEMENT

INTERVENTIONAL PAIN MANAGEMENT

261 DUNN RD
FLORISSANT, MO 63031
1-314-830-2600
Handicap Access: Y

GUNAPOOTI, MAHENDRA P, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PODIA Try

BK PODIATRY CENTERS

111 FLORISSANT OAKS
SHOP CTR
FLORISSANT, MO 63031
1-314-837-8477
Handicap Access: Y

BROADHEAD, BRIAN G, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, FRENCH

COLLINS, KARL B, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEIL S SNYDER

1224 GRAHAM RD STE 1106
FLORISSANT, MO 63031
1-314-355-2230
Handicap Access: Y

SNYDER, NEIL S, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

STUART, MEREDITH B, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SHARI L KAMINSKY

1224 GRAHAM RD STE 3010
FLORISSANT, MO 63031
1-314-355-0074
Handicap Access: Y

KAMINSKY, SHARI L, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LIDDELL, JERRY M, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ZACHARY J NEWLAND

4585 WASHINGTON ST STE A2
FLORISSANT, MO 63033
1-314-972-1040
Handicap Access: Y

NEWLAND, ZACHARY J, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

RHEUMATOLOGY

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP

1120 SHACKELFORD RD
FLORISSANT, MO 63031
1-314-921-4420
Handicap Access: Y

SONG, SHUANG, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

UROLOGY

METROPOLITAN UROLOGICAL SPECIALISTS

215 DUNN RD
FLORISSANT, MO 63031
1-314-315-9911
Handicap Access: Y

BIGG, STEVEN W, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LOVINGGOOD, JAMES P, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NAUGHTON, CATHY K, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HAZELWOOD

GASTROENTEROLOGY

ESSE HEALTH

100 VILLAGE SQUARE SHOP CTR
HAZELWOOD, MO 63042
1-314-355-4010
Handicap Access: Y

BIALECKI, ELDAD S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KOENIG, GARY D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MAGANTY, KISHORE, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OPHTHALMOLOGY

THE RETINA INSTITUTE

7934 N LINDBERGH BLVD
STE A
HAZELWOOD, MO 63042
1-314-367-1181
Handicap Access: Y

BLINDER, KEVIN J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DANG, SABIN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENGLISH

DURRANI, ALIA K, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENGELBRECHT, NICHOLAS E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GRAND, MARK GILBERT, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

JOSEPH, DANIEL P, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SHAH, GAURAV K, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SMITH, BRADLEY T, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ESSE HEALTH

637 DUNN RD STE 180
HAZELWOOD, MO 63042
1-314-838-7912
Handicap Access: Y

GALGANI, JOHN P, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENGLISH

SHANNON, SHERRIE L, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KIRKWOOD

OPTOMETRY

WEST COUNTY VISION CENTER

11023 MANCHESTER RD
KIRKWOOD, MO 63122
1-314-821-8999
Handicap Access: Y

MCREYNOLDS, MICHELLE F, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENGLISH

MARYLAND HEIGHTS

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH (AUTISM)

BEHAVIOR INTERVENTION SERVICES

2644 METRO BLVD
MARYLAND HEIGHTS, MO 63043
1-314-395-9375
Handicap Access: Y

BREFELD, LINDSAY A, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SALLS, KIMBERLY A, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENGLISH

SCHUMACHER, CHELSEA L, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SHANNON, SHERRIE L, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GREAT STRIDES BEHAVIORAL CONSULTING

2560 METRO BLVD
MARYLAND HEIGHTS, MO 63043
1-314-715-3855
Handicap Access: Y

COLBERT, AMANDA E, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FREIVOGEL, LINDSEY, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HANSON, MICA F, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HOOVER, SARA, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SCHUH, GENEVIEVE E, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

STREIF, AMY R, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

STREID, ASHLEY M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENGLISH

May choose as a primary care provider

Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
OTHMER, MARYLAND
ENGLISH
Languages
1-314-715-3855
Handicap Access: Y

THURMAN, MARYLAND
ENGLISH
Languages
1-314-715-3855
Handicap Access: Y

COLBERT, AMANDA E, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FREIVOGEL, LINDSEY, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HANSON, MICAH F, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HOOVER, SARA, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SCHUH, GENEVIEVE E, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

STREFF, AMY R, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

STREID, ASHLEY M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CHIROPTIC
AMY BARTELS DC
11705 DORSETT RD
STE 101
MARYLAND HEIGHTS, MO 63043
1-314-291-3666
Handicap Access: Y

BARTELS, AMY, DC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MARYLAND HTS
ENDOCRINOLOGY
SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
2024 DORSETT VLG
MARYLAND HTS, MO 63043
1-314-689-2219
Handicap Access: Y

THURMAN, JEROME E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY
SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
2024 DORSETT VLG
MARYLAND HTS, MO 63043
1-314-833-3546
Handicap Access: Y

SIDDIQUI, HAMNAH T, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SAINT LOUIS
ALLERGY/IMMUNOLOGY
ALLERGY AND ASTHMA CONSULTANTS
711 OLD BALLAS RD STE 100
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63141
1-314-569-0510
Handicap Access: Y

CAJIGAL, SONIA R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ONDER, ROBERT F, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ALLERGY ASThma & IMMUNOLOGY INSTITUTE OF ST LOUIS
10000 WATSON RD STE 2S
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63126
1-314-822-5309
Handicap Access: Y

FIGUEROA, ELYRA D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

TAGALOG

ALLERGY ASThma & SINUS CARE CENTER
9701 LANDMARK PARKWAY DR STE 207
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63127
1-314-849-8700
Handicap Access: Y

BORTS, MICHAEL R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WARRIER, MANOJ R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MALAYALAM

ALLERGY CONSULTANTS
456 N NEW BALLAS RD STE 129
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63141
1-314-569-1881
Handicap Access: Y

BERDY, SUSAN S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DAVIS, RAY S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SUFFIAN, LISA V, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WRIGHT, JEFFREY M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CENTRAL ALLERGY CARE
1034 S BRENTWOOD BLVD
STE 460
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-721-3100
Handicap Access: Y

MARGOLIS, SARAH K, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ESSE HEALTH
12818 TESSON FERRY RD
STE 205
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63128
1-314-421-0663
Handicap Access: Y

JOHNSON, WILLIAM L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MARIA D SABIO
816 S KIRKWOOD RD STE 200
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63122
1-314-821-2100
Handicap Access: Y

RUZ-HUIDOBRO, ERNESTO A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SPANISH

SABIO, MARIA D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SIGNATURE MEDICAL GROUP
555 N NEW BALLAS RD STE 215
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63141
1-314-872-3104
Handicap Access: Y

SUBRAMANIAN, HAMSA N, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
HINDI
TAMIL

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
13131 TESSON FERRY RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63128
1-314-842-3535
Handicap Access: Y

BEHAvIORAL ANALYSIS (AUTISM)

JUDEVINE CENTER FOR AUTISM
1810 CRAIG RD
STE 109
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63146
1-314-282-3971
Handicap Access: Y

GOOLSBY, LISA, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HAURY, ELISE, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SCHURMAN, EMILY, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BEHAvIORAL HEALTH (AUTISM)

JUDEVINE CENTER FOR AUTISM
1810 CRAIG RD
STE 109
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63146
1-314-282-3971
Handicap Access: Y

GOOLSBY, LISA, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HAURY, ELISE, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SCHURMAN, EMILY, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CARDIAC ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY

HEART CARE SPECIALISTS
450 N NEW BALLAS RD STE 270
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63141
1-314-991-6969
Handicap Access: Y

SM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
2024 DORSETT VLG
MARYLAND HTS, MO 63043
1-314-833-3546
Handicap Access: Y

THURMAN, JEROME E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

May choose as a primary care provider
Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.
This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
^ PIERER, STEPHEN J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ SANCHEZ, J M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
1027 BELLEVUE AVE STE 200
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-645-6450
Handicap Access: Y

^ BAUER, CHRISTOPHER E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
1034 S BRENTWOOD BLVD
STE 1120
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-977-4663
Handicap Access: Y

^ FERREIRA, SCOTT W, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CARDIOLOGY

COUNTY CARDIOLOGY
10004 KENNERLY RD STE 283B
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63128
1-314-849-5300
Handicap Access: Y

^ GIBSON, PAUL H, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DIAGNOSTIC CARDIOLOGY SERVICES
11125 DUNN RD STE 204
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63136
1-314-839-5522
Handicap Access: Y

^ BIEL, STANLEY I, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ BISHARA, SAM, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ PARGULSKI, JOHN M, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ RAZZAQUE, IMAAD, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HEART CARE SPECIALISTS
450 N NEW BALLAS RD STE 270
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63141
1-314-991-6969
Handicap Access: Y

^ CRAFT, JOSEPH, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ GROSKLOS, JACKIE L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ MCKENZIE, CLARK R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ PIERER, STEPHEN J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ ROBIOLIO, PAUL A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ SANCHEZ, J M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ SUFFER, ALLEN D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ SOUTHWORTH, WILLIAM F, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MIDWEST HEALTH PROFESSIONALS
8793 WATSON RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63119
1-314-961-0900
Handicap Access: Y

^ KAYEMBE, TSHISWAKA B, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ SWAHLI, FRENCH

^ BIEL, STANLEY I, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
1027 BELLEVUE AVE STE 200
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-645-6450
Handicap Access: Y

^ APRILL, PHILLIP G, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ EAPEN, MANOJ K, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ FRIEDMAN, MARK A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ KICHURA, ANDREW B, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ SMITH, JAMES L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ SNITZER, ROBERT, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ WHITE, STEPHANIE M, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ WHITING, RICHARD B, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ CHANDRA, PRADEEP A, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ DAS, SUNDEEP, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ GLASCOCK, DENNIS N, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ KALVAITIS, SAULIUS, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ KATYAL, ALOK, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ KICHURA, GEORGE M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ OAYYUM, USMAN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ RAMADAN, RAFIQ P, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ SAHETA, SANJAYA N, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ SINGH, TONIYA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ TAHIR, MOHAMMAD, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ VARDI, GIL M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS HEART AND VASCULAR
11155 DUNN RD STE 304E
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63136
1-314-741-0911
Handicap Access: Y

^ CHANDRA, PRADEEP A, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ DAS, SUNDEEP, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ GLASCOCK, DENNIS N, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ KALVAITIS, SAULIUS, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>manner of communication</th>
<th>languages spoken</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Access</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handicap Access</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
ST LOUIS HEART AND VASCULAR
13303 Tesson Ferry Rd Ste 125
Saint Louis, MO 63128
1-314-741-0911
Handicap Access: Y
- Chandra, Pradeep A, DO
Languages Spoken: English
- Das, Sundeept, MD
Languages Spoken: English
- Glascock, Dennis N, DO
Languages Spoken: English
- Kalvaitis, Saulius, MD
Languages Spoken: English
- Kichura, George M, MD
Languages Spoken: English
- Qayyum, Usman, MD
Languages Spoken: English
- Ramadan, Rafiq P, MD
Languages Spoken: English
- Saheta, Sanjaya N, MD
Languages Spoken: English
- Singh, Toniya, MD
Languages Spoken: English
- Tahir, Mohammad, MD
Languages Spoken: English
- Vardi, Gil M, MD
Languages Spoken: English

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
1034 S Brentwood Blvd
Ste 1120
Saint Louis, MO 63117
1-314-977-4440
Handicap Access: Y
- Alderson, Lisa J, MD
Languages Spoken: English
- Chaitman, Bernard R, MD
Languages Spoken: English
- French
- Mar, Philip L, MD
Languages Spoken: English
- Mandarin Chinese
- Mikhailova, Deana, MD
Languages Spoken: English

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
1034 S Brentwood Blvd
Saint Louis, MO 63117
1-314-977-4663
Handicap Access: Y
- Abo-Salem, Elsayed S, MD
Languages Spoken: English
- Nasir, Ammar, MD
Languages Spoken: English
- Smart, Steven C, MD
Languages Spoken: English

CHIROPRACTIC
BACK TO ACTIVE CHIROPRACTIC & WELLNESS
655 Craig Road
Ste 155
Saint Louis, MO 63141
1-314-755-1097
Handicap Access: N
- Emerson, Bryan, DC
Languages Spoken: English
- Vardi, Gil M, MD
Languages Spoken: English

ST LOUIS HEART AND VASCULAR
2325 Dougherty Ferry Rd Ste 203
Saint Louis, MO 63122
1-314-741-0911
Handicap Access: Y
- Glascock, Dennis N, DO
Languages Spoken: English
- Tahir, Mohammad, MD
Languages Spoken: English

BUCK CHIROPRACTIC
8641 Watson Rd
Saint Louis, MO 63119
1-314-962-3130
Handicap Access: Y
- Buck, Matthew J, DC
Languages Spoken: English

DR CRAIG CONNER CHIROPRACTIC
112 S Hanley Rd Ste 130
Saint Louis, MO 63105
1-314-862-5700
Handicap Access: Y
- Conner, Craig, DC
Languages Spoken: English

JEROME E NORRENBERNS DC
717 Union Rd
Saint Louis, MO 63123
1-314-544-2225
Handicap Access: Y
- Norrenberns, Jerome E, DC
Languages Spoken: English

MAHER CHIROPRACTIC
8641 Watson Rd
Saint Louis, MO 63119
1-314-962-3130
Handicap Access: Y
- Maher, Mark J, DC
Languages Spoken: English

MID AMERICA SPINE & REHAB
1030 Old Des Peres Rd
Saint Louis, MO 63131
1-314-968-8989
Handicap Access: Y
- Einertson, Robert B, DC
Languages Spoken: English

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
JASON B AMATO MD
DERMATOLOGY
522 N NEW BALLAS RD STE 203
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63141
1-314-569-3323
Handicap Access: Y

AMATO, JASON B, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PREMIER
DERMATOLOGY
439 S KIRKWOOD RD STE 206
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63122
1-314-966-2010
Handicap Access: Y

REED, JEFFREY T, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SAM A SAMIMI
10004 KENNERLY RD STE 210A
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63128
1-314-842-3525
Handicap Access: Y

SAMIMI, SAM A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY
MEDICAL GROUP
2315 DOUGHERTY FERRY RD STE 200
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63122
1-314-268-2700
Handicap Access: Y

ABATE, MALLORY S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BEHSHAD, RAMONA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BURKEMPER, NICOLE M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GUO, AIBING M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENGLISH
MANDARIN CHINESE
CHINESE
SEMCHYSHYN, NATALIE L, MD

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY
MEDICAL GROUP
2325 DOUGHERTY FERRY RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63122
1-314-977-9600
Handicap Access: Y

GLASER, DEE ANNA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY
MEDICAL GROUP
2315 DOUGHERTY FERRY RD STE 200B
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63122
1-314-977-9711
Handicap Access: Y

WEST, DANIEL A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENDOCRINOLOGY
ENDOCRINE ASSOCIATES
2315 DOUGHERTY FERRY RD STE 109B
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63122
1-314-965-9133
Handicap Access: Y

EL HAYEK, MIREILLE, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL
GROUP
9759 MANCHESTER RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63119
1-636-869-2219
Handicap Access: Y

THURMAN, JEROME E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL
GROUP
1035 BELLEVUE AVE STE 320
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-875-0380
Handicap Access: Y

EL-KHOLY, LAMICE R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ARABIC

FRENCH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY
MEDICAL GROUP
2315 DOUGHERTY FERRY RD STE 205
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63122
1-314-977-4716
Handicap Access: Y

MCKEE, ALEXIS M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY
MEDICAL GROUP
2345 DOUGHERTY FERRY RD STE 420
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63122
1-314-966-9313
Handicap Access: Y

MORLEY, JOHN E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GASTROENTEROLOGY
DIGESTIVE HEALTH CARE
2870 NETHERTON DR
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63136
1-314-529-0661
Handicap Access: Y

ASSOCIATES
HASSAN, TARIQ, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

URDU

ESSE HEALTH
10012 KENNERLY RD STE 101
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63128
1-314-543-5200
Handicap Access: Y

ANSARI, SAJID H, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BRADY, TIMOTHY T, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DIMITROFF, JAMES W, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MOOLSINTONG, PICHAY J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HAKIM-NYAZEE
11155 DUNN RD STE 212E
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63136
1-314-837-4200
Handicap Access: Y

HAKIM, ASHFAQ H, MD
Languages Spoken:

ENGLISH
HINDI
URDU

MULTI CARE MEDICAL
2355 DOUGHERTY FERRY RD STE 102
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63122
1-314-977-5400
Handicap Access: Y

AYMERICH, RUBEN R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SPANISH

HEAVEY, MICHAEL J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

RILEY, JOEL Y, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FRENCH

HUONG, GIAO, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

VIETNAMESE

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY
MEDICAL GROUP
2325 DOUGHERTY FERRY RD STE 102
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63122
1-314-977-5400
Handicap Access: Y

SCHROEDER, KATIE S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY
MEDICAL GROUP
2315 DOUGHERTY FERRY RD STE 205
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63122
1-314-977-9600
Handicap Access: Y

NEUSCHWANDER-TETRI, BREN T, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SCHROEDER, KATIE S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken:

• May choose as a primary care provider

◊ Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.

▲ This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
### INFECTIOUS DISEASES

10004 KENNERLY RD STE 368B
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63128
1-314-729-1570
Handicap Access: Y

^ AITKEN, RAMONA E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ ROMANIAN

^ PATRI, MANOKIRAN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ WULFF, SHEPHALI H, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

### INTERVENTIONAL CARDIOLOGY

#### HEART CARE SPECIALISTS

450 N NEW BALLAS RD STE 270
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63141
1-314-991-6969
Handicap Access: Y

^ COLE, PATRICIA L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ MCKENZIE, CLARK R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

### ST LOUIS CARDIOLOGY CONSULTANTS

11125 DUNN RD STE 204
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63136
1-314-839-5522
Handicap Access: Y

^ BITAR, SAAD R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ ARABIC

^ FRENCH

### ST LOUIS HEART AND VASCULAR

11155 DUNN RD STE 304E
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63136
1-314-741-0911
Handicap Access: Y

^ ARMBRUSTER, ROBERT A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ SEROTA, HARVEY, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

### ST LOUIS HEART AND VASCULAR

2325 DOUGHERTY FERRY RD STE 203
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63122
1-314-741-0911
Handicap Access: Y

^ ARMBRUSTER, ROBERT A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

### ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP

1034 S BRENTWOOD BLVD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-977-4663
Handicap Access: Y

^ HELMY, TAREK A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ ARABIC

^ LIM, MICHAEL J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

### MATERNAL-FETAL MEDICINE

### ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP

1027 BELLEVUE AVE STE 205
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-768-8730
Handicap Access: Y

^ BABBAR, SHILPA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ HINDI

^ CHILDRESS, KATHERINE M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ MOSTELLO, DOROTHEA J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ SHYKEN, JAYE M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

### ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP

1035 BELLEVUE AVE STE 205
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-768-8203
Handicap Access: Y

^ SHYKEN, JAYE M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

### INFECTION & REPRODUCTIVE MEDICINE

### ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP

1031 BELLEVUE AVE STE 400
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-977-7455
Handicap Access: Y

^ THOMURE, MICHAEL F, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ SPANISH

### ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP

6420 CLAYTON RD # 1
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-781-1506
Handicap Access: Y

^ THOMURE, MICHAEL F, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ SPANISH

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check [wellfirstbenefits.com](http://wellfirstbenefits.com).
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
NEONATOLOGY

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY
MEDICAL GROUP
6420 CLAYTON RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-768-8731
Handicap Access: Y

FLEMING, ROBERT E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KEENAN, WILLIAM J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEPHROLOGY

ARCH KIDNEY AND HYPERTENSION CARE
3009 N BALLAS RD STE 142A
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63131
1-314-993-4949
Handicap Access: Y

BALASUBRAMANIAN, GEETHA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, TAMIL

COMPREHENSIVE CARE OF NEPHROLOGY
12855 N 40 DR STE 205
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63141
1-314-720-0900
Handicap Access: Y

CHEN, QING, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, CHINESE

HYPERTENSION AND KIDNEY CENTER OF ST LOUIS
12855 N 40 DR STE 205
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63141
1-314-720-0900
Handicap Access: Y

PAVLOPOULOS, TRICIA V, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, GREEK

HYPERTENSION AND KIDNEY CENTER OF ST LOUIS
3844 S LINDBERGH BLVD
STE 220
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63127
1-314-526-0545
Handicap Access: Y

PAVLOPOULOS, TRICIA V, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, GREEK

NEPHROLOGY AND HYPERTENSION SPECIALISTS
6400 CLAYTON RD STE 303
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-842-9669
Handicap Access: Y

ALVAREZ, ALEJANDRO C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, SPANISH

GOURTZELIS, NICHOLAS, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, GREEK

NWANKWO, CHRISTIAN C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEPHROLOGY AND HYPERTENSION SPECIALISTS
10004 KENNERLY RD STE 374B
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63128
1-314-842-9669
Handicap Access: Y

ALVAREZ, ALEJANDRO C, MD
Languages Spoken: SPANISH

GOURTZELIS, NICHOLAS, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, GREEK

RENAI CONSULTANTS
11125 DUNN RD STE 304
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63163
1-314-355-1166
Handicap Access: Y

BUCK, STANLEY W, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, SPANISH

MATHEW, SURESH, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, CHINESE

MATHEW, SURESH, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, CHINESE

RENAI CONSULTANTS
3009 N BALLAS RD STE 142
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63131
1-314-993-4949
Handicap Access: Y

ANTONY, KARTH A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, MALAYALAM, TAMIL

KRISHNAN, GOPAL, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, MALAYALAM, TAMIL

BUCK, STANLEY W, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, SPANISH

YUAN, DAVID D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, CHINESE

SANGEETA PANDE
11155 DUNN RD STE 207N
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63136
1-314-736-4800
Handicap Access: Y

PANDE, SANGEETA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS KIDNEY
12855 N 40 DR STE 205
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63141
1-314-720-0900
Handicap Access: Y

MINDEL, GRAEME, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, SALTZER, JAY R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS KIDNEY CARE
11155 DUNN RD STE 211
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63136
1-314-653-5797
Handicap Access: Y

MAYER, NICHOLAS J, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NAZZAL, MAISA A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

POLACK, DONOVAN C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS NEPHROLOGY ASSOCIATES
10004 KENNERLY RD STE 315A
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63128
1-314-543-3449
Handicap Access: Y

ANTONY, KARTH A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, MALAYALAM, TAMIL

MALLICK, MEHER S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, QUADIR, HUMAYUN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

● May choose as a primary care provider

◊ Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.

▲ This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
NEUROLOGY

METROPOLITAN NEUROLOGY

10004 KENNERLY RD STE 391B
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63128
1-314-843-8222
Handicap Access: Y
HEAD, RICHARD A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PAN, MIN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CHINESE

RAO-CHINTAPALLY, VENKAT K, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEUROSURGERY AND NEUROLOGY

2355 DOUGHERTY FERRY RD STE 310N
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63122
1-636-685-7745
Handicap Access: Y
BRANCHECK, LEAH, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DAoud, AYMAN A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP

1035 BELLEVUE AVE STE 500
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-925-4770
Handicap Access: Y
KINSELLA, LAURENCE J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KUMAR, VIKAS, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NANDA, ASHISH, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SINGH, NIRANJAN N, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEUROSURGERY

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP

6420 CLAYTON RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-577-8715
Handicap Access: Y
ALALI, ABDULAZIZ S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MATTEI, TOBIAS A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY

A LOUIS OJASCASTRO

5715 TELEGRAPH RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63129
1-314-846-9090
Handicap Access: Y
OJASCASTRO, A. LOUIS, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CENTER FOR REPRODUCTIVE MEDICINE & ROBOTIC SURGERY

844 N NEW BALLAS RD STE 300
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63146
1-314-473-1285
Handicap Access: Y
JACOB, SAJI, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MALAYALAM

CHADWICK CAUDILL

13131 TESSON FERRY RD STE 210
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63128
1-314-842-6583
Handicap Access: Y
CAUDILL, CHADWICK T, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BOSNIAN

CHADWICK CAUDILL

621 S NEW BALLAS RD STE 4008
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63141
1-314-842-6583
Handicap Access: Y
CAUDILL, CHADWICK T, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BOSNIAN

COGENT HEALTHCARE OF MISSOURI

6420 CLAYTON RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-768-8000
Handicap Access: Y
EDWARDS, ALEXANDRA M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GATEWAY WOMENS HEALTH

1035 BELLEVUE AVE STE 105
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-725-4359
Handicap Access: Y
KONKOL, DEBORAH A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HAHN OBGYN ASSOCIATES

1035 BELLEVUE AVE STE 211
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-344-8100
Handicap Access: Y
HAHN, ERAN M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HEBREW

SPANISH

HAHN, YORAM, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

POTTER, SHANNON J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FRENCH

ROBEY, DONNA A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

JEAN A THOMAS

6400 CLAYTON RD STE 107
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-644-4555
Handicap Access: Y
THOMAS, JEAN A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FRENCH

PROBST & BEHM OBGYN SERVICES

10345 WATSON RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63127
1-314-965-8033
Handicap Access: Y
PROBST, JAMES R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP

816 S KIRKWOOD RD STE 100
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63122
1-314-686-4990
Handicap Access: Y
HARTMAN, RICHARD A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LEVY, EDWARD S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MCDONALD, DANIEL S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP

3555 SUNSET OFFICE DR STE 107
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63127
1-314-238-9000
Handicap Access: Y
ALVAREZ WILSON, ALEJANDRA D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SPANISH

BAUANN, DANIEL J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BOEDEKER, JAMES P, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BOWERS, JESSICA N, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

JAIN, SONALI, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HINDI

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP

1035 BELLEVUE AVE STE 305
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-238-9000
Handicap Access: Y
BAUANN, DANIEL J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP

40 N FLORISSANT RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63135
1-314-521-1302
Handicap Access: Y
SIDDIOUI, HAMNAH T, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
ST ANTHONYS PHYSICIAN ORGANIZATION
12700 SOUTHFORK RD STE 230
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63128
1-314-899-3711
Handicap Access: Y
BRENNAN, JAMES M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH SPANISH
BRENNAN, RICHARD X, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
1027 BELLEVUE AVE STE 205
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-768-8730
Handicap Access: Y
KRAUS, ELENA M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
POWEL, JENNIFER E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
1031 BELLEVUE AVE STE 400
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-977-7455
Handicap Access: Y
BILYEU, AMY C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BUCHANAN, CHRISTOPHER Q, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BUCHINDER, ALAN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
EDWARDS, ALEXANDRA M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
GRABOSCH, SHANNON M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
HOLLORAN SCHWARTZ, MARY BRIGID, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
KRAUS, ELENA M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENGLISH
LAWLOR, MEGAN L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MASSA, KATHERINE M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MCCLOSKEY, LESLIE A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MULLAN, SAMANTHA J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
POWEL, JENNIFER E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
POWELL, JILL K, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SHAH, MITUL B, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
WARD, DONALD G, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
XYNOS, NICOLE A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
YEUNG, PATRICk P, MD
Languages Spoken: SPANISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
6420 CLAYTON RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-768-8000
Handicap Access: Y
BILYEU, AMY C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
KRAUS, ELENA M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
LEFEVRE, CHERIE A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MCCLOSKEY, LESLIE A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
POWEL, JENNIFER E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
WARD, DONALD G, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
1031 BELLEVUE AVE STE 300
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-977-7455
Handicap Access: Y
XYNOS, PERICLES, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH SPANISH

ONCOLOGY
COUNTY ONCOLOGISTS
2865 NETHERTON DR
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63136
1-314-355-8200
CARDEN, JUAN O, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH SPANISH

ST LOUIS CANCER CARE
10004 KENNERLY RD STE 137A
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63128
1-314-842-7301
HILDRETH, CRAIG R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
PILOT, GIANCARLO A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OPHTHALMOLOGY
ADVANCED SIGHT CENTER
12601 OLIVE BLVD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63141
1-314-878-2222
Handicap Access: Y
SHORT, HOWARD N, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CROWN OPTICAL
11477 OLIVE BLVD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63141
1-314-878-2222
Handicap Access: Y
OLK, ROBERT J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HILL VISION SERVICES
522 N NEW BALLAS RD STE 113
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63141
1-314-567-7771
Handicap Access: Y
HILL, GEOFFREY M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
HILL, GREGORY A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MALAZ SAFI
8790 WATSON RD STE 203
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63119
1-314-543-2850
Handicap Access: Y
SAFI, MALAZ, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH ARABIC

OPHTHALMIC PLASTIC AND COSMETIC SURGERY
12990 MANCHESTER RD STE 102
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63131
1-314-567-3567
Handicap Access: Y
BUCHEHAN, ADAM G, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OPHTHALMOLOGY CONSULTANTS
12692 LAMPLIGHTER SQUARE SHPG CTR
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63128
1-314-432-5478
Handicap Access: Y
KAVALLI, SWETA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
OPHTHALMOLOGY CONSULTANTS
12990 MANCHESTER RD
STE 201
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63131
1-314-909-0633
Handicap Access: Y

KAVALI, SWETA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OPHTHALMOLOGY CONSULTANTS
7331 WATSON RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63119
1-314-633-8575
Handicap Access: N

KAVALI, SWETA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PREMIER EYE ASSOCIATES
816 S KIRKWOOD RD
STE 220
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63122
1-314-363-8888
Handicap Access: N

NACKE, RANDALL E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ROBERT D LEWIS
12700 SOUTHFORK RD STE 205
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63128
1-314-842-0582
Handicap Access: Y

LEWIS, ROBERT D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SOUTH COUNTY EYE CARE
13131 TESSON FERRY RD STE 108
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63128
1-314-843-5800
Handicap Access: Y

BECKER, WILLIAM L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS EYE CLINIC
2900 LEMAY FERRY RD STE 120
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63125
1-314-892-8211
Handicap Access: Y

AKDUMAN, LEVENT, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

THE RETINA CENTER
4305 BUTLER HILL RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63128
1-314-569-2020
Handicap Access: Y

AKDUMAN, LEVENT, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SAINT LOUIS EYE CLINIC
10004 KENNERLY RD STE 120
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63128
1-314-849-0101
Handicap Access: Y

LELE, SANJEEV M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
13131 TESSON FERRY RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63128
1-314-842-3535
Handicap Access: Y

DAVITT, BRADLEY V, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

THE RETINA INSTITUTE
11710 OLD BALLAS RD STE 102
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63141
1-314-569-2020
Handicap Access: Y

AKDUMAN, LEVENT, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

THE RETINA INSTITUTE
17 THE BOULEVARD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-367-1181
Handicap Access: Y

AKDUMAN, LEVENT, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

THE RETINA INSTITUTE
12106 TESSON FERRY RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63128
1-314-367-1181
Handicap Access: Y

BLINDER, KEVIN J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DURRANI, ALIA K, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENGELBRECHT, NICHOLAS E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

THE RETINA INSTITUTE
12106 TESSON FERRY RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63128
1-314-367-1181
Handicap Access: Y

BLINDER, KEVIN J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DURRANI, ALIA K, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENGELBRECHT, NICHOLAS E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

THE RETINA INSTITUTE
12106 TESSON FERRY RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63128
1-314-367-1181
Handicap Access: Y

BLINDER, KEVIN J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DURRANI, ALIA K, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENGELBRECHT, NICHOLAS E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

THE RETINA INSTITUTE
12106 TESSON FERRY RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63128
1-314-367-1181
Handicap Access: Y

BLINDER, KEVIN J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DURRANI, ALIA K, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENGELBRECHT, NICHOLAS E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OPTOMETRY
KOETTING EYE CENTER
2511 S BRENTWOOD BLVD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63144
1-314-863-0000
Handicap Access: Y

CASTELLANO, CARMEN F, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CASTELLANO, JOSEPH C, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CASTELLANO, NICHOLAS A, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PIEPER, JACOB R, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
OVERLAND EYE ASSOCIATES
2040 WOODSON RD
STE 100
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63114
1-314-427-1519
Handicap Access: Y
MEDLER, DANIEL, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ORTHOPEDICS

MID COUNTY ORTHOPEDICS
845 N NEW BALLAS CT # 2
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63141
1-314-983-4700
Handicap Access: Y
MEDLER, ROBERT G, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PETER J ANDERSON
333 S KIRKWOOD RD STE 200
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63122
1-314-909-1666
Handicap Access: Y
ANDERSON, PETER J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

REVIVAL SPINE SURGERY
621 S NEW BALLAS RD STE 589A
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63141
1-314-690-8383
Handicap Access: Y
CURYLO, LUKASZ J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
GERMAN
RUSSIAN
POLISH

SBKT ENTERPRISES
1000 DES PERES RD STE 210
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63131
1-314-896-4263
Handicap Access: Y
KUTNIK, SHAWN M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SIGNATURE MEDICAL GROUP
845 N NEW BALLAS CT STE 200
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63141
1-314-983-4700
Handicap Access: Y
^ AUBUCHON, CRAIG E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ BURNS, MICHAEL F, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ GLISSON, COLLEEN E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ STREGE, DAVID W, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ SUSI, JESSE G, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ TESSIER, JOHN E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ ZEHNDER, SCOTT W, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SIGNATURE MEDICAL GROUP
1027 BELLEVUE AVE STE 25
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-983-4700
Handicap Access: Y
^ AUBUCHON, CRAIG E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ BURNS, MICHAEL F, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ GILLEY, JASEN H, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ GLISSON, COLLEEN E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ LAI, VINCE J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ STREGE, DAVID W, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ SUSI, JESSE G, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ TESSIER, JOHN E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ ZEHNDER, SCOTT W, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SIGNATURE MEDICAL GROUP
7345 WATSON RD STE LL3
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63119
1-314-842-8655
Handicap Access: Y
^ PALMER, CHRISTOPHER W, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SIGNATURE MEDICAL GROUP
633 EMERSON RD STE 50
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63141
1-314-645-4600
Handicap Access: Y
^ BURNS, MICHAEL F, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SIGNATURE MEDICAL GROUP
12122 TESSON FERRY RD
STE 100
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63128
1-314-849-0808
Handicap Access: Y
^ MIRKIN, RHODERIC P, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SIGNATURE MEDICAL GROUP
845 N NEW BALLAS CT # 2
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63141
1-314-983-4700
Handicap Access: Y
^ GILLEY, JASEN H, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ LAI, VINCE J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SIGNATURE PREMIER CARE SOUTH
12639 OLD TESSON RDSTE 115
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63128
1-314-849-0311
Handicap Access: Y
^ FISSEL, BRIAN A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

May choose as a primary care provider
Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.
This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Telephone</th>
<th>Handicap Access</th>
<th>Languages Spoken</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP**
816 S KIRKWOOD RD STE 105
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63122
1-314-833-5600
| Y | ENGLISH |
| **ST LOUIS ORTHOPEDIC SURGEONS**
2821 N BALLAS RD STE C15
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63131
1-314-843-3828
| Y | ENGLISH |
| **ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP**
1031 BELLEVUE AVE STE 280A
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-768-1050
| Y | ENGLISH |
| **ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP**
2325 DOUGHERTY FERRY RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63122
1-314-977-9600
| Y | ENGLISH |
| **THE ORTHOPEDIC AND SPINE INSTITUTE OF ST LOUIS**
10435 CLAYTON RD STE 120
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63131
1-314-808-3173
| Y | ENGLISH |
| **ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP**
2325 DOUGHERTY FERRY RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63122
1-314-977-9600
| Y | ENGLISH |

### Other Providers

- **SOUND HEALTH SERVICES**
  - 621 S NEW BALLAS RD STE 622A
  - SAINT LOUIS, MO 63141
  - 1-314-843-3638
  - Handicap Access: Y
  - Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
  - BRANDSTED, REBECCA M, MD

- **SOUND HEALTH SERVICES**
  - 810 OLD DES PERES RD
  - SAINT LOUIS, MO 63131
  - 1-314-729-0077
  - Handicap Access: Y
  - Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
  - BAILEY, SEAN B, MD

- **SOUND HEALTH SERVICES**
  - 3860 S LINDBERGH BLVD
  - SAINT LOUIS, MO 63127
  - 1-314-965-9184
  - Handicap Access: Y
  - Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
  - BAILEY, SEAN B, MD

### Additional Information
- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
CHILDERS, ANTHONY A, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
CZECH
SPANISH

SANFORD, THOMAS R, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

SAPPERTING, JOSHUA M, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
SIMO, FRANK, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
621 S NEW BALLAS RD STE 307A
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63141
1-314-251-6362
Handicap Access: Y

BRINKMEIER, JENNIFER V, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
10296 BIG BEND RD STE 110
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63122
1-314-842-3535
Handicap Access: Y

BRINKMEIER, JENNIFER V, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

CHILDERS, ADRIENNE L, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

COSTA, DARY J, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

SAPPERTING, JOSHUA M, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

STITH, JOHN A, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

GERMAN

WILD, ALAN P, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
13131 TESSON FERRY RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63128
1-314-842-3535
Handicap Access: Y

CRUZ, OSCAR A, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

SPANISH

PEDIATRIC SURGERY
ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
1031 BELLEVUE AVE STE 200
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-977-7455
Handicap Access: Y

BICKHAUS, JENNIFER A, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

INTERVENTIONAL PAIN MANAGEMENT

5000 CEDAR PLAZA PKWY STE 240
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63128
1-314-270-9446
Handicap Access: Y

GUAPAOTI, MAHENDRA P, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

MICHAEL L, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

KASWAN, SUMESH, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

PODIATRY

DR MICHAEL YANKOWITZ
8790 WATSON RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63119
1-636-933-4100
Handicap Access: Y

YANKOWITZ, MICHAEL, DPM
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

FEET FOR LIFE CENTERS

8637 DELMAR BLVD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63124
1-314-933-3003
Handicap Access: Y

HORWITZ, MICHAEL H, DPM
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

STASCHIKA, VINCENT J, DPM
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
MEDICAL WEST PODIATRY
950 FRANCIS PL STE 2
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63105
1-314-726-2377
Handicap Access: Y
ASCHENBRENNER, JEFFREY R, DPM Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ DOSER, BRANDON A, DPM Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MID COUNTY SURGERY CENTER
8627 DELMAR BLVD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63124
1-314-983-0303
Handicap Access: Y
HORWITZ, MICHAEL H, DPM Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ STASCHIAK, VINCENT J, DPM Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MID WEST PODIATRY AND ASSOC
11709 OLD BALLAS RD STE 201
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63141
1-314-432-1903
Handicap Access: Y
BROADHEAD, BRIAN G, DPM Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, FRENCH
^ COLLINS, KARL B, DPM Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ DOSER, BRANDON A, DPM Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ DUDDY, ROBERT K, DPM Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ QUIROGA, CARMINA, DPM Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, SPANISH
^ VISSER, H, J, DPM Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, RUSSIAN, VIETNAMESE
^ VISSER, JARED J, DPM Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, BOSNIAN
NETTESHEIM FAMILY FOOT CARE
4305 BUTLER HILL RD STE B
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63128
1-314-849-9009
Handicap Access: Y
NETTESHEIM, KEVIN A, DPM Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
S THOMAS SEHY
10430 PAGE AVE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63132
1-314-423-8811
Handicap Access: Y
SEHY, S, THOMAS, DPM Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SIGNATURE MEDICAL GROUP
12639 OLD TESSON RD STE 115
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63128
1-314-849-0311
Handicap Access: Y
MARTIN, NICOLAS C, DPM Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
STEVEN FRANK
12855 N 40 OR STE 175
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63141
1-314-434-9600
Handicap Access: Y
FORSBACH, CHRISTOPHER J, DPM Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
FRANK, STEVEN R, DPM Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
THOMAS J KIRISITS
3844 S LINDBERGH BLVD STE 212
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63127
1-314-849-2333
Handicap Access: Y
KIRISITS, THOMAS J, DPM Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
TOTAL FOOT CARE
1035 BELLEVUE AVE STE 315
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-473-1296
Handicap Access: Y
HARNESS, JOHN D, DPM Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
VINCENT L TRAVISANO
7509 BIG BEND BLVD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63119
1-314-961-3113
Handicap Access: Y
TRAVISANO, VINCENT L, DPM Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PULMONARY DISEASE
CADUCEUS CORPORATION
2531 S BIG BEND BLVD STE 1
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63143
1-314-647-7801
Handicap Access: Y
HARRIS, JEFFREY D, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
OJILE, JOSEPH M, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
PULMONARY CONSULTANTS
11133 DUNN RD STE 2335
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63136
1-314-653-5007
Handicap Access: Y
BARKOVIK, MICHAEL J, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BROOK, ALAN D, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
EATON, ROYAL J, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
GOLDSTEIN, GARY R, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
JACOBS, MYRON H, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
STAHLEHEBER, CASEY L, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
YOUNG, ZACHARY T, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
ZUICK, SCOTT J, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
ZWEIG, WILLIAM D, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
PULMONARY SLEEP CONSULTANTS
11710 OLD BALLAS RD STE 110
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63141
1-314-993-2884
Handicap Access: Y
BARKOVIK, MICHAEL J, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BROOK, ALAN D, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
GOLDSTEIN, GARY R, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

JACOBS, MYRON H, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH SPANISH

STAHLHEBER, CASEY L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ZUICK, SCOTT J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ZWEIG, WILLIAM D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
1035 BELLEVUE AVE STE 500
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-645-4434
Handicap Access: Y

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH KS

BUDD, JOHNNY
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CLAYTON MEDICAL ASSOCIATES
13100 MANCHESTER RD STE 70
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63131
1-314-645-4434
Handicap Access: Y

RONHOLM, CHAD M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MANDALA MEDICAL SERVICES
5000 CEDAR PLAZA PKWY
STE 220
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63128
1-314-845-9010
Handicap Access: Y

HOFFMANN, SANDRA S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
1035 BELLEVUE AVE STE 500
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-925-4770
Handicap Access: Y

THEKKEMURIYIL, DANY V, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
2315 DOUGHERTY FERRY RD STE 205
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63122
1-314-977-9600
Handicap Access: Y

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BARRIOS, CHRISTOPHER R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NAYAK, RAVI P, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH HINDI KANNADA

PICKER, DAVID M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

RHEUMATOLOGY

CLAYTON MEDICAL ASSOCIATES
6400 CLAYTON RD STE 110
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-645-4434
Handicap Access: Y

BUD, JOHN J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

RONHOLM, CHAD M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SLEEP MEDICINE

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
1035 BELLEVUE AVE STE 500
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-925-4744
Handicap Access: Y

MITIKE, MESFIN T, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH AMHARIC

THORACIC AND CARDIAC SURGERY

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
1035 BELLEVUE AVE STE 500
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-647-8269
Handicap Access: Y

AXFORD, TREVOR C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KIGHT, GORDON C, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OGLE, WILLIAM R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
2315 DOUGHERTY FERRY RD STE 205
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63122
1-314-977-9600
Handicap Access: Y

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CAMPION, EUGEN C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH ROMANIAN GERMAN HUNGARIAN

MCLERNAN, MARY T, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

STEELE, ANDREW C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

UROLOGY

ESSE HEALTH
12855 N 40 DR STE 230
SAINST LOUIS, MO 63141
1-314-576-3532
Handicap Access: Y

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

# May choose as a primary care provider

◊ Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.

▲ This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
10296 BIG BEND RD STE 205
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63122
1-314-315-9911
Handicap Access: Y

DE LA PAZ, MICHAEL G, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, HANDICAP

FEIT, ROBERT M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GELSTEIN, LAURENCE D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MARCUS, MICHAEL D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PATEL, JAY V, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SCULLY, THOMAS F, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

450 N NEW BALLAS RD STE 150
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63141
1-314-315-9914
Handicap Access: Y

BIGG, STEVEN W, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DE LA PAZ, MICHAEL G, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LOVINGGOOD, JAMES P, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NAUGHTON, CATHY K, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SCULLY, THOMAS F, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

6400 CLAYTON RD STE 201
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-880-6415
Handicap Access: Y

ITOKU, KENDALL A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, JAPANESE

MCCARTHY, JOHN F, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SCHNEIDER, STEVEN A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SCHNEIDER, STEVEN A, MD

 Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
6400 CLAYTON RD STE 201
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-977-6610
Handicap Access: Y

BLACKBURN, ANDREW T, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BRYAN, DAVID E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DUM, TRAVIS W, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ITOKU, KENDALL A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, JAPANESE

JAEGGER, CHRISTOPHER D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LEV, RONAN Y, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LEVY, JOSEPH, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MCCARTHY, JOHN F, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GARCIA, ASIM, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SCHNEIDER, STEVEN A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

UROLOGY OF ST LOUIS
11155 DUNN RD STE 309E
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63136
1-314-741-9010
Handicap Access: Y

Malik, Ayaz A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, URDU

SMM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
1035 BELLEVUE AVE STE 500
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-925-4770
Handicap Access: Y

WITTGEN, CATHERINE M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ZAKHARY, EMAD M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS CARDIOVASCULAR INSTITUTE
1028 S KIRKWOOD RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63122
1-314-394-2950
Handicap Access: Y

Malik, Ayaz A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, URDU

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
10012 KENNERLY RD STE 305
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63128
1-314-525-4325
Handicap Access: Y

William, Michael S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
1465 S GRAND BLVD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63104
1-314-268-4014
Handicap Access: Y

Becker, Bradley A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Knutsen, Alan P, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WILLIAMSBURG VISION SPECIALISTS
2751 FOUNTAIN PLACE
STE 2
WILDWOOD, MO 63040
1-636-273-3910
Handicap Access: Y

Brown, Kimberly E, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Hayes, Christy M, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SAINT LOUIS CITY COUNTY

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
1-314-741-9010
Handicap Access: Y

Borts, Michael R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Dykewicz, Mark S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Slavin, Raymond G, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
16516 MANCHESTER RD
WILDWOOD, MO 63040
1-836-458-8400
Handicap Access: Y

Ferreira, Scott W, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**VASCULAR SURGERY**

**OPTOMETRY**

**DERMATOLOGY**

**FOREFRONT DERMATOLOGY**

**CARDIAC ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY**

**ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP**

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

May choose as a primary care provider

Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ENGLISH</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CARIODIOLOGY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COUNTY CARDIOLOGY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11188 TESSON FERRY RD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STE 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAINT LOUIS, MO 63123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-314-849-5300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIBSON, PAUL H, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3660 VISTA AVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-314-977-6125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONTENEGRO, GRACE A, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **DERMATOLOGY** |
| **ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP** |
| 1755 S GRAND BLVD |
| SAINT LOUIS, MO 63104 |
| 1-314-256-3400 |
| Handicap Access: Y |
| ABATE, MALLORY S, MD |
| Languages Spoken: ENGLISH |
| AMATO, JASON B, MD |
| Languages Spoken: ENGLISH |
| BEHSHAD, RAMONA, MD |
| Languages Spoken: ENGLISH |
| PERSIAN |
| BREER, WAYNE A, MD |
| Languages Spoken: ENGLISH |
| BURKEMPER, NICOLE M, MD |
| Languages Spoken: ENGLISH |

| **ENDOCRINOLOGY** |
| **ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP** |
| 3660 VISTA AVE STE 204 |
| SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110 |
| 1-314-977-6157 |
| Handicap Access: Y |
| ALBERT, STEWART G, MD |
| Languages Spoken: ENGLISH |
| DHINDSA, SANDEEP S, MD |
| Languages Spoken: ENGLISH |
| MCKEE, ALEXIS M, MD |
| Languages Spoken: ENGLISH |
| MORLEY, JOHN E, MD |
| Languages Spoken: ENGLISH |
| SILVEBERG, ALAN B, MD |
| Languages Spoken: ENGLISH |

| **MIDTOWN BACK & NECK CENTER** |
| 3141 LOCUST ST |
| STE 200 |
| SAINT LOUIS, MO 63103 |
| 1-314-932-1277 |
| Handicap Access: Y |
| CROWLEY, TERENCE M, DC |
| Languages Spoken: ENGLISH |

### May choose as a primary care provider

### Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.

### This provider sees patients at multiple locations.

| **GASTROENTEROLOGY** |
| **ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP** |
| 3660 VISTA AVE STE 302 |
| SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110 |
| 1-314-977-6125 |
| Handicap Access: Y |
| BEEFELER, ALEX S, MD |
| Languages Spoken: ENGLISH |
| DI BISCAGLIE, ADRIAN M, MD |
| Languages Spoken: ENGLISH |
| HACHEM, CHRISTINE Y, MD |
| Languages Spoken: ENGLISH |
| MANDARIN CHINESE |
| SPANISH |
| NEUSCHWANDER-TETRI, BREN T, MD |
| Languages Spoken: ENGLISH |
| PALAGI, JENNIFER L, MD |
| Languages Spoken: ENGLISH |
| QURESHI, KAMRAN U, MD |
| Languages Spoken: ENGLISH |
| SCHROEDER, KATIE S, MD |
| Languages Spoken: ENGLISH |
| TAYLOR, JASON R, MD |
| Languages Spoken: ENGLISH |

| **GASTROENTEROLOGY** |
| **ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP** |
| 3660 VISTA AVE STE 302 |
| SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110 |
| 1-314-977-6125 |
| Handicap Access: Y |
| ALKAADE, SAMER, MD |
| Languages Spoken: ENGLISH |
| ARMENIAN |
| ARABIC |
| MARSICANO, ELIZABETH V, MD |
| Languages Spoken: ENGLISH |

| **ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP** |
| 3635 VISTA AVE |
| SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110 |
| 1-314-577-8764 |
| Handicap Access: Y |
| QURESHI, KAMRAN U, MD |
| Languages Spoken: ENGLISH |
ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
3660 VISTA AVE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110
1-314-577-6000
Handicap Access: Y

- BACON, BRUCE R, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
3655 VISTA AVE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110
1-314-577-2200
Handicap Access: Y

- BOECKER, FELIX S, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- CULHANE, JOHN T, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- WOODS, TIMOTHY D, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
3660 VISTA AVE STE 302
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110
1-314-577-6000
Handicap Access: Y

- Nazzal, Mustafa D, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- Nguyen, Minh-Tri, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- Randall, Henry B, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- Woods, Timothy D, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
3660 VISTA AVE FL 1
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110
1-314-577-6000
Handicap Access: Y

- Farrell, Kaitlin A, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- Luu, Carrie, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- Xynos, Francisco P, MD
  Languages Spoken: SPANISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
3660 VISTA AVE FL 2
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110
1-314-577-6057
Handicap Access: Y

- Chilkulwar, Abhishek R, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- Ghani, Sofia, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
3660 VISTA AVE FL 3
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110
1-314-577-8854
Handicap Access: Y

- Chilkulwar, Abhishek R, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- Ghani, Sofia, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HEMATOLOGY
ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
3660 VISTA AVE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110
1-314-577-6000
Handicap Access: Y

- Fesler, Mark J, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- Goyal, Sagun D, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

INFECTIONOUS DISEASE
SSM HEALTH SAINT LOUIS UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
3635 VISTA AVE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110
1-314-577-2000
Handicap Access: Y

- Guenette, Alexis N, DO
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
3691 RUTGER ST STE 100
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110
1-314-977-9050
Handicap Access: Y

- Hou, Rong, MD
  Languages Spoken:
ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
3691 RUTGER ST
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110
1-314-977-9050
Handicap Access: Y
ABATE, GETAHUN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
AMHARIC
CASTILLO PAREDES, CLAUDIA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SPANISH
KENNEDY, DONALD J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SOKOL-ANDERSON, MARCIA L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

INFERTILITY & REPRODUCTIVE MEDICINE
ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
6150 OAKLAND AVE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63139
1-314-768-3090
Handicap Access: Y
THOMURE, MICHAEL F, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SPANISH

MATERNAL-FETAL MEDICINE
ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
3655 VISTA AVE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110
1-314-577-6027
Handicap Access: Y
GOLDKAMP, JENNIFER M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MEDICAL GENETICS
ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
1465 S GRAND BLVD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63104
1-314-577-5639
Handicap Access: Y
BRADDOCK, STEPHEN R, MD
Languages Spoken:

ENGLISH
GOTTEMSAN, GARY S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
KIRBY, AMELIA J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEONATOLOGY
ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
1465 S GRAND BLVD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63104
1-314-577-5642
Handicap Access: Y
BENDER, THOMAS M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CIBULSKIS, CATHERINE C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
FLEMING, ROBERT E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
KEENAN, WILLIAM J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
KOENIG, JOYCE M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MATHUR, AMIT M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MOHAMED, SHAHIR, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
PETERSEN, REBECCA Y, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
STRAND, MARYA L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
WARUNGI, WAMBUI, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEPHROLOGY
SSM HEALTH SAINT LOUIS UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
3635 VISTA AVE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110
1-314-577-8000
Handicap Access: Y
BASTANI, BAHAR, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
PERSIAN

ST LOUIS Nephrology Associates
3535 S JEFFERSON AVE
STE 201
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63118
1-314-577-5778
Handicap Access: Y
ANTONY, KARTH A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MALAYALAM
TAMIL

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
3650 VISTA AVE SUITES 302
AND 308
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110
1-314-977-6000
Handicap Access: Y
EDWARDS, JOHN C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
KORAIshy, FARRUKH M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MARTIN, KEVIN J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
FRENCH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
3660 VISTA AVE STE 302
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110
1-314-577-6000
Handicap Access: Y
BASTANI, BAHAR, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
PERSIAN
LENTINE, KRISTA L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
OUSEPH, ROSEMARY, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SHIEH, STEPHANIE C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SODHII, RUPINDER K, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEUROLOGY
NEUROLOGY & SLEEP MEDICINE ASSOCIATES
11188 TESSON FERRY RD
STE 202
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63123
1-314-729-7547
Handicap Access: Y
WAGNER, DANIEL R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
3660 VISTA AVE SUITES 303
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110
1-314-977-6082
Handicap Access: Y
PAN, YI, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CHINESE

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
3660 VISTA AVE STE 303
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110
1-314-977-6082
Handicap Access: Y
ACHARYA, ANINDA B, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BENGALI
AL-DAHHAK, ROULA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
ARABIC
EZEPOE, CHIZOBA J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
HINDI
ESCANDON, JUAN C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SPANISH
HAYAT, GHAZALA S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
PUNJABI
URDU
RAMIRO, JOANNA I, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
RUKMANGADACHAR, LOKESH A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
KANNADA
HINDI
SOUZADAG TURKEY,
MOMINA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
WEBER, DANIEL J, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
WILLMORE, LUTHER J, MD
Languages Spoken:

May choose as a primary care provider
Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.
This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
ENGLISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
1465 S GRAND BLVD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63104
1-314-577-5338
Handicap Access: Y

AL-DAHAK, ROULA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
ARABIC
EDGELL, RANDALL C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SPANISH

HAYAT, GHAZALA S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
Punjabi
URDU
KAULAS, HIMANSHU U, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
GUJARATI
HINDI

HIMANSHU RANDALL, MD
This provider sees patients at multiple locations.

ENGLISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
1438 S GRAND BLVD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63104
1-314-977-6082
Handicap Access: Y

AL-DAHAK, ROULA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
FRENCH
ARABIC

ENGLISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
1465 S GRAND BLVD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63104
1-314-577-5338
Handicap Access: Y

KAFAI, JAFAR, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
TURKISH
FARSI

NEUROMUSCULAR MEDICINE

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
3635 VISTA AVE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110
1-314-577-8815
Handicap Access: Y

BUCHOLZ, RICHARD D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
COPPENS, JEROEN R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
FRENCH
DUTCH
MATTEI, TOBIAS A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
3655 VISTA AVE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110
1-314-977-83715
Handicap Access: Y

PIERSON, MATTHEW J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
3635 VISTA AVE FL 5
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110
1-314-577-8715
Handicap Access: Y

ALALI, ABDULAZIZ S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BUCHOLZ, RICHARD D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
COPPENS, JEROEN R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
FRENCH
DUTCH
MATTEI, TOBIAS A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
3635 VISTA AVE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110
1-314-577-8047
Handicap Access: Y

MUZAFFAR, RAZI, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NUCLEAR MEDICINE

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
3518 LACLEDE AVE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63103
1-314-977-2323
Handicap Access: Y

POWELL, JILL K, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
1465 S GRAND BLVD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63104
1-314-577-5347
Handicap Access: Y

POWELL, JILL K, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY

SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
916 OLIVE ST STE 8 2ND FLOOR,
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63101
1-314-241-3777
Handicap Access: Y

SAMPLE, ANDREA R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SCOTT, LESLIE A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
3655 VISTA AVE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110
1-314-577-8455
Handicap Access: Y

LYNN, BECKY K, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MCCLUSKEY, LESLIE A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

XYNOS, NICOLE A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
3655 VISTA AVE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110
1-314-577-8715
Handicap Access: Y

PIERSON, MATTHEW J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
3635 VISTA AVE FL 2
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110
1-314-577-8715
Handicap Access: Y

ALALI, ABDULAZIZ S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BUCHOLZ, RICHARD D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
COPPENS, JEROEN R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
FRENCH
DUTCH
MATTEI, TOBIAS A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ONCOLOGY

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
3655 VISTA AVE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110
1-314-577-6056
Handicap Access: Y

PINCUS, STEVEN M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
3635 VISTA AVE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110
1-314-977-2323
Handicap Access: Y

POWELL, JILL K, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
3655 VISTA AVE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110
1-314-577-8455
Handicap Access: Y

POWELL, JILL K, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
OPHTHALMOLOGY

MALAZ SAFI
5800 NATURAL BRIDGE AVE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63120
1-314-389-4244
Handicap Access: Y

SAFI, MALAZ, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, ARABIC

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
1755 S GRAND BLVD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63104
1-314-256-3200
Handicap Access: Y

CHUNG, SOPHIA M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DAVITT, BRADLEY V, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ESPINOZA, GABRIELA M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, SPANISH, FRENCH

GHADBAN, RAFIF, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, FRENCH, ARABIC

THE RETINA INSTITUTE
5805 CHIPPEWA ST
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63109
1-314-367-1181
Handicap Access: Y

BLINDER, KEVIN J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DURRANI, ALIA K, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENGELBRECHT, NICHOLAS E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GRAND, MARK GILBERT, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

JOSEPH, DANIEL P, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SHAH, GAURAV K, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SMITH, BRADLEY T, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ORTHOPEDICS

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
1755 S GRAND BLVD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63104
1-314-256-3850
Handicap Access: Y

BOUDEAU, JOHN A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KAAR, SCOTT G, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KARGES, DAVID E, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KIM, CHRISTOPHER, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MORGAN, ROBERT A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PLACE, HOWARD M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

REVAK, THOMAS J, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SALARI, POORIA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, STREIT, ADAM R, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SALARI, POORIA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
1465 S GRAND BLVD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63104
1-314-577-5306
Handicap Access: Y

BOUDEAU, JOHN A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENGEL, ELIZABETH, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GREENBERG, DAVID D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KAAR, SCOTT G, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KARGES, DAVID E, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KIM, CHRISTOPHER, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
3635 VISTA AVE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110
1-314-577-8904
Handicap Access: Y

GREENBERG, DAVID D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
3635 VISTA AVE FL 7
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110
1-314-577-8850
Handicap Access: Y

OTTO, THOMAS J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
3635 VISTA AVE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110
1-314-577-8850
Handicap Access: Y

NICOLAOU, DAEMEON A, MD

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medical Group Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MO 63104</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CARDIOLOGY</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GROUP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3660 VISTA AVE STE 312</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1-314-977-4440 Handicap Access:</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ANTISDEL, JASTIN L, MD</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BRINKMEIER, JENNIFER V, MD</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CHILDERS, ADRIENNE L, MD</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COSTA, DARY J, MD</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EISENBEIS, JOHN F, MD</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HENTZELMAN, JOSHUA L, MD</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MIKULEC, ANTHONY A, MD</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SANFORD, THOMAS R, MD</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>STITH, JOHN A, MD</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WALKER, RONALD J, MD</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WILD, ALAN P, MD</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PEDIATRIC CARDIOLOGY</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GROUP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1465 S GRAND BLVD SAINT LOUIS,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MO 63104</td>
<td>1-314-577-5633 Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PETERSEN, ROBERT L, MD</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PETERSON, RENUKA E, MD</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RAHIMI, MOHAMMAD B, MD</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SCHOWENGERDT, KENNETH O, MD</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
**PEDIATRIC NEUROSURGERY**

**ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP**

3655 VISTA AVE FL 2
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110
1-314-577-8715
Handicap Access: Y

MERCIER, PHILIPPE J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, FRENCH

**ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP**

1465 S GRAND BLVD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63104
1-314-577-5306
Handicap Access: Y

MERCIER, PHILIPPE J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, FRENCH

**PEDIATRIC OPHTHALMOLOGY**

**ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP**

1755 S GRAND BLVD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63104
1-314-577-6038
Handicap Access: Y

CRUZ, OSCAR A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, SPANISH

**ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP**

1465 S GRAND BLVD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63104
1-314-577-5660
Handicap Access: Y

CRUZ, OSCAR A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, SPANISH

**PEDIATRIC PULMONOLOGY**

**ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP**

1465 S GRAND BLVD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63104
1-314-577-5606
Handicap Access: Y

ALBERS, GARY M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HABERMAN, BRENT K, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NOYES, BLAKESLEE E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**PEDIATRIC RHEUMATOLOGY**

**ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP**

1465 S GRAND BLVD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63104
1-314-577-6606
Handicap Access: Y

DALRYMPLE, AUSTIN M, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SCHULER, PAMELA M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SOUBUS, KURTIS T, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**PEDIATRIC UROLOGY**

**ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP**

1465 S GRAND BLVD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63104
1-314-268-2700
Handicap Access: Y

DUEL, BARRY P, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, SPANISH

PHILLIPS, TIMOTHY M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**PHYSICAL MEDICINE AND REHABILITATION**

**ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP**

1725 S GRAND BLVD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63104
1-314-256-3650
Handicap Access: Y

TRIPP, ANGELA M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**PLASTIC AND RECONSTRUCTIVE SURGERY**

**ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP**

3660 VISTA AVE STE 203
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110
1-314-977-6070
Handicap Access: Y

SYED, REEMA H, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**PODIATRY**

JOSEPH J DRAGO

16 HAMPTON VILLAGE PLZ
STE 260
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63109
1-314-351-7215
Handicap Access: Y

DRAGO, JOSEPH J, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

TRACY M REED

5937 WEST FLORISSANT AVE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63136
1-314-381-2224
Handicap Access: Y

REED, TRACY M, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medical Group</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Number</th>
<th>Handicap Access</th>
<th>Languages Spoken</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PULMONARY DISEASE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CADUCEUS CORPORATION</td>
<td>11200 TESSON FERRY RD STE 100 SAINT LOUIS, MO 63123 1-314-849-1500</td>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP</strong></td>
<td>3635 VISTA AVE SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110 1-314-577-8856</td>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>RADIOLOGY</strong></td>
<td><strong>ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP</strong></td>
<td>1465 S GRAND BLVD SAINT LOUIS, MO 63104 1-314-577-5672</td>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP</strong></td>
<td>3660 VISTA AVE STE 202 SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110 1-314-977-6190</td>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, SPANISH, FILIPINO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>RHEUMATOLOGY</strong></td>
<td><strong>ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP</strong></td>
<td>3660 VISTA AVE STE 203 SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110 1-314-977-6070</td>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP</strong></td>
<td>3660 VISTA AVE STE 301 SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110 1-314-977-6125</td>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, SPANISH, FILIPINO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>SURGICAL ONCOLOGY</strong></td>
<td><strong>ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP</strong></td>
<td>3660 VISTA AVE STE 301 SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110 1-314-977-6125</td>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Thoracic Surgery</strong></td>
<td><strong>ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP</strong></td>
<td>3660 VISTA AVE STE 203 SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110 1-314-977-6131</td>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP</strong></td>
<td>3660 VISTA AVE STE 202 SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110 1-314-977-6190</td>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, SPANISH, FILIPINO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>SLEEP MEDICINE</strong></td>
<td><strong>ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP</strong></td>
<td>3545 LAFAYETTE AVE SAINT LOUIS, MO 63104 1-314-977-9400</td>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **May choose as a primary care provider**
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
3655 VISTA AVE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110
1-314-577-8790
Handicap Access: Y

^ HAMILTON, ZACHARY A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ SIDDIOUI, SAMEER A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
URDU

VASCULAR SURGERY

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
3660 VISTA AVE STE 108
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110
1-314-577-6131
Handicap Access: Y

^ RING, ADAM C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ ZAKHARY, EMAD M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
3655 VISTA AVE FL 1
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110
1-314-577-6125
Handicap Access: Y

^ RING, ADAM C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ WILLIAMS, MICHAEL S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
3655 VISTA AVE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110
1-314-577-6131
Handicap Access: Y

^ SMEDS, MATTHEW R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
3660 VISTA AVE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110
1-314-977-6125
Handicap Access: Y

^ WILLIAMS, MICHAEL S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ WITTGEN, CATHERINE M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
1465 S GRAND BLVD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63104
1-314-577-5306
Handicap Access: Y

^ ZAKHARY, EMAD M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SAINTE GENEVIEVE COUNTY

STE GENEVIEVE

NEPHROLOGY

ST LOUIS KIDNEY

800 STE GENEVIEVE DR
STE GENEVIEVE, MO 63670
1-314-720-0900
Handicap Access: Y

^ MINDEL, GRAEME, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PODIATRY

DR MICHAEL YANKOWITZ

900 PARK DR
STE GENEVIEVE, MO 63670
1-573-883-5151
Handicap Access: Y

^ YANKOWITZ, MICHAEL, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WARREN COUNTY

WARRENTON

OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY

SSM HEALTH ST JOSEPH LAKE ST LOUIS

605 E BOONESLICK RD
WARRENTON, MO 63383
1-636-947-5113
Handicap Access: Y

^ HAMMONS, JOHN B, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
## Hospitals

Number of contracted hospitals: 13

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hospital</th>
<th>City, County</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Handicap Access</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SSM HEALTH REHABILITATION HOSPITAL</td>
<td>BRIDGETON</td>
<td>1027 BELLEVUE AVE, SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117</td>
<td>1-314-768-5202</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSM HEALTH DEPAUL HOSPITAL - ST LOUIS</td>
<td>BRIDGETON</td>
<td>12303 DEPAUL DR, BRIDGETON, MO 63044</td>
<td>1-314-344-6000</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST LUKES DES PERES HOSPITAL</td>
<td>SAINT LOUIS CITY COUNTY</td>
<td>2345 DOUGHERTY FERRY RD, SAINT LOUIS, MO 63122</td>
<td>1-314-966-9100</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSM HEALTH CARDINAL GLENNON CHILDRENS HOSPITAL</td>
<td>SAINT LOUIS</td>
<td>1465 S GRAND BLVD, SAINT LOUIS, MO 63104</td>
<td>1-314-577-5600</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSM HEALTH ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL</td>
<td>SAINT LOUIS</td>
<td>3635 VISTA AVE, SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110</td>
<td>1-314-577-8000</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
## Skilled Nursing Facilities

Number of contracted skilled nursing facilities: 20

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>County</th>
<th>Facility Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Number</th>
<th>Handicap Access</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MISSOURI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAINT CHARLES COUNTY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAKE SAINT LOUIS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKILLED NURSING</td>
<td>COTTAGES OF LAKE ST LOUIS</td>
<td>2885 TECHNOLOGY DR</td>
<td>1-636-614-3510</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LAKE SAINT LOUIS, MO 63367</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKILLED NURSING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O FALLON</td>
<td></td>
<td>ABBEY SENIOR HEALTH</td>
<td>206 N MAIN ST</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>63366</td>
<td>1-636-240-5754</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKILLED NURSING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAINT LOUIS COUNTY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRIDGETON</td>
<td></td>
<td>LIFE CARE CENTER OF BRIDGETON</td>
<td>12145 BRIDGETON SQUARE DR</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BRIDGETON, MO 63044</td>
<td>1-314-298-7444</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKILLED NURSING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAINT CHARLES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEWIS &amp; CLARK GARDENS</td>
<td></td>
<td>1221 BOONES LICK RD</td>
<td>1-636-946-8140</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAINT CHARLES, MO 63301</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKILLED NURSING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOUNT CARMEL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMUNITIES</td>
<td></td>
<td>723 FIRST CAPITOL DR</td>
<td>1-636-946-4140</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAINT CHARLES, MO 63301</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKILLED NURSING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NHC ST CHARLES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>35 SUGAR MAPLE LN</td>
<td>1-636-946-8887</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAINT CHARLES, MO 63303</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKILLED NURSING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELLISVILLE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SKILLED NURSING FACILITY</td>
<td>SKILLED NURSING FACILITY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5400 EXECUTIVE CENTRE PKWY</td>
<td>1-855-840-7257</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAINT PETERS, MO 63376</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKILLED NURSING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLORISSANT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ST SOPHIA HEALTH &amp; REHABILITATION CENTER</td>
<td>936 CHARBONIER RD</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FLORISSANT, MO 63031</td>
<td>1-314-831-4800</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKILLED NURSING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARYLAND HEIGHTS</td>
<td></td>
<td>NHC MARYLAND HEIGHTS</td>
<td>2920 FEE FEE RD</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MARYLAND HEIGHTS, MO 63043</td>
<td>1-314-291-0121</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKILLED NURSING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUNSET HILLS</td>
<td></td>
<td>FRIENDSHIP VILLAGE</td>
<td>12563 VILLAGE CIRCLE DR</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SUNSET HILLS, MO 63127</td>
<td>1-314-270-7804</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKILLED NURSING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOWN &amp; COUNTRY</td>
<td></td>
<td>NHC TOWN &amp; COUNTRY</td>
<td>13955 CLAYTON RD</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TOWN &amp; COUNTRY, MO 63017</td>
<td>1-636-227-5070</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKILLED NURSING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAKVILLE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BETHESDA MEADOW</td>
<td>322 OLD STATE RD</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ELLISVILLE, MO 63021</td>
<td>1-636-227-3421</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKILLED NURSING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAKVILLE</td>
<td></td>
<td>BETHESDA SOUTHGATE</td>
<td>5943 TELEGRAPH RD</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>OAKVILLE, MO 63129</td>
<td>1-314-846-2000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
May choose as a primary care provider

◊ Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.

▲ This provider sees patients at multiple locations.

WILDWOOD

SKILLED NURSING FACILITY

BALLWIN RIDGE HEALTH & REHABILITATION

1441 CHARIC DR
WILDWOOD, MO 63021
1-636-394-2522
Handicap Access: Y

SAINT LOUIS CITY COUNTY

SAINT LOUIS

SKILLED NURSING FACILITY

HILLSIDE MANOR HEALTHCARE AND REHAB CENTER

1265 MCLARAN AVE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63147
1-314-388-4121
Handicap Access: Y
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>County</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Provider Name</th>
<th>Address 1</th>
<th>Address 2</th>
<th>Phone 1</th>
<th>Phone 2</th>
<th>Languages</th>
<th>Handicap Access</th>
<th>Access Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MADISON COUNTY</td>
<td>GRANITE CITY</td>
<td>HEATHER R HILL</td>
<td>851 E 5TH ST STE 308</td>
<td>WASHINGTON, MO</td>
<td>1-636-432-5500</td>
<td>1-636-432-5500</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>See Note 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HILL, HEATHER R, MD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SERAJI, MEHRZAD, MD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRANKLIN COUNTY</td>
<td>WASHINGTON</td>
<td>CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGIST</td>
<td>PATRICK E BERNE</td>
<td>109 N 3RD ST</td>
<td>63336</td>
<td>1-573-242-3312</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BEHAVIORAL HEALTH</td>
<td>CATHY DOWNEN</td>
<td>1000 EGERWATER PT</td>
<td>63367</td>
<td>1-636-442-2612</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NEUROPSYCHOLOGY</td>
<td>SSM SELECT REHAB ST</td>
<td>LAKE ST LOUIS</td>
<td>63367</td>
<td>1-636-625-5200</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NIEDER, LAURA, MD</td>
<td>100 MEDICAL PLZ</td>
<td>63367</td>
<td>1-636-625-5200</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GHED W, LPC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ERKER, GERARD, PHD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ERKER, GERARD, PHD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NIEDER, LAURA, MH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HILL, HEATHER R, MD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SERAJI, MEHRZAD, MD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGIST</td>
<td>PATRICK E BERNE</td>
<td>109 N 3RD ST</td>
<td>63336</td>
<td>1-573-242-3312</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BEHAVIORAL HEALTH</td>
<td>CATHY DOWNEN</td>
<td>1000 EGERWATER PT</td>
<td>63367</td>
<td>1-636-442-2612</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NEUROPSYCHOLOGY</td>
<td>SSM SELECT REHAB ST</td>
<td>LAKE ST LOUIS</td>
<td>63367</td>
<td>1-636-625-5200</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NIEDER, LAURA, MH</td>
<td>100 MEDICAL PLZ</td>
<td>63367</td>
<td>1-636-625-5200</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GHED W, LPC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ERKER, GERARD, PHD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ERKER, GERARD, PHD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NIEDER, LAURA, MH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: ^ Indicates a provider who sees patients at multiple locations.

May choose as a primary care provider

Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.
**BEHAVIORAL HEALTH**

**BEHAVIOR SOLUTIONS**

44 PORTWEST CT
SAINT CHARLES, MO 63303
1-636-493-9299
Handicap Access: Y

FARRELL, AMANDA E, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MCCANN, STACY M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PEELER, COLIN, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**HOLLY CARSON**

316 S 2ND ST STE A
SAINT CHARLES, MO 63301
1-636-887-6289
Handicap Access: Y

CARSON, HOLLY E, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

JOANN MCCRACKEN
THD

2536 S OLD HIGHWAY 94 STE 104
SAINT CHARLES, MO 63303
1-636-744-9397
Handicap Access: Y

MCCRACKEN, JOANN L, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**NANCY WISEMAN**

316 S 2ND ST STE A
SAINT CHARLES, MO 63301
1-636-578-8871
Handicap Access: Y

WISEMAN, NANCY L, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**SSM HEALTH ST JOSEPH HOSPITAL WENTZVILLE**

300 1ST CAPITOL DR
SAINT CHARLES, MO 63301
1-636-947-5000
Handicap Access: Y

DUNNING, CARRIE A, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH ST JOSEPH ST CHARLES

300 1ST CAPITOL DR
SAINT CHARLES, MO 63301
1-636-947-5000
Handicap Access: Y

AUSTIN, SHELIA Y, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BENA, GARY W, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BLAND, ANTHONY L, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DUNNING, CARRIE A, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FREW, SUSAN P, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GOODMAN-RITCHIE, SHERRI K, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GRAVEN, ANNA M, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HODGES, JEREMY S, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HOLDERLE, DEBBIE A, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HOTMER, ALAN L, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

JOHNSON, RAMONA L, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LIPPINCOTT, BETSY J, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MCCLOUND, SCOTT K, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MINDRUP, MATTHEW P, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MOORE, SHARON R, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

O’CONNOR, CAROLINE A, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PALAS, SEAN M, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

TANNENBAUM, DEBORAH L, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

THOMAS, JUDY A, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

VALLARTA, EMILY A, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGIST**

**PSYCHOLOGICAL NETWORK**

58 PORTWEST CT
SAINT CHARLES, MO 63303
1-636-916-5800
Handicap Access: Y

SHARPE-TAYLOR, LINDA, PHD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

TINDALL, JUDITH, PHD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**NEUROPSYCHOLOGY**

**SSM-SELECT REHAB ST LOUIS**

300 1ST CAPITOL DR
SAINT CHARLES, MO 63301
1-636-947-5040
Handicap Access: Y

ERKER, GERARD J, PHD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NIEDER, LAURA L, PHD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**SAINT PETERS**

**BEHAVIORAL HEALTH**

**ABT COUNSELING SERVICES**

255 SPENCER RD STE 201
SAINT PETERS, MO 63376
1-636-939-2550
Handicap Access: Y

BAUMANN, BETTY L, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BETTE J WEISMAN

255 SPENCER RD
SAINT PETERS, MO 63376
1-636-939-2550
Handicap Access: Y

WEISMAN, BETTE, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

* May choose as a primary care provider

◊ Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.

▲ This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
CONNIE KNOX COUNSELING
60 GAILWOOD DR STE C
SAINT PETERS, MO 63376
1-636-928-8505
Handicap Access: Y

KNOX, CONSTANCE M, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

JACQUELINE, 1-636-939-2550
Handicap Access: Y

MESSMER-WILBERG, JACQUELINE, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROST, DIANE M, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WEisman, BETTE, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

JERRY L MARKS
255 SPENCER RD STE 201
SAINT PETERS, MO 63376
1-636-939-2550
Handicap Access: Y

MARKS, JERRY L, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

JERRY L MARKS
255 SPENCER RD STE 201
SAINT PETERS, MO 63376
1-636-939-2550
Handicap Access: Y

MARKS, JERRY L, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROST COUNSELING SERVICES
255 SPENCER RD STE 201
SAINT PETERS, MO 63376
1-636-939-2550
Handicap Access: Y

PROST, DIANE M, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PSYCHOLOGICAL & BEHAVIORAL CONSULTANTS
255 SPENCER RD STE 201
SAINT PETERS, MO 63376
1-636-939-2550
Handicap Access: Y

BAUMANN, BETTY L, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MARKS, JERRY L, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

JYOTHI MANDAVA
255 SPENCER RD STE 201
SAINT PETERS, MO 63376
1-636-939-2550
Handicap Access: Y

MANDAVA, JYOTHI, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

TELUGU

M SERAJI
255 SPENCER RD STE 201
SAINT PETERS, MO 63376
1-636-939-2550
Handicap Access: Y

SERAJI, MEHRZAD, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PAUL SIMON
255 SPENCER RD STE 201
SAINT PETERS, MO 63376
1-636-939-2550
Handicap Access: Y

SIMON, PAUL B, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PSYCHOLOGICAL & BEHAVIORAL CONSULTANTS
255 SPENCER RD STE 201
SAINT PETERS, MO 63376
1-636-939-2550
Handicap Access: Y

THIRTALA, THIRIPURA H, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PSYCHOLOGICAL & BEHAVIORAL CONSULTANTS
255 SPENCER RD STE 201
SAINT PETERS, MO 63376
1-636-939-2550
Handicap Access: Y

HILL, HEATHER R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GOODMAN-RITCHIE, SHEIRI K, LCSW

May choose as a primary care provider
Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.
This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
**SSM HEALTH DEPAUL ST LOUIS**

12303 DE PAUL DR
BRIDGETON, MO 63044
1-314-344-6000
Handicap Access: Y

- GRAVEN, ANNA M, LPC
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- HOTTER, DEBBIE A, LPC
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- THOMAS, JUDY A, LCSW
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- TIMKO, STEPHANIE L, LPC
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- VALLARTA, EMILY A, LPC
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**ENGLISH**

- PALAS, SEAN M, LCSW
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- TANNENBAUM, DEBORAH L, LCSW
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- THOMAS, JUDY A, LCSW
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- TIMKO, STEPHANIE L, LPC
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- VALLARTA, EMILY A, LPC
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**CHESTERFIELD**

**ABT COUNSELING SERVICES**

1758 CLARKSON RD
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-636-238-3384
Handicap Access: Y

- BAUMANN, BETTY L, LCSW
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**CONNIE KNOX COUNSELING**

14377 WOODLAKE DR STE
315
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-636-928-8505
Handicap Access: Y

- KNOX, CONSTANCE M, LPC
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**PROST COUNSELING SERVICES**

1758 CLARKSON RD
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-640-1530
Handicap Access: Y

- PROST, DIANE M, LPC
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**SSM HEALTH DEPAUL ST LOUIS**

12303 DE PAUL DR
BRIDGETON, MO 63044
1-314-344-6000
Handicap Access: Y

- IRWIN, STEPHANIE E, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**ENGLISH**

- JONES, REBECCA A, LMSW
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- LIPPINCO, BETSY J, LPC
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- MCCLOUD, SCOTT K, LCSW
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- MOORE, SHARON R, LCSW
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**JEFFERSON COUNTY**

**BRIDGETON**

**BEHAVIORAL HEALTH**

**KANDY M SMITH**

3751 PENNRIDGE DR STE 119
BRIDGETON, MO 63044
1-314-739-4515
Handicap Access: Y

- SMITH, KANDY M, LPC
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- VALENTA, ELLY A, LPC
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- MILLER, RUSCHMEYER, SETH I, MSW
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- THOMAS, JUDY A, LCSW
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- TIMKO, STEPHANIE L, LPC
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- VALLARTA, EMILY A, LPC
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**SAINT LOUIS COUNTY**

  This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
  Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.
  May choose as a primary care provider.
CHILD AND ADOLESCENT PSYCHIATRY

ST LOUIS BEHAVIORAL MEDICINE INSTITUTE
16216 BAXTER RD STE 205
CHEsterFIELD, MO 63017
1-636-532-9188
Handicap Access: Y
LOTH, ANNEMARIE K, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PSYCHIATRY

GREENBROOK TMS ST LOUIS
16091 SWINGLEY RIDGE RD STE 110
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-636-489-4222
Handicap Access: Y
ILIVICKY, HOWARD J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEUROSURGERY AND NEUROLOGY

111 SAINT LUKES CENTER DR STE 20B
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-636-685-7745
Handicap Access: Y
AMARAKONE, ALOKA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FENTON

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH

SSM HEALTH ST CLARE FENTON
1015 BOWLES AVE
FENTON, MO 63026
1-636-496-2000
Handicap Access: Y
AUSTIN, SHELIA Y, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BENA, GARY W, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BLAND, ANTHONY L, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DUNNING, CARRIE A, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FREW, SUSAN P, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GOODMAN-RITCHIE, SHERRI K, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GRAVEN, ANNA M, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HODESS, JEREMY S, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HOLDERLE, DEBBA A, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HOTMER, ALAN L, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

JOHNSON, RAMONA L, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LIPPINCOTT, BETSY J, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MCLOUD, SCOTT K, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MONTGOMERY, LAURA A, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MOORE, SHARON R, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PALAS, SEAN M, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

TANNENBAUM, DEBORAH L, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

THOMAS, JUDY A, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

TIMKO, STEPHANIE L, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

VALLARTA, EMILY A, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FLORISSANT

NEUROSURGERY

SSM-SELECT REHAB ST LOUIS
3501 DUNN RD STE 108
FLORISSANT, MO 63033
1-314-972-6070
Handicap Access: Y
ERKER, GERARD J, PHD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DENISE R THURMOND
8420 DELMAR BLVD STE 209
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63124
1-314-993-7177
Handicap Access: Y

THURMONT, DENISE R, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ELaine THAYER
1121 OLIVETTE EXECUTIVE PKWY STE 210
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63132
1-314-712-8354
Handicap Access: Y

THAYER, ELAINE, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FAMILIES IN PROGRESS

8420 DELMAR BLVD STE 301
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63124
1-314-872-8898
Handicap Access: Y

BEEBE, JENNIFER A, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FLOURISHING WELL COUNSELING

1000 EXECUTIVE PARKWAY DR STE 120
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63141
1-314-606-1265
Handicap Access: Y

MOORE, SUSAN S, MSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

JOnn J GRIMAUD
2190 S MASON RD STE 200
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63131
1-314-220-6981
Handicap Access: Y

GRIMAUD, JOHN J, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KATHRYN L CORLEY
8000 BONHOMME AVE STE 208
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63105
1-314-721-3888
Handicap Access: Y

CORLEY, KATHRYN L, MSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KATHY A POELKER
11648 GRAVOIS RD STE 140
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63126
1-314-280-8910
Handicap Access: Y

POELKER, KATHY A, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

* May choose as a primary care provider
* Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.
* This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
KATHY A POELKER
1515 N WARSON RD STE 119
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63132
1-314-280-8910
Handicap Access: Y
POELKER, KATHY A, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LIFEWORK
1000 EXECUTIVE PARKWAY DR STE 120
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63141
1-314-910-8608
Handicap Access: Y
BRENNEMAN, JEFFREY G, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LOUISE KAUFMAN-YAVITZ
1121 OLIVETTE EXECUTIVE PKWY STE 210
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63132
1-314-369-4637
Handicap Access: Y
KAUFMAN-YAVITZ, LOUISE, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH ST MARYS ST LOUIS
6420 CLAYTON RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-768-8000
Handicap Access: Y
AUSTIN, SHELIA Y, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BENA, GARY W, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BLAND, ANTHONY L, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BRANCA, DONNA M, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
DUNNING, CARRIE A, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
FREW, SUSAN P, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
GOODMAN-RITCHIE, SHERRI K, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
GRAVEN, ANNA M, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
HODESS, JEREMY S, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
HOLDERLE, DEBBIE A, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
HOTMER, ALAN L, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
JOHNSON, RAMONA L, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
LIPINCOTT, BETSY J, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MCLOUD, SCOTT K, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MONTGOMERY, LAURA A, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MOORE, SHARON R, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
PALAS, SEAN M, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
TANNENBAUM, DEBORAH L, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
THOMAS, JUDY A, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
TIMKO, STEPHANIE L, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
VALLARTA, EMILY A, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH ST MARYS ST LOUIS
1027 BELLEVUE AVE STE 34
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-788-8064
Handicap Access: Y
MELTZER, RACHEL L, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH ST MARYS ST LOUIS
1027 BELLEVUE AVE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-788-8000
Handicap Access: Y
STEELE-RENDON, SANDRA, LCSW
Languages Spoken: SPANISH
VOORHEES & ASSOCIATES
10004 KENNERLY RD STE 310A
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63128
1-314-222-2040
Handicap Access: Y
VOORHEES, CRAIG M, PHD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGIST
PATRICIA E BERNE
7710 CARONDELET AVE
STE 502
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63105
1-314-725-0550
Handicap Access: Y
BERNE, PATRICIA E, PHD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PSYCHOLOGISTS & EDUCATORS
12101 WOODCREST EXECUTIVE DR STE 160
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63141
1-314-878-8855
Handicap Access: Y
POLITTE, ALAN J, EDD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ROBERT A BECKER
2190 S MASON RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63131
1-314-994-7009
Handicap Access: Y
BECKER, ROBERT A, PHD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

THEODORE MELTZER
664 OFFICE PKWY
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63141
1-314-997-6463
Handicap Access: Y
MELTZER, THEODORE A, MA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

THERESA ROSE BAJT
777 CRAIG RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63141
1-314-872-7792
Handicap Access: Y
BAJT, THERESA R, PHD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

VOORHEES & ASSOCIATES
10004 KENNERLY RD STE 310A
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63128
1-314-222-2040
Handicap Access: Y
VOORHEES, CRAIG M, PHD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEUROPSYCHOLOGY
SSM-SELECT REHAB ST LOUIS
1027 BELLEVUE AVE # 3
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-768-5365
Handicap Access: Y
NIDER, LAURA L, PHD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM-SELECT REHAB ST LOUIS
1027 BELLEVUE AVE STE 142
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-525-5050
Handicap Access: Y
ERKER, GERARD J, PHD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PSYCHIATRY
COMMUNITY AND LONG-TERM CARE PSYCHIATRY
10004 KENNERLY RD STE 302B
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63128
1-314-525-5050
Handicap Access: Y
GRAYPEL, ERNEST A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

COMMUNITY AND LONG-TERM CARE PSYCHIATRY
655 CRAIG RD STE 318
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63141
1-314-525-5050
Handicap Access: Y
LAFERTY, JEREMY E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

EMPOWER PSYCH CENTERS
10010 KENNERLY RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63128
1-314-200-2628
Handicap Access: Y
GESTRING, RICHARD E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
EMPOWER PSYCH CENTERS
555 N NEW BALLAS RD STE 220
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63141
1-314-200-2628
Handicap Access: Y

GESTRING, RICHARD E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GREENBROOK TMS ST LOUIS
11477 OLDE CABIN RD STE 210
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63141
1-314-720-8561
Handicap Access: Y

ILIVICKY, HOWARD J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GREENBROOK TMS ST LOUIS
13203 TESSON FERRY RD STE 52
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63128
1-314-748-0091
Handicap Access: Y

ILIVICKY, HOWARD J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GREENBROOK TMS ST LOUIS
9904 CLAYTON RD STE 135
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63124
1-314-222-7472
Handicap Access: Y

ILIVICKY, HOWARD J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

JOHN P RUTLEDGE
7508 BIG BEND BLVD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63119
1-314-616-3695
Handicap Access: Y

RUTLEDGE, J. PAUL, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MID-AMERICA PSYCHIATRIC CONSULTANTS
522 N NEW BALLAS RD STE 334
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63141
1-314-989-0542
Handicap Access: Y

HABIB, ASIF, MD
Languages Spoken:

ENGLISH
RASHID ZIA
11888 TESSON FERRY RD
STE 200
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63128
1-314-291-2500
Handicap Access: Y

ZIA, RASHID, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

VADIM BARAM
10420 OLD OLIVE STREET
RD STE 205
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63141
1-314-504-4698
Handicap Access: Y

BARAM, VADIM Y, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
UKRAINIAN
RUSSIAN

PSYCHOLOGY

SSM HEALTH CARDINAL GLENNON PEDIATRICS
13131 TESSON FERRY RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63128
1-314-842-3535
Handicap Access: Y

NADLER, JOEL L, PHD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SAINT LOUIS CITY COUNTY

SAINT LOUIS

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH

DENISE R THURMOND
6435 CHIPPEWA ST
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63109
1-314-993-7177
Handicap Access: Y

THURMOND, DENISE R, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SHANON HARLOW
11144 TESSON FERRY RD
STE 101
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63123
1-314-729-1200
Handicap Access: Y

HARLOW, SHANON L, PSYD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
KNOLL, ANDREA R, PSYD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH CARDINAL GLENNON PEDIATRICS
1465 S GRAND BLVD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63104
1-314-577-5600
Handicap Access: Y

TEODORESCU, CRISTIANA F, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
ROMANIAN
SPANISH

CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGIST

SHANON HARLOW
11144 TESSON FERRY RD
STE 101
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63123
1-314-729-1200
Handicap Access: Y

HARLOW, SHANON L, PSYD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KNOLL, ANDREA R, PSYD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH CARDINAL GLENNON PEDIATRICS
1465 S GRAND BLVD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63104
1-314-577-5600
Handicap Access: Y

HABIB, ASIF, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH SAINT LOUIS UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
3635 VISTA AVE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110
1-314-577-8000
Handicap Access: Y

NEWMAN, BRIANNE M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
1438 S GRAND BLVD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63104
1-314-977-4850
Handicap Access: Y

BARNES, ALCIA A, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BECK, DAVID A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BELEAN, CATALINA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

May choose as a primary care provider
 Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.
 This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
BHATTACHARYYA, ANJAN, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

COOPER, MICHAEL P, DO
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

FELTOUS, ALAN R, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

GREENBERG, MIGGIE L, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

GROSSBERG, GEORGE T, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH, HUNGARIAN, HEBREW

HUNGARIAN HEBREW HEARN, JOHN K, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

LEFEVRE, PHILIP J, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

MARCU, MIRELA D, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

NEWMAN, BRIANNE M, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

NEWMAN, WILLIAM J, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

REDDEN, WILLIAM M, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
3655 VISTA AVE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110
1-314-977-8560
Handicap Access: Y

REDDEN, WILLIAM M, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
3660 VISTA AVE STE 206
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110
1-314-977-6125
Handicap Access: Y

BHATTACHARYYA, ANJAN, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
3518 LACLEDE AVE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63103
1-314-977-2323
Handicap Access: Y

GREENBERG, MIGGIE L, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

PSYCHOLOGY

SHANON HARLOW
11144 TESSON FERRY RD
STE 101
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63123
1-314-729-1200
Handicap Access: Y

HARVATH-HILGEMAN, JESSICA L, PHD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

HASTINGS, MICHELLE R, PHD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

MCDANIEL, LYNN J, PHD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH CARDINAL GLENNON CHILDRENS HOSPITAL
1465 S GRAND BLVD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63104
1-314-577-5600
Handicap Access: N

BARNES, BARBARA, PHD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH CARDINAL GLENNON PEDIATRICS
1465 S GRAND BLVD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63104
1-314-577-5600
Handicap Access: Y

LYNN JOYCE
1428 N STATE HIGHWAY 47
STE A
WARRENTON, MO 63383
1-636-359-7322
Handicap Access: Y

JOYCE, LYNN R, LCSW
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
Number of contracted other plan providers: 319

### ILLINOIS

#### MADISON COUNTY

**Mount Vernon**
- **SSM Health Physical Therapy**
  - 101 United Dr, Ste 100
  - Mount Vernon, IL 62864
  - 1-618-242-4600
  - Handicap Access: Y

#### Alton

- **Occupational Therapy**
  - SSM Health Physical Therapy
  - 101 United Dr, Ste 100
  - Alton, IL 62002
  - 1-618-462-4621
  - Handicap Access: Y

**Speech Pathology**
- SSM Health Physical Therapy
  - 219 E Vandalia St, Edwardsville, IL 62025
  - 1-618-659-9666
  - Handicap Access: Y

**Physical Therapy**
- Glen Carbon
  - SSM Health Physical Therapy
  - 20 Junction Dr W, Unit 4
  - Glen Carbon, IL 62034
  - 1-618-288-8023
  - Handicap Access: Y

### St. Clair County

**Belleville**

- **Occupational Therapy**
  - SSM Health Physical Therapy
  - 300 Edwardsville Rd, Ste 1
  - Belleville, IL 62221
  - 1-618-624-7077
  - Handicap Access: Y

**Speech Pathology**
- SSM Health Physical Therapy
  - 2627 Carlyle Ave
  - Belleville, IL 62221
  - 1-618-624-7077
  - Handicap Access: Y

**Physical Therapy**
- SSM Health Physical Therapy
  - 2627 Carlyle Ave
  - Belleville, IL 62221
  - 1-618-624-7077
  - Handicap Access: Y

### Other Plan Providers

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Handicap Access</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SPEECH PATHOLOGY</strong></td>
<td>SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY</td>
<td>2627 CARLYLE AVE BELLEVILLE, IL 62221 1-618-624-7077</td>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DURABLE MEDICAL EQUIPMENT</strong></td>
<td>ORTHOTIC &amp; PROSTHETIC LAB</td>
<td>6 EMERALD TERRACE STE 1 SWANSEA, IL 62226 1-618-397-1775</td>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MISSOURI</strong></td>
<td>AUDRAIN COUNTY</td>
<td>HOME HEALTH AGENCY</td>
<td>SSM HEALTH AT HOME 605 E PROMENADE ST STE B MEXICO, MO 65265 1-573-582-8850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PHYSICAL THERAPY</strong></td>
<td>SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY</td>
<td>307 NOONAN DR PACIFIC, MO 63069 1-636-271-9995</td>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SPEECH PATHOLOGY</strong></td>
<td>SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY</td>
<td>2649 N ILLINOIS ST SWANSEA, IL 62226 1-618-235-0514</td>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DURABLE MEDICAL EQUIPMENT</strong></td>
<td>ORTHOTICS/PROSTHETICS</td>
<td>6 EMERALD TERRACE STE 1 SWANSEA, IL 62226 1-618-397-1775</td>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>JEFFERSON COUNTY</strong></td>
<td>4 ARNOLD MALL ARNOLD, MO 63010 1-636-282-0125</td>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SPEECH PATHOLOGY</strong></td>
<td>SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY</td>
<td>2649 N ILLINOIS ST SWANSEA, IL 62226 1-618-235-0514</td>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY</strong></td>
<td>SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY</td>
<td>1901 FRANK SCOTT PKWY SHILOH, IL 62269 1-618-624-7077</td>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PHYSICAL THERAPY</strong></td>
<td>SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY</td>
<td>1901 FRANK SCOTT PKWY SHILOH, IL 62269 1-618-624-7077</td>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PHYSICAL THERAPY</strong></td>
<td>SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY</td>
<td>2649 N ILLINOIS ST SWANSEA, IL 62226 1-618-235-0514</td>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SPEECH PATHOLOGY</strong></td>
<td>SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY</td>
<td>2649 N ILLINOIS ST SWANSEA, IL 62226 1-618-235-0514</td>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MINNESOTA</strong></td>
<td>HENNEPIN COUNTY</td>
<td>MINNEAPOLIS</td>
<td>FRANKLIN COUNTY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
SPEECH PATHOLOGY
SSM-SELECT REHAB ST LOUIS
4 ARNOLD MALL ARNOLD, MO 63010
1-636-282-0125
Handicap Access: Y

PHYSICAL THERAPY
SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
148 PROFESSIONAL PKWY TROY, MO 63379
1-636-356-1142
Handicap Access: Y

SPEECH PATHOLOGY
SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
148 PROFESSIONAL PKWY TROY, MO 63379
1-636-356-1142
Handicap Access: Y

LAKE SAINT LOUIS
DIALYSIS
SSM HEALTH CARE ST JOSEPH HOSPITAL-LAKE ST LOUIS
100 MEDICAL PLZ LAKE SAINT LOUIS, MO 63367
1-636-625-5200
Handicap Access: Y

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
32 DILLON PLZ HIGH RIDGE, MO 63049
1-636-677-3100
Handicap Access: Y

NODAWAY COUNTY
MARYVILLE
HOME HEALTH AGENCY
SSM HEALTH AT HOME
2332 S MAIN ST MARYVILLE, MO 64468
1-660-562-7904
Handicap Access: Y

MAMMOGRAPHY - PEDIATRICS
KIRKS EYE CENTER 100 BREVCO PLAZA
STE 108 LAKE SAINT LOUIS, MO 63367
1-636-531-6000
Handicap Access: Y

PHYSICAL THERAPY
SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
32 DILLON PLZ HIGH RIDGE, MO 63049
1-636-677-3100
Handicap Access: Y

SAINT CHARLES COUNTY
DARDENNE PRAIRIE
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
7421 S OUTER 364 DARDENNE PRAIRIE, MO 63368
1-636-651-2060
Handicap Access: Y

HOME HEALTH AGENCY
SSM HEALTH AT HOME
2 HARBOR BEND CT STE 201 LAKE SAINT LOUIS, MO 63367
1-636-695-2000
Handicap Access: Y

EOGlasses - MedicaL
KIRKS EYE CENTER 100 BREVCO PLAZA
STE 108 LAKE SAINT LOUIS, MO 63367
1-636-531-6000
Handicap Access: Y

LAKE SAINT LOUIS
REHAB
SSM HEALTH CARE ST JOSEPH HOSPITAL-LAKE ST LOUIS
100 MEDICAL PLZ LAKE SAINT LOUIS, MO 63367
1-636-625-5200
Handicap Access: Y

LINCOLN COUNTY
TROY
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
148 PROFESSIONAL PKWY TROY, MO 63379
1-636-356-1142
Handicap Access: Y

MRI
SSM HEALTH CARE ST JOSEPH HOSPITAL-LAKE ST LOUIS
100 MEDICAL PLZ LAKE SAINT LOUIS, MO 63367
1-636-625-5200
Handicap Access: Y

SSM HEALTH CARE ST JOSEPH HOSPITAL-LAKE ST LOUIS
100 MEDICAL PLZ LAKE SAINT LOUIS, MO 63367
1-636-625-5200
Handicap Access: Y

THERAPY
LAKE SAINT LOUIS
SSM HEALTH CARE ST JOSEPH HOSPITAL-LAKE ST LOUIS
100 MEDICAL PLZ LAKE SAINT LOUIS, MO 63367
1-636-625-5200
Handicap Access: Y

May choose as a primary care provider
Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.
This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Phone Number</th>
<th>Handicap Access</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LAKE ST LOUIS</td>
<td>1-636-625-5200</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O FALLON</td>
<td>1-636-379-6380</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE HEARING CONSULTANTS</td>
<td>1-314-394-1911</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY</td>
<td>1-636-329-9672</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHYSICAL THERAPY</td>
<td>1-636-240-7000</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPEECH PATHOLOGY</td>
<td>1-636-329-9672</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHYSICAL THERAPY</td>
<td>1-636-379-6380</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

May choose as a primary care provider

Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
May choose as a primary care provider

Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
4887 MEXICO RD
SAINT PETERS, MO 63376
1-636-928-1036
Handicap Access: Y

PHYSICAL THERAPY

SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
3639 N ST PETERS PKWY
SAINT PETERS, MO 63376
1-636-441-7500
Handicap Access: Y

SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
4887 MEXICO RD
SAINT PETERS, MO 63376
1-636-928-1036
Handicap Access: Y

SPEECH PATHOLOGY

SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
3639 N ST PETERS PKWY
SAINT PETERS, MO 63376
1-636-441-7500
Handicap Access: Y

SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
4887 MEXICO RD
SAINT PETERS, MO 63376
1-636-928-1036
Handicap Access: Y

WENTZVILLE

DURABLE MEDICAL EQUIPMENT

ANNS BRA AND MASTECTOMY CENTER
974 WENTZVILLE PARKWAY
WENTZVILLE, MO 63385
1-636-332-6700
Handicap Access: Y

PHYSICAL THERAPY

SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
853 MEDICAL DR
WENTZVILLE, MO 63385
1-636-327-7240
Handicap Access: Y

MAMMOGRAPHY SCREENING CENTER

SSM HEALTH CARE ST JOSEPH HOSPITAL - WENTZVILLE
500 MEDICAL PLAZA DR
WENTZVILLE, MO 63385
1-314-389-6500
Handicap Access: Y

MRI

SSM HEALTH CARE ST JOSEPH HOSPITAL - WENTZVILLE
500 MEDICAL PLAZA DR
WENTZVILLE, MO 63385
1-314-389-6500
Handicap Access: Y

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
853 MEDICAL DR
WENTZVILLE, MO 63385
1-636-327-7240
Handicap Access: Y

SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
1155 WENTZVILLE PKWY
STE 109
WENTZVILLE, MO 63385
1-636-332-1313
Handicap Access: Y

SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
1033 E HWY N
WENTZVILLE, MO 63385
1-636-561-2060
Handicap Access: Y

SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
1155 WENTZVILLE PKWY
STE 123
WENTZVILLE, MO 63385
1-636-332-1313
Handicap Access: Y

PSYCHIATRIC FACILITY - INPATIENT

SSM HEALTH CARE ST JOSEPH HOSPITAL - WENTZVILLE
500 MEDICAL PLAZA DR
WENTZVILLE, MO 63385
1-314-389-6500
Handicap Access: Y

SPEECH PATHOLOGY

SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
853 MEDICAL DR
WENTZVILLE, MO 63385
1-636-327-7240
Handicap Access: Y

SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
1155 WENTZVILLE PKWY
STE 109
WENTZVILLE, MO 63385
1-636-327-7240
Handicap Access: Y

SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
1033 E HWY N
WENTZVILLE, MO 63385
1-636-561-2060
Handicap Access: Y

SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
1155 WENTZVILLE PKWY
STE 123
WENTZVILLE, MO 63385
1-636-332-1313
Handicap Access: Y

SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
1033 E HWY N
WENTZVILLE, MO 63385
1-636-561-2060
Handicap Access: Y

SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
1155 WENTZVILLE PKWY
STE 109
WENTZVILLE, MO 63385
1-636-332-1313
Handicap Access: Y

SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
1033 E HWY N
WENTZVILLE, MO 63385
1-636-561-2060
Handicap Access: Y

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
355 OZARK TRL
BALLWIN, MO 63011
1-636-256-0300
Handicap Access: Y

PHYSICAL THERAPY

SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
355 OZARK TRL
BALLWIN, MO 63011
1-636-256-0300
Handicap Access: Y

SPEECH PATHOLOGY

SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
15587 MANCHESTER RD
BALLWIN, MO 63011
1-636-256-0300
Handicap Access: Y

SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
15587 MANCHESTER RD
BALLWIN, MO 63011
1-636-256-0300
Handicap Access: Y

SPEECH PATHOLOGY

SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
355 OZARK TRL
BALLWIN, MO 63011
1-636-256-0300
Handicap Access: Y

SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
15587 MANCHESTER RD
BALLWIN, MO 63011
1-636-256-0300
Handicap Access: Y

SPEECH PATHOLOGY

SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
355 OZARK TRL
BALLWIN, MO 63011
1-636-256-0300
Handicap Access: Y

SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
15587 MANCHESTER RD
BALLWIN, MO 63011
1-636-256-0300
Handicap Access: Y

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.

May choose as a primary care provider

Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Access</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SSM Health DePaul Hospital - St Louis</strong></td>
<td>12303 DePaul Dr, Bridgeton, MO 63044, 1-314-344-6000</td>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
<td>Temporary accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Handicap</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>This provider sees patients at multiple locations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Dialysis**

- **SSM Health DePaul Hospital - St Louis**
  - 12303 DePaul Dr, Bridgeton, MO 63044, 1-314-344-6000
  - Handicap Access: Y

**Durable Medical Equipment**

- **Orthotic & Prosthetic Lab**
  - 12266 DePaul Dr, Bridgeton, MO 63044, 1-314-739-9300
  - Handicap Access: Y

**Hearing Aid**

- **The Hearing Consultants**
  - 12255 De Paul Dr Ste 860, Bridgeton, MO 63044, 1-314-344-7989
  - Handicap Access: Y

**Infusion/Chemotherapy**

- **SSM Health DePaul Hospital - St Louis**
  - 12303 DePaul Dr, Bridgeton, MO 63044, 1-314-344-6000
  - Handicap Access: Y

**Mammography Screening Center**

- **SSM Health DePaul Hospital - St Louis**
  - 12303 DePaul Dr, Bridgeton, MO 63044, 1-314-344-6000
  - Handicap Access: Y

**MRI**

- **SSM Health DePaul Hospital - St Louis**
  - 12303 DePaul Dr, Bridgeton, MO 63044, 1-314-344-6000
  - Handicap Access: Y

**Occupational Therapy**

- **SSM Health DePaul Hospital - St Louis**
  - 12303 DePaul Dr, Bridgeton, MO 63044, 1-314-344-6000
  - Handicap Access: Y

**Orthotics/Prosthetics**

- **Orthotic & Prosthetic Lab**
  - 12266 DePaul Dr, Bridgeton, MO 63044, 1-314-739-9300
  - Handicap Access: Y

**Physical Therapy**

- **SSM Health Physical Therapy**
  - 3446 Mckelvey Rd, Bridgeton, MO 63044, 1-314-298-0353
  - Handicap Access: Y

**Psychiatric Facility - Inpatient**

- **SSM Health DePaul Hospital - St Louis**
  - 12303 DePaul Dr, Bridgeton, MO 63044, 1-314-344-6000
  - Handicap Access: Y

**Radiation Therapy Center**

- **SSM Health DePaul Hospital - St Louis**
  - 12303 DePaul Dr, Bridgeton, MO 63044, 1-314-344-6000
  - Handicap Access: Y

**Speech Pathology**

- **SSM Health Physical Therapy**
  - 3446 Mckelvey Rd, Bridgeton, MO 63044, 1-314-298-0353
  - Handicap Access: Y

**SSM-Select Rehab St Louis**

- 12380 De Paul Dr, Bridgeton, MO 63044, 1-314-447-9705
  - Handicap Access: Y

**Chesterfield**

- **Chesterfield Ambulatory Surgical Center**
  - 232 S Woods Mill Rd, Chesterfield, MO 63017, 1-314-434-1500
  - Handicap Access: Y

- **Chesterfield St Luke's Hospital**
  - 1-636-536-5337
  - Business Access: Y

- **Chesterfield SSM Select Surgical Center**
  - 13483 Olive Blvd, Chesterfield, MO 63005, 1-314-878-4144
  - Handicap Access: Y

- **Chesterfield Anns Bra and Mastectomy Center**
  - 1-314-878-4144
  - Handicap Access: Y

- **Chesterfield Gateway Medical Equipment**
  - 181 Chesterfield Business Pkwy, Chesterfield, MO 63005, 1-636-536-5337
  - Handicap Access: Y
THE HEARING CONSULTANTS
1130 TOWN AND COUNTRY COMMONS DR
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-394-1911
Handicap Access: Y

Handicap
1-314-434-1500
CHESTERFIELD,
232
Handicap
1-314-205-6491
CHESTERFIELD,
232
Handicap
1-314-434-1500
CHESTERFIELD,
232
Handicap
1-314-394-1911
CHESTERFIELD,
232

THE HEARING CONSULTANTS
232 S WOODS MILL RD
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-434-1500
Handicap Access: Y

INFUSION/CHMOTHERAPY
ST LUKES HOSPITAL
232 S WOODS MILL RD
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-434-1500
Handicap Access: Y

LACTATION COUNSELING
ST LUKES HOSPITAL
232 S WOODS MILL RD
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-434-1500
Handicap Access: Y

MAMMOGRAPHY SCREENING CENTER
BREAST CARE CENTER AT ST LUKES
232 S WOODS MILL RD STE 200E
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-205-6491
Handicap Access: Y

ST LUKES HOSPITAL
232 S WOODS MILL RD
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-434-1500
Handicap Access: Y

MRI
ST LUKES HOSPITAL
232 S WOODS MILL RD
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-434-1500
Handicap Access: Y

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
17701 EDDISON AVE
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63005
1-636-536-3780
Handicap Access: Y

RADIATION THERAPY CENTER
ST LUKES HOSPITAL
232 S WOODS MILL RD
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-434-1500
Handicap Access: Y

SPEECH PATHOLOGY
SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
509 S HANLEY RD
CLAYTON, MO 63105
1-314-200-0300
Handicap Access: Y

ST LUKES HOSPITAL
232 S WOODS MILL RD
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-434-1500
Handicap Access: Y

ST LUKES HOSPITAL
232 S WOODS MILL RD
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-434-1500
Handicap Access: Y

ST LUKES HOSPITAL
232 S WOODS MILL RD
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-434-1500
Handicap Access: Y

ST LUKES HOSPITAL
232 S WOODS MILL RD
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-434-1500
Handicap Access: Y

ST LUKES HOSPITAL
232 S WOODS MILL RD
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-434-1500
Handicap Access: Y

SPEECH PATHOLOGY
SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
12382 OLIVE BLVD
CREVE COEUR, MO 63141
1-314-453-9675
Handicap Access: Y

SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
12855 N FORTY DR
STE 250
CREVE COEUR, MO 63141
1-314-469-0760
Handicap Access: Y

SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
845 N NEW BALLS CT
STE 40
CREVE COEUR, MO 63141
1-314-994-1367
Handicap Access: Y

SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
12382 OLIVE BLVD
CREVE COEUR, MO 63141
1-314-453-9675
Handicap Access: Y

SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
12855 N FORTY DR
STE 250
CREVE COEUR, MO 63141
1-314-469-0760
Handicap Access: Y

SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
12382 OLIVE BLVD
CREVE COEUR, MO 63141
1-314-453-9675
Handicap Access: Y

SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
12855 N FORTY DR
STE 250
CREVE COEUR, MO 63141
1-314-469-0760
Handicap Access: Y

SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
12382 OLIVE BLVD
CREVE COEUR, MO 63141
1-314-453-9675
Handicap Access: Y

SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
12855 N FORTY DR
STE 250
CREVE COEUR, MO 63141
1-314-469-0760
Handicap Access: Y

SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
12382 OLIVE BLVD
CREVE COEUR, MO 63141
1-314-453-9675
Handicap Access: Y

SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
12855 N FORTY DR
STE 250
CREVE COEUR, MO 63141
1-314-469-0760
Handicap Access: Y

May choose as a primary care provider
Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.
This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
May choose as a primary care provider

Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
May choose as a primary care provider

Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
May choose as a primary care provider

Temporary accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
29 RONNIE'S PLZ
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63126
1-314-843-5667
Handicap Access: Y

SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
7391 WATSON RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63119
Handicap Access: Y

SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
2532 LEMAY FERRY RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63125
1-314-985-0068
Handicap Access: Y

SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
1027 BELLEVUE
STE 15
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-821-5375
Handicap Access: N

SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
9437 OLIVE BLVD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63132
1-314-989-9500
Handicap Access: Y

ORTHOTICS/PROSTHETICS
AMANNS ORTHOPEDICS
2821 N BALLAS RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63131
1-314-567-6649
Handicap Access: Y

ORTHOTIC & PROSTHETIC LAB
777 S NEW BALLAS
STE 116 WEST
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63141
1-314-567-7775
Handicap Access: Y

PREMIER PROSTHETIC & ORTHOTICS
343 S KIRKWOOD RD
STE 200
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63122
1-314-262-8900
Handicap Access: Y

PHYSICAL THERAPY
SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
29 RONNIE'S PLZ
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63126
1-314-843-5667
Handicap Access: Y

PHYSICAL THERAPY
SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
7391 WATSON RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63119
Handicap Access: Y

PHYSICAL THERAPY
SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
2532 LEMAY FERRY RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63125
1-314-985-0068
Handicap Access: Y

PHYSICAL THERAPY
SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
1027 BELLEVUE
STE 15
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-821-5375
Handicap Access: N

PHYSICAL THERAPY
SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
9437 OLIVE BLVD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63132
1-314-989-9500
Handicap Access: Y

PSYCHIATRIC FACILITY - INPATIENT
SSM HEALTH CARE ST MARY'S HOSPITAL - ST LOUIS
6420 CLAYTON RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-768-8000
Handicap Access: Y

SPEECH PATHOLOGY
SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
29 RONNIE'S PLZ
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63126
1-314-843-5667
Handicap Access: Y

SPEECH PATHOLOGY
SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
7391 WATSON RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63119
Handicap Access: Y

SPEECH PATHOLOGY
SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
2532 LEMAY FERRY RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63125
1-314-985-0068
Handicap Access: Y

SPEECH PATHOLOGY
SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
1027 BELLEVUE
STE 15
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-821-5375
Handicap Access: N

SPEECH PATHOLOGY
SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
9437 OLIVE BLVD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63132
1-314-989-9500
Handicap Access: Y

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
555 N NEW BALLAS RD STE 260
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63141
1-314-977-6362
Handicap Access: Y

VALLEY PARK

WEBSTER GROVES

DURABLE MEDICAL EQUIPMENT
ORTHOTIC & PROSTHETIC LAB
748 MARSHALL AVE
WEBSTER GROVES, MO 63119
1-314-968-8555
Handicap Access: Y

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
8654 BIG BEND BLVD
WEBSTER GROVES, MO 63119
1-314-962-2634
Handicap Access: Y

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
ORTHOTICS/PROSTHETICS

ORTHOTIC & PROSTHETIC LAB
748 MARSHALL AVE
WEBSTER GROVES, MO 63119
1-314-968-8555
Handicap Access: Y

PHYSICAL THERAPY

SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
8654 BIG BEND BLVD
WEBSTER GROVES, MO 63119
1-314-962-2634
Handicap Access: Y

SPEECH PATHOLOGY

SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
8654 BIG BEND BLVD
WEBSTER GROVES, MO 63119
1-314-962-2634
Handicap Access: Y

SAINT LOUIS CITY COUNTY

SAINT LOUIS

DIALYSIS

SSM HEALTH CARDINAL GLENNON CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL
1465 S GRAND BLVD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63104
1-314-577-5600
Handicap Access: N

SSM HEALTH ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
3635 VISTA AVE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110
1-314-577-8000
Handicap Access: Y

MAMMOGRAPHY SCREENING CENTER

SSM HEALTH ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
3635 VISTA AVE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110
1-314-577-8000
Handicap Access: Y

MRI

SSM HEALTH CARDINAL GLENNON CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL
1465 S GRAND BLVD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63104
1-314-577-5600
Handicap Access: Y

ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL GROUP
1438 S GRAND BLVD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63104
1-314-977-6082
Handicap Access: Y

ORTHOTICS/PROSTHETICS

ORTHOTIC & PROSTHETIC LAB
4921 PARKVIEW PLACE
13D
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110
1-314-361-6789
Handicap Access: Y

SSM HEALTH ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
3635 VISTA AVE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110
1-314-577-8000
Handicap Access: Y

SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
32 HAMPTON VILLAGE PLZ
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63109
1-314-353-2626
Handicap Access: Y

SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
5555 PAGE BLVD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63112
Handicap Access: Y

SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
635 LOCUST ST
UNIT 116
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63101
1-314-241-1891
Handicap Access: Y

SSM HEALTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
6555 CHIPPEWA
STE 125
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63109
1-314-781-0011
Handicap Access: Y

SSM HEALTH ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
3635 VISTA AVE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110
1-314-577-8000
Handicap Access: Y

SSM HEALTH ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
3635 VISTA AVE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110
1-314-577-8000
Handicap Access: Y

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.

May choose as a primary care provider

Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.
May choose as a primary care provider

Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
May choose as a primary care provider

Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
EMERGENCY MEDICINE

SSM HEALTH CARE ST JOSEPH HOSPITAL - WENTZVILLE
500 MEDICAL PLAZA DR
WENTZVILLE, MO 63385
1-314-389-6500
Handicap Access: Y

BRIDGETON

SSM HEALTH DEPAUL HOSPITAL - ST LOUIS
12303 DEPAUL DR
BRIDGETON, MO 63044
1-314-344-8000
Handicap Access: Y

FENTON

SSM HEALTH DEPAUL HOSPITAL - ST LOUIS
12303 DEPAUL DR
BRIDGETON, MO 63044
1-314-344-8000
Handicap Access: Y

SSM HEALTH ST CLARE HOSPITAL - FENTON
1015 BOWLES AVE
FENTON, MO 63026
1-636-926-2000
Handicap Access: Y

MARYLAND HEIGHTS

URGENT CARE

SSM HEALTH EXPRESS CLINIC
12509 DORSETT RD
MARYLAND HEIGHTS, MO 63043
1-314-687-2728
Handicap Access: Y

SSM HEALTH EXPRESS CLINIC
1993 WENTZVILLE PKWY
WENTZVILLE, MO 63385
1-314-687-2732
Handicap Access: Y

SSM HEALTH EXPRESS CLINIC
13992 MANCHESTER RD
BALWIN, MO 63011
1-314-687-2717
Handicap Access: Y

SSM HEALTH EXPRESS CLINIC
16105 MANCHESTER RD
BALWIN, MO 63011
1-314-687-2718
Handicap Access: N

SSM HEALTH EXPRESS CLINIC
12345 ST CHARLES ROCK RD
BRIDGETON, MO 63044
1-314-687-2726
Handicap Access: Y

SSM HEALTH ST CLARE HOSPITAL - FENTON
1015 BOWLES AVE
FENTON, MO 63026
1-636-926-2000
Handicap Access: Y

SSM HEALTH EXPRESS CLINIC
1001 BOWLES AVE
FENTON, MO 63026
1-314-687-2720
Handicap Access: Y

SSM HEALTH EXPRESS CLINIC
1015 BOWLES AVE
FENTON, MO 63026
1-636-926-2000
Handicap Access: Y

SSM HEALTH EXPRESS CLINIC
1-636-496-2000
Handicap Access: Y

URGENT CARE

SAINT LOUIS COUNTY

BALWIN

URGENT CARE

SSM HEALTH EXPRESS CLINIC
13992 MANCHESTER RD
BALWIN, MO 63011
1-314-687-2717
Handicap Access: Y

URGENT CARE

SSM HEALTH EXPRESS CLINIC
12303 DEPAUL DR
BRIDGETON, MO 63044
1-314-344-8000
Handicap Access: Y

SSM HEALTH EXPRESS CLINIC
12345 ST CHARLES ROCK RD
BRIDGETON, MO 63044
1-314-687-2726
Handicap Access: Y

URGENT CARE

CHESTERFIELD

EMERGENCY MEDICINE

ST LUKES HOSPITAL
232 S WOODS MILL RD
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
1-314-434-1500
Handicap Access: Y

URGENT CARE

SSM HEALTH EXPRESS CLINIC
1200 SHACKELFORD RD
FLORISSANT, MO 63031
1-314-830-5805
Handicap Access: Y

SSM HEALTH EXPRESS CLINIC
1-314-830-5805
Handicap Access: Y

FLORISSANT

EMERGENCY MEDICINE

URGENT CARE

SSM HEALTH EXPRESS CLINIC
6420 CLAYTON RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-768-8000
Handicap Access: Y

URGENT CARE

SSM HEALTH EXPRESS CLINIC
6420 CLAYTON RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-768-8000
Handicap Access: Y

SSM HEALTH EXPRESS CLINIC
6420 CLAYTON RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-768-8000
Handicap Access: Y

SSM HEALTH EXPRESS CLINIC
6420 CLAYTON RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-768-8000
Handicap Access: Y

URGENT CARE

ST LUKES DES PERES HOSPITAL
2345 DOUGHERTY FERRY RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63122
1-314-966-9100
Handicap Access: Y

URGENT CARE

SSM HEALTH EXPRESS CLINIC
6420 CLAYTON RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-768-8000
Handicap Access: Y

URGENT CARE

SSM HEALTH EXPRESS CLINIC
6420 CLAYTON RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-768-8000
Handicap Access: Y

URGENT CARE

SSM HEALTH EXPRESS CLINIC
6420 CLAYTON RD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
1-314-768-8000
Handicap Access: Y

May choose as a primary care provider

Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Number</th>
<th>Handicap Access</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SSM HEALTH EXPRESS CLINIC</td>
<td>190 N FLORISSANT RD SAINT LOUIS, MO 63135</td>
<td>1-314-687-2725</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSM HEALTH EXPRESS CLINIC</td>
<td>441 N KIRKWOOD RD SAINT LOUIS, MO 63122</td>
<td>1-314-687-2716</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSM HEALTH EXPRESS CLINIC</td>
<td>6071 TELEGRAPH RD SAINT LOUIS, MO 63129</td>
<td>1-314-687-2712</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSM HEALTH EXPRESS CLINIC</td>
<td>8571 WATSON RD SAINT LOUIS, MO 63119</td>
<td>1-314-687-2715</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSM HEALTH EXPRESS CLINIC</td>
<td>12098 LUSHER RD SAINT LOUIS, MO 63138</td>
<td>1-314-687-2711</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSM HEALTH EXPRESS CLINIC</td>
<td>2401 S BRENTWOOD BLVD SAINT LOUIS, MO 63144</td>
<td>1-314-687-2714</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST CHARLES EMERGENCY MEDICINE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST CHARLES EMERGENCY GROUP</td>
<td>300 FIRST CAPITOL DR ST CHARLES, MO 63001</td>
<td>1-802-864-1758</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAINT LOUIS CITY COUNTY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check wellfirstbenefits.com.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
Language Assistance

**English** - **ATTENTION:** If you speak English, language assistance services, free of charge, are available to you. Call 1-877-317-2410 (TTY: 711).

**Chinese** - 注意：如果您使用繁體中文，您可以免費獲得語言援助服務。請致電 1-877-317-2410（TTY：711）。

**Polish** - **UWAGA:** Jeżeli mówisz po polsku, możesz skorzystać z bezpłatnej pomocy językowej. Zadzwoń pod numer 1-877-317-2410 (TTY: 711).

**Vietnamese** - **CHÚ Ý:** Nếu bạn nói Tiếng Việt, có dịch vụ hỗ trợ ngôn ngữ miễn phí dành cho bạn. Gọi số 1-877-317-2410 (TTY: 711).

**Tagalog** - **PAUNAWA:** Kung nagsasalita ka ng Tagalog, maaari kang gumamit ng mga serbisyo ng tulong sa wika nang walang bayad. Tumawag sa 1-877-317-2410 (TTY: 711).

**French** - **ATTENTION :** Si vous parlez français, des services d'aide linguistique vous sont proposés gratuitement. Appelez le 1-877-317-2410 (ATS: 711).

**Hindi** - **ध्यान में:** यदि आप हिंदी बोलते हैं तो आपके लिए मुफ्त में भाषा सहायता सेवाएं उपलब्ध हैं। 1-877-317-2410 (TTY: 711) पर कॉल करें।

**Spanish** - **ATENCIÓN:** si habla español, tiene a su disposición servicios gratuitos de asistencia lingüística. Llame al 1-877-317-2410 (TTY: 711).

**Hmong** - **LUS CEEV:** Yog tias koj hais lus Hmoob, cov kev pab txog lus, muaj kev pab dawb rau koj. Hu rau 1-877-317-2410 (TTY: 711).


**German** - **ACHTUNG:** Wenn Sie Deutsch sprechen, stehen Ihnen kostenlos sprachliche Hilfsdienstleistungen zur Verfügung. Rufnummer: 1-877-317-2410 (TTY: 711).

**Russian** - **ВНИМАНИЕ:** Если вы говорите на русском языке, то вам доступны бесплатные услуги перевода. Звоните 1-877-317-2410 (телетайп: 711).

**Italian** - **ATTENZIONE:** In caso la lingua parlata sia l'italiano, sono disponibili servizi di assistenza linguistica gratuiti. Chiamare il numero 1-877-317-2410 (TTY: 711).
Non-Discrimination Notice

The Health Plan*:

- Provides free aids and services to people with disabilities to communicate effectively with us, such as: qualified sign language interpreters and written information in other formats (large print, audio, accessible electronic formats, other formats).
- Provides free language services to people whose primary language is not English such as: qualified interpreters and information written in other languages. If you need these services, contact the Customer Care Center at 1-877-317-2410 (TTY: 711).

The Health Plan complies with applicable Federal civil rights laws and does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, age, disability, sex, or religion. The Health Plan does not exclude people or treat them differently because of race, color, national origin, age, disability, sex, or religion.

If you believe that the Health Plan has failed to provide these services or discriminated in another way on the basis of race, color, national origin, age, disability, sex, or religion, you can file a grievance with the organization’s Civil Rights Coordinator. If you need help filing a grievance, the Civil Rights Coordinator for the Health Plan is available to help you. You can file a grievance in person, by mail, or email at:

Civil Rights Coordinator    Phone: 1-608-828-2216 (TTY: 711)
1277 Deming Way    Email: civilrightscoordinator@deancare.com
Madison, Wisconsin 53717

You can also file a civil rights complaint with the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Office for Civil Rights, electronically through the Office for Civil Rights Complaint Portal, available at https://ocrportal.hhs.gov/ocr/portal/lobby.jsf, by mail, or phone at:

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services    Phone: 1-800-368-1019 or 1-800-537-7697 (TDD)
200 Independence Avenue, SW
Room 509F, HHH Building
Washington, D.C. 20201


*Dean Administrative Services; Dean Health Plan; Prevea360 Health Plan; WellFirst Health
Glossary

Allergy and Immunology: Diagnosis and treatment of allergic conditions and diseases of the immune system.

Ambulatory Surgery: A facility in which surgery is done on an outpatient basis and recovery is expected to be a few hours.

Anesthesiology: Administration of anesthesia to achieve temporary, partial or complete loss of sensation to patient undergoing surgery.

Cardiology: Diagnosis and treatment of diseases of the heart and blood vessels.

Chiropractic (D.C.): Diagnosis and treatment of misalignments of the joints, particularly of the spinal column.

Dermatology: Diagnosis and treatment of diseases and disorders of the skin.

Endocrinology: Diagnosis and treatment of diseases and disorders of the endocrine glands (thyroid, pituitary, pancreas, ovaries and testes) including diabetes.

Family Medicine: Diagnosis and treatment of medical conditions of people of all ages with an emphasis on family health problems.

Family Medicine and Obstetrics: Diagnosis and treatment of medical conditions of people of all ages with an emphasis on family health problems and the management of care during pregnancy and childbirth.

Gastroenterology: Diagnosis and treatment of diseases and disorders of the stomach and intestines.

General Practice: Diagnosis and treatment of diseases, injuries and disorders of people of all ages.

General Practice and Obstetrics: Diagnosis and treatment of diseases, injuries and disorders of people of all ages and the management of care during pregnancy and sometimes childbirth.

General Surgery: Operative treatment of internal and external diseases.

Geriatrics: Diagnosis and treatment of medical conditions of elderly people.

Infectious Disease: Diagnosis and treatment of complicated infections.

Internal Medicine: Diagnosis and treatment of diseases and disorders of the body of adult men and women.

Nephrology: Diagnosis and treatment of diseases and disorders of the kidneys.

Neurology: Diagnosis and treatment of diseases and disorders of the nervous system.

Neurosurgery: Operative treatment of disorders and injuries of the brain and nervous system.

Obstetrics/Gynecology: Diagnosis and treatment of diseases specific to women and girls, particularly those affecting the reproductive system.

Occupational Medicine: The prevention and treatment of job-related injuries and illnesses.

Oncology: Diagnosis and treatment of tumors and cancer.

Ophthalmology: Diagnosis and treatment of diseases and disorders of the eye.

Optometry (O.D.): Practice of examining the eyes for visual defects and prescribing corrective lenses.


Orthopedics/Orthopedic Surgery: Diagnosis and treatment of disorders involving bones, joints and muscles.

Osteopathy (D.O.): Diagnosis and treatment of diseases, injuries and disorders through the manipulation and massage of the bones, joints and muscles.

Otolaryngology (Ear, Nose, Throat - ENT): Diagnosis and treatment of diseases and disorders of the ear, nose and throat.

Pediatrics: Diagnosis and treatment of diseases of children and adolescents and general management of their health.

Physiatry: Physical medicine, including physical therapy and rehabilitation techniques.

Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation: Therapeutic use of physical medicine and equipment in the treatment of injuries and diseases.

Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery: Repair and restoration of external body structures due to physical defect or trauma.

Psychiatry/Psychology: Diagnosis and treatment of emotional or mental disorders.

Podiatry (D.P.M.): Diagnosis and treatment of diseases and injuries of the foot.

Pulmonary Medicine: Diagnosis and treatment of disorders of the lungs.

Rheumatology: Diagnosis and treatment of diseases and disorders of the joints and associated structures such as arthritis and degenerative joint disease.

Sports Medicine: Diagnosis and treatment of sports related injuries.

Urology: Diagnosis and treatment of diseases and disorders of the urinary system.
WellFirst Health is a qualified health plan issuer in the Health Insurance Marketplace.
This directory was current at the time of printing. For the most up-to-date listing, please visit wellfirstbenefits.com/doctors

WellFirst Health does not discriminate on the basis of disability in the provision of programs, services or activities. Our Customer Care Center has free language interpreter services available for non-English speakers. For additional information, call the Customer Care Center at 1-866-514-4194.